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Purpose 2.!_ the .Study 
CHAPTER I 
TEE PROBLEM 
The opinions o~ youth are extremely important 
and merit Lntensive investigation. It is gen~ 
eraJ.J.y accepted that the most important social 
e.tti tudes are formed in adolescence and t-hat, 
barring unusual. experience.s, they endure for 
the most part throughout life. The public 
opinion of today's youth is the public opinion 
of tomorrow's world. In many countries youth's 
opinions play a vi tal role in determining· the 
world of today. Some people :f.'ear the opinions 
of youth; others cherish them. One's attitude 
toward youth's opinions should at all events be 
determined by an accurate knowledge of what they 
are. 1/ 
It has become increasingly obvious to the writer, through 
six years o~ teaching at the secondary level, and from an 
eqll:al. number of years spent in teaching, administrative, and 
in supervisory capacities at university and state department 
of education levels, that persons in positions of authority 
1 
are viewed differently by youth in accordance with the role of 
ttauthority" as structured by the particular individual. in that 
role. It appears that of the many individuals in positions of 
authority over the adolescent, some persons exert that authority 
in a benign, paternal sort of way. Too many others, '\la.ew-
ever, appear to exert their authority in a manner that is par-
y Naomi Wel.tman and H.H. Remmers, "Pupils•, Parents• and 
Teachers' Attitudes--Simil.arities and Dif~erencesu, Stud-
~.!.!! Higher Education £!Y!, Purdue University, LafaYette, 
Indiana, September, 1.9461. P• 3 •. 
ticularly disturbing to the adolescent. 
Webster de.fines the word uauthori tarian" as "advocating 
the principle o.f obedience to authority as opposed to individ-
ual liberty". No attempt will be made here to 0 prove0 that 
certain individuals in the lives o.f adolescents are "authori-
tarian", since this study is based on an attitudinal survey of 
adolescent opinion and, hence, can not be const.rued to 'fJe more 
than adolescent opinion. Yet, could it not be at least inferred 
that "authoritarianism" is not the abstraction which it might 
appear to be on the surface, in that "attitude", as such, may 
be a signi.ficant determinant to the degree of authoritarianism 
existent in a particular individual as he .fills a specific 
11 
role? Riesman paraphrasing Freud states: 
"For children, Freud insisted, are naturally re-
bellious against authority; they hate their par-
ents; they hate the sibling who displaces them; 
they have an eye, for which they are not given 
credit, for what goes on in their world." 
Perhaps, then, it would be a significant piece of research to 
discover to what degree certain °authority" figures appear to 
be 0 authoritarian8 to adolescents, using the adolescent "eye", 
,. 
to which Freud re.fers above, ••• '"for which they are not given 
-
credit, for what goes on in their world.• 
For the purpose o.f this study, however, the phrase nauthor-
-· 
itarian .figure" has re.ference to those persons whom the adoles-
cent recognizes as having some .form of jurisdiction (authority) 
1/ David Riesman, Individualism Reconsidered, The Free Press, 
Glencoe, Illinois, 1954, p. 349. 
2 
over him, and who exerts that authority in a manner distnr.bing 
to him. 
Justification for ~ Study 
Concerning the use of 9 atti tudinal11 surveys Weltman and y . ·. 
Remmers state: 
"Attitudes are important determiners of individual 
and collective aspirations, hopes, end ideals. 
They determine not only the goals of the individual 
and of the society, but the means and methods where-
by these goals are to be attained. o • Attitudes are 
individual and collective. Collective attitudes are 
otherwise known as public opinion. Public opinion 
has always been investigated. Within recent years, 
however, scientific means have evolved for determin~ 
ing what public opinion is on issues of importance.• y 
Remmers states; 
11The last three decades particularly have witnessed 
a sharply accelerating curve of interest in research 
on attitudes and there are for this reviewer no visi-
ble signs of a flattening of this curve. The effect-
ive functions are if anything more than ever the 
focus of attention of both professed theorists as 
well as of empiricists. 0 y . . 
And Allport's definition: 
"An attitude is a mental and neural state of readi-
ness, organized through experience, exerting a 
directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's 
response to all objects end situations with which it 
is related. 11 
. . 
gl H. H. Remmers, Review, nTeebnique of Attitude Seale Construc-
tion. 11 by Allen L. Edwards, ~ Personnel ~ Guidane e Jour-
~, Sept~er, 1957, p. 57. 
y G. W. Allport, •Attitudes, '"A Handbook of Social Psychology, 
(edited by Carl.Murchison), Clark University Press, Worces-
ter, Mass., 1935, p. 810 •. 
With reference to their better understanding of the child, 
teachers, guidance counselors and school administrators, gener-
ally, have a need for additional information about adolescence y 
based upon sound research procedures. Current literature 
stresses this need when it states: 
From 
"• •• research on adolescence is itself in an 
immature state with data of uneven merit, meth-
ods in flux, and disciplines uncoordinated • • • 
The focus needs to be increasingly upon prGblems 
significant for the enrichment of personal living 
and for more constructive interperson$1 relations." 
?dl .· 
the s~e source: 
"The hypothesis that personal and social maladju.st- .. 
menta in children find their source in unwholesome. 
interpersonal relations in the home, the s~hool, or 
societi needs to be investigated on a comprehensive 
scale. 
There appears to be a dearth of research in the area of an 
attitudinal survey limited solely to the way a selected group of 
individuals appear within the adolescent frame of reference. 
This has motivated the construction and evaluation of such an 
attitudinal seale as the primary instrument upon whieh the 
attendant research will be based. 
Scope .2!, ~ S tud:y .. 
Through the construction, administration and evaluation of 
the DOLAN AUTHORITARIAN FIGURES SCALE (to be hereinafter called 
the D A· FIGURES SCALE), consisting of twenty-four selected fig-
Mary Cover Jones, "Adolescence", Encyclopedia£! Educational 
Research, Walters. Monroe, Editor, The MacMillan Co., New 
York, Revised Edition, 1950, p. 18. 
Q£ cit., p. 873. 
ut-es, compe.l-ed in groups o:f :four in a •f'orced-choiee" technique, 
,. 11 
data was collected :from 1656 eighth and tenth grade pupils 
:fr0m :five selected New Hampshire junior-senior high schools. 
~ese five schools, with thei~ pupil e.nr0llment (September, 
1959), in the order in which the scales were administered, are: 
Kennett High School (Gonway) 
Hanover High School 
Berlin High School 
Goncord High School and Rundlett Junior High 
School 
Laconia High School 
(238) 
(J.5~) 
(200) 
(645) 
(420) 
Grades 8 and 10, total. Enr0llmebt (1656) 
This data will be analyzed and evaluated in relation to the six 
criteria (variables), namely: 1) age; 2) grade; 3) sex; 4) reli• 
gious preference; 5) socio-economic status; and 6) intelligence. 
Summary E.! !.!.!!!! 
This study will attempt to provide meaningful. data, includ-
. 
ing an attitudinal scale, :for the :further siudy o:f adolescent 
attitudes with relation to those individuals who appear in an 
authoritarian role to these adolescents. It is expected that 
such data will be particularly helpful to teachers, guidance 
counselors, school administrators, parents, the clergy, and 
similar responsible persons among whose primary objectives are 
the gui dane e of' youth. 
O:f the total school enrollment, 1656, 220 pupils were absent 
on the day o:f testing, resulting in 1436 pupils tested with 
the D A FIGURES SGALE and Otis ~uick-Scoring Mental Ability 
Tests. 
5 -~ 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH 
y 
Riesman, in speaking of the "socializationu o:f today's 
children in an nother-directedtt society, quotes satirically 
an old nursery rhyme as :follows: 
This little pig went to market; 
This ll ttle pig stayed at home. 
2his little pig had roast beef; 
This little pig had none. 
This. little pig went wee-wee-wee 
All the way home. 
Referring to the rhyme he states: 
11 The rhyme may be taken as a paradigm ot·'iii.d:i-
viduation and unsocialized behavior among chil-
dren of an earlier era. Today, however, all 
little pigs go to market; none stay home; all 
have roast beef, i:f any do; and all say'we-we-
we'•n 
It would appear, :from the :foregoing, that children uot' an 
earlier erau were more individualistic, exhibiting marked un-
socialized behavior tendencies, with a subsequent inference 
that the increasing socialization o:f our present-day society 
assists in the :formation of individuals into a more conforming 
mold. Regardless of whether today1 s child, or yesterday's, is 
the more conforming child, today children do appear to be 
ttattackedn from without by certain persons in positions of 
authority. Renee, an attempt will be made to indicate signifi-
cant research in justification tor the decision to develop a 
measure of adolescent attitudes in an effort· to recognize adol-
1/ David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd, Yale University Press, New 
Haven, 1950, P• 102. 
6 
escent defined nauthoritarianism11 among certain selected autlaor-
ity figures. 
~he uinner-Directedn and "Other-Directed" Environments 
In describing this "inner-directed« and 11other-directed" 
environment, with its consequent erfect on the child, and on the 
recognition or the uauthoritarian" authorities existent in each 
. . 1/-
of these two societies, Riesman makes the following comparisons, 
symbolically, through the physical arrangements or the two 
classrooms: 
"Seating in the preprqgressive era. is arranged 
formally--all face front-~and often alphabetic-
ally. The walls are decorated with the ruins 
of Pompeii and the bust of Caesar. For all but 
the few ~xceptional children who can transcend 
the dead forms of their classical education and 
make the ancient world come alive, these etchings 
and statues signify the irrelevance of the school 
to the emotional problems of the child." 
And in the second, classroom (the "other-directedtt): 
uThe sexes are mixed. Seating is arranged 1 ini:or-
mally'. That is, alphabetic forms disappear, often 
to be replaced by sociometric forms that bring to-
gether compeer.s. This orten means that where to sit 
becomes problemat~eal--a clue to one's location on 
the friendship chart~ Gesell grading is as severe 
as intellectual .. grading was in the earlier era; what-
ever their intellectual gifts, children stay with 
their presumed social peers. The desks change their 
form, too; they are more apt to be movable tables 
wi tb open shelves than places where one may bide 
things. The teacher no longer sits on a dais or 
struts before a blackboard but joins the family 
circle.n 
Further clarifying his terms, "inner-direetionu and "other-
Y directionu, Riesman describes the uinner-directedtt enviromnent 
1/ Op. cit., PP• 58-61. 
g/ Op. cit., P• 65. 
8 
as he speaks of' the nclose oppressiveness of' idealized parentsn, 
for whose attention the child constantly finds himself in com-
petition with his brothers and sisters. Theoretically, when 
confronted with tyrannical parents children may unite against 
them, but such peer-group unity appears to meet with difficulties 
in that their age differentials generally are such that ttit is 
more likely that parents divide and rule 11 • 
11 
In the 1tother-direeted11 family Riesman speaks of parents 
having 1~nstalled in their children something like a psychological 
radar set", an instrument not to ncontroltt action but to "detectu 
the action and ttespecially the symbolic action of' otherstt, thus 
diminishing the importance of' the parental role, in comparison 
. . 
to their earlier parental role in the ninner-directed" envii?onment. 
Despite the apparent permissiveness of the uother-directedu y 
school environmental situation, as described by Riesman, he 
writes of' the feelings of' inadequacy to be found within the indi-
viduals who fail to achieve in this other-directed school commun-
ity; he speaks of' the ffsocialtt conf'ormity forced on the cbild, 
a conformity where brainsi status, perhaps even ndocility", gain 
the approbation of' the teacher rather than "personality11 or nprob-
lemstt. The failures, under such a system, may rebel, some to be 
''hammered into shape by the schooltt, others to leave the school 
enVironment, a f'ew of' whom return "like a mythical hero, having 
lived his troubles down, to alleviate the guilt of' other misfits 
1/ Op. cit., P• 55. 
g/ Op. cit., PP• 59, 60. 
and give them hope f'or their own f'uture.u However, the very 
0 unequivocality" of' the school's standards, although providing 
9 
a certain security f'or the child, may bring about the internali-
zation of' such standards even among those who f'ail. Such chil-
dren Ucarry with them the af'ter-ef'f'ects of' emotional shock whose 
violence lies beyond criticism--sometimes even beyond recall." 
The concern o:r this study with the 11inner-directedn and 
uother-directed11 environmental situations stems from a desire 
to identif'y the adolescent "worldu as one in a seemingly con-
stant state of' flux, with the adolescent being the f'ocal point 
who "sees 11 the various individuals, with whom he comes in con-
tact, in varying perspectives. 
The Adolescent World 
-
The nadolescent worldu is the mirrored image of' the adult 
world, although it is a world which is seen through adolescent 
. y 
eyes. As Strang describes it: 
nviewing it as objectively as possible, adults see the 
modern world as entering an atomic age, an age char-
acterized by- a pervasive f'ear o:r war, an age in which 
destructive competition persists despite counter-
currents of' cooperation, an age of' shifting values 
influenced by the spectacular developments of' mass 
methods of' connnunication. Adults are puzzled and 
uncertain. Adolescents are living in a world that 
has lost its security and stability.u 
Despite this rather bleak picture, as seemingly visualized 
. y 
by adult and adolescent alike, Strang continues on a more hopeful 
y Ruth Strang, ~ Adoles.cent Views Himself', Mc~aw-Hill, New 
York, 195?, PP• 33, 34. . 
~ Ibid., P• 34. 
10 
vein, writing o:f the many examples o:f "genuine a1 truismn which 
are to be :found in the world where nhuge sums o:f money are vol-
untarily spent :for the benefit o:f needy persons", and "Hidden 
behind the :facade o:f materialism there also seems to be a 
yearning :for spiritual valuesu, closing with "These often con-
flicting patterns create many of the adolescent's problems of 
adjustmenttt. 
-
The Development o:f Attitudes 
- - y 
With Thurston and Chave nattituden is defined within this 
study as :follows: 
"The concept 1 atti tude1 will be used here to denote 
the sum-total of a man's inclinations and :feelings, 
prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, :fears, 
threats, and convictions about any speci:fie topic. n 
Research indicates thatattitude :formation begins with the 
birth o:f the child. His pre-school attitudes reflect the atti-
tudes o:f those with whom the child comes in close contact, 
namely, his parents, siblings, relatives, as the case may be. y 
Queener states that attitudes, primarily, are learned :from 
others who represent high or low prestige :figures for an indivi-
dual. Such an individual may accept the attitudes o:f high pres-
tige persons and reject the attitudes o:f those belonging to a 
low prestige group. 
The teacher appears to be one o:f the :first influences outside 
1/ L.L. Thurstone and E.J. Chave, The Measurement o:f Attitude, 
The University o:f Chicago Press;-ohieago, Illinois, 1937, 
PP• 6, 7. 
g/ E. Llewellyn Queener, Introduction to Social Psychology, 
William Sloane Associates, New York, 1951, P• 361 •. 
11 
the home to affect the attitude development of the child. 
!I 
Mason reflects this when he states that uNo elaborate analysis 
is needed to show that teachers' attitudes affect those of 
pupils.u 
A second lloutsiden (the family) group, which plays an im-
portant role in attitude formation, is the upeer group", the 
first social group that the child meets outside the family. 
In summation, the individual is continually coming in con-
tact with varying attitudes. He accepts those which are rein-
forcing, rejecting others in accordance With the degree of pres-
tige represented by the person, or group, with whom he has made y 
contact. ~ueener points up a paradox, as a caution, when he 
states that high prestige persons and groups need to have a 
concern for the "attitude cues" which they present, since such 
sources of high prestige values tend to be careless of their 
attitude cueing, while those ''professionally intrusted with atti-
tude information have relatively less prestigen and need the 
support of prestige persons such a.s parents and clique leaders. 
For additional information concerning the utilization of 
na.ttitudinaln surveys see CHAPTER I, "Justification for the 
Studyn. 
The Authoritarian~ 
The child's first n a.uthoritytt figures are his parents. By 
y H.M. Mason, "Effects of Attitudes of High-School Teachers of 
Soeia.l Studies Upon Attitudes of ~heir Pupils", Studies~ 
Higb.er Education !!!!, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana., 
June, 1942, P• 47. 
g/ Op. cit., P• 361. 
12 
them he makes comparisons, ultimately reaching judgmental con-
clusions concerning the additional authority figures with whom 
he comes in contact, first in the home, and then in an ever wide-
ning sphere as his horizons broaden beyond the confines of his 
immediate family situation. 
With reference to authority as it originates in the UDiver-
y' 
sal experience of the infant English feels that it "reacts to 
-
adult superiority with a complex of interwoven attitUdes: (l) de-
pendence and compliance, (2} resistance~ (3) love, (4) hatred. 
The pattern which these attitudes form toward different adults 
and in different situations constitutes the child's reaction to 
authority. n y 
Adorno, et al, in speaking of the n authoritarian man" re-
fers to the rjse of an tt antbropological" species which is known as 
the authoritarian man. This man appears typified as one with 
irrational or anti-rational beliefs, being simultaneously en-
lightened and superstitious, proud of. his individualism and yet 
in constant fear of not being like others, jealous of his inde-
pendence, although uinclined to submit blindly to power and 
authori tytt • 
y Horace B. English, Child Psychology, Henry Holt and Oompany, 
New York, 1951, p. 95. 
y T.W. Adorno, et al, ~ Authoritarian Personality, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1950, PP• 5, 6. 
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As he (Adorno) speaks of the family he refers to the 
degrees of authority to be found among family members~ some of 
whom are authoritative~ others who appear to 'be in equalitarian 
or in weaker positions. They may be of the srume or opposite 
sex. The child soon learns which type of behavior will lead 
to reward and whi..ch to punishment~ finding himself confronted 
'with ::ua certain set of values and certain expectations which 
he has to meetu. Families are encountered in which a greater 
emphasis is placed on obedience. In some instances discipline 
may be 11harsh and threatening It~ in others nintelligible and mili") 
depending on the rigidity or flexability of the family concerned. y 
Riesman~ referring to the family~ writes that nthe impor-
tant steps taken in the formation of children's character are 
often taken unconsciously; ••• it is often more important 
what parents ~ than what they intend to do. • • n. It would 
appear that what the parents ~ at a given time is largely de-
pendent on the actions o:f their parents, and on tttheir contem-
porary life conditions", as well. Today~ the peer-group and 
school have taken over some o:f the :functions previously per:formed 
by the :fa.l'Jlily~ and n ••• changes in the character o:f the agents 
o:f socialization never occur in isolation :from changes in the 
distribution of function among various competing and cooperating 
agents. n 
y Ibid.~ P• 337. 
y Op. cit • , p. 37. 
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Other Studies ~Authoritarianism Signi:f'icant to~ Studz 
A comprehensive (1941 through 1959) survey was made o:f' all 
11 doctoral dissertations accepted by American Universities, as y 
well as those included in dissertation abstract :Corm. The 
:f'ollowing ini'ormation concerning ttauthoritarianismn was consid-
ered signi:f'icant: 
21 
Oenters answered the ques:t;ion, nrs occupational placement 
the major determinant oi' social class alignment, attitude and 
political behavior, or are other variables o:f' comparable impor-
tance?u, by stating that occupational placement was considered 
as the t1most important single determinant o:f' class consciousness 
and politico-economic orientation. n • • However, other socio-
economic variables were also :round to be signi:f'icant, with the 
conclusion that class consciousness is determined by the com-
bined e:f':f'ect o:f' three variables, (a) occupational place~ant, 
(b) amount o:f' power over others, and (c) apparent wealth (or 
standard o:f' living) • 
1/ Arnold H. Trotier and Marian Harmon, Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted £Z American Universities, H.W. Wilson Oo., New 
York, 1953. 
g! Dissertation Abstracts, ! Guide !£ Dissertations and Mono-
waphs Available in M:icro:f'ilm, University lVIicro:f'ilms, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, 1953 through 1959. 
21 Richard Thurston Oenters, Psychological Aspects o:f' Socio-
Economic Strati:f'ication: All Enquiry ~ the Nature 2£. Olass, 
(Mic A55-572), Princeton Univer~ity, 1947. 
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A study by Wilcox indicated that the authoritarian adol-
escent~ due largely to his greater parental conflict~ uresists 
authority more strongly when under stress and in a position to 
receive the open support ot his adolescent peers", although 
privately he is impressed with non-parental authority~ being 
highly subject to its influence. Indications, through this re-
search, are that his behaviors appear dependent on his underlying 
hostility coming to the tore through his adolescent maturation 
as he strives tor separation !rom parental authority. y 
Juul tound that men teachers appeared to be more signiti-
cantly authoritarian than women teachers. The degree ot authori-
tarianism tended to decrease, and child understanding to increase, 
in proportion to the number ot courses taken in psycholoby. Jew-
ish students appeared to be less authoritarian than Protestants, 
who, in turn, appeared to be less authoritarian than Catholics. 
The inverse was true with reference to their understanding ot 
the child. 
The degree ot authoritarianism appeared to decrease from 
upper middle class students, through middle class students, to 
working class students. Working class students also seemed to 
have a better understanding of child behavior. 
1/ Elba Jack Wilcox, ~ Conforming Behavior 2f ~ Authoritar-
ian Adolescent, (Mic A53-744)~ University ot Michigan, 1953. 
g/ Kristen Dortheus Juul, Authoritarian Personalitl in Relation 
to Teachers• Attitudes Towards Child Behavior~ Mic A53-l900), 
Wayne University~ 1953. 
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Millonts results indicated that the behavior of authori-
tarians "progressed sequentially, through two relatively discrete 
stages,n (a) there appeared to be a tendency to replace the un-
known with "preconceived or subjectively structured norman, and 
(b) once these norms were uknown" authoritarians appeared to be 
unable nunder modified stimulus conditions to change their norms 
appropriately. • • n 
When conditions of ego-involvement were evident, individuals 
tended to ndisplay greater consistence and congruence in their 
behavior.u 
The more personally involved the individual is with Deference 
to his 11normsu the more capable he is of being threatened by cer-
tain stimuli, and the more vigilant will be the operation of his 
defenses against these stimuli. This very rigidity and "behav-
iorsn structuring are ttrelatively common perceptual defense mech-
anisms, utilized in response to threatening stimulin. 
Where there are no behavior norms evident, in perceptual 
situations, or "where an individual's personal norms are in con-
flict with the objective aspects of the stimulus field,n percep-
tual behaviors tend to follow different, yet predictable, courses 
for individuals who di.f.fer n along the personality dimension of 
authori tarianismn. 
When authoritarians are allowed to operate in a psycholog-
y Theodore Millon, ~ Role .£! Situational Varia?les in Percep-
tual Behavior Characteristics of Authoritarian1sm, Tiic A55-
210), University of Connecticut, 1954. 
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ically 'peripheralt atmosphere", they generally are able to make 
behavior adjustments, but when their personal norms are·challenged, 
ttwi th a corresponding breakthrough of underlying anxieties, then 
behaviors reveal a sharp increase in rigidity". Thus, in accord-
ance with the frequency of exposure to ttnorm-conflieting situa,_, 
tionstt the authoritarian characteristic of mental rigidity appears 
to indicate considerable comprehensiveness. 
Authoritarians may not di~fer from other individuals in the 
frequency with which they fac~ threatening experiences, andre-
gardless of whether or not nrigidi ty may be shown to be a favored 
mechanism of authoritarians, n it does appear that tti ts arousal is 
contingent upon these threatening situational factors ••• n y 
Warner feels that the authoritarian ntends to perceive in 
a manner consistent with his personality make-upn. Authoritarians 
exhibiting (a) a need to stabilize the environment, (b) resist-
ance to change, and (c) 11 the premature closure characteristic of 
authori ta.rian behavior", gives evidence that the whole seems to 
tthave been ifresented by behavior or non-social perceptual tasksu. 
Sharma indi~ates through his study that the nessential fac-
tors in the development of the authoritarianism are (a) harsh, 
moralistic and socially .climbing parents, (b) conflict at the 
1f G. Douglas Warner, ~ Perceptual Correlates 5!.£. Authoritarian-
ism, (Mic 57-4953), Temple University, 1957. 
y Sohan Lal Sharma, The Genesis .2! the Authoritarian Personality, 
(Mic 58-989), University of Michigan, 1957. 
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oral and anal stage, (c) primitive identification with primitive 
parents, (d) conflict at oedipal stage, ~d (e) displacement of 
ones negative impulses onto unacceptable out-group members.u y 
Finally, Haydents research implies that nhigh11 authoritar-
i~s n accepted derogation issuing from a high prestige group to 
a significantly greater extent than equali tarianstt. However, there 
appears to be a high positive correlation between the ttsubjective 
possibility of locomotion to the high degree group and therefore 
with degree of marginality in respect to that groupu. Experi-
mental evidence, combined with suggestive evidence from other 
sources, would therefore suggest that high authoritarians regard 
high prestige groups as relevant reference sources, thus tending 
to accept devaluating comments from them, providing there appears 
to be a chance of their own locomotion to the high prestige 
group. It would thus appear that nhigh11 authoritarian and uhighn 
marginality are mututally reinforcing, ~d nthat each facilitates 
the development of the otheru. 
Summary; 
In summation, the following conclusions would appear to be 
evident from an examination of the significant research find-
ings: 
(1) Despite the seeming permissiveness of the present-
1/ Robert G. Hayden, !£ Experimental Study; Regarding the Effects 
of Social Marginality and Authoritarianism £a Self-Esteem, 
~c 58-3333), University of Pennsylvania, 1958. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE AUTHORITARIAN SCALE 
Preliminary Development £! the List .E!_ Authoritarian Figures 
The listing_, a~ originally developed, included twenty-. 
six figures with whom it was felt adolescents would most com-
monly come in contact through their day to day living. This 
listing follows: 
aunt 
coach 
classmate 
clergyman 
dean (of boys_, of girls) 
dentist 
doctor 
father 
grandfather 
grandmother 
guidance counselor 
janitor 
librarian 
mother 
neighbor 
older brother 
older sister 
policeman 
principal 
school bus driyer 
school nurse 
teacher 
truant of'f'icer 
uncle 
younger brother 
younger sister 
Prior to the preliminary administration of the scale the 
"guidance counselor" and !'Glean (of boys, of girls)" was deleted, 
the former since it was not felt that the role of the guidance 
counselor was a significantly authoritarian one, and the lat-
ter because a majority of the schools in which the scale would 
be administered had no such person(s) on their staff's. The list 
then comprised twenty-four figures. 
Selecting the Seale 
, ·Several methods of sampling were considered, among them 
being (1) a personal interview; (2) a questionnaire, (3) a"word 
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association'~~ scale; (4) a u.rorced-choice" instrument; and .(5) 
possible combinations o.f the .foregoing techniques. 
The ".forced-choice" technique was .finally selected as the 
type o.f scale which would most readily lend itself' to the col-
lection o.f the type o.f data necessary to the success.ful comple-
tion of' this study. .Among the reasons .for the selection o.f this 
type o.f scale: y 
Wrightstone states: 
"The staff o.f the Personnel Research Section o.f 
the Adjutant Generalts O.f.fice used the .forced-
choice technique to offset the markedly negatively 
skewed, leptocurtic distributions and low validity 
coefficients o.f the usual rating scale. This tech-
nique reduces the raterts ability to control the 
.final result of his ratings. The essence o.f the 
·.forced-choice technique is to .force the rater to 
choose between descriptive phrases which appear o.f 
equal value .for selection by the rater but which 
are different in validity or discrimination value 
.for a cri terion--.for example, •. military leadership. 
The major problem is the groupi~g o.f alternatives 
to achieve these ends. •• y 
Kaess and Witryol add: 
"In general, these .findings confirm the relative 
resistance o.f the .forced-choice technique to gross 
distribution changes as a consequence o.f .faking 
.favorably, and are consistent with the literature 
examples cited above." 
1/ J. Wayne Wrightstone, "Rating Methods", Encyclopedia o.f Ed-
ucational Research, WalterS. Monroe,.Editor, The MacMillan 
Co., New York, Revised Etlition, 1950, p. 963. 
y Walter A. Kaess and Sam L. Witryol, "Positive and Negative 
Faking on a Forced-Choice Authoritarian Scalen, Journal o.f 
Applied Psychology, Volume_41, Number 5, Jobn.G. Darley, Edi-
tor, University o.f Minnesota, October, 1957, P• 335. 
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Gordon confirms this with: 
" ••• the usual approach for 'beating' a test is 
not there.u 
-.G...;;o.;::n;.::;s...;;t.=.ru=c...;;t.;::i...;;o;;;;;;;n £! the Scale 
In the construction of the forced-choice authoritarian y 
scale (D A FIGURES SCALE) the :f'ollowing concepts were kept in 
mind: 
"The forced-choice technique involves :f'ive major 
steps: (a) procurement o:f' descriptive essays of 
success:f'ul and unsuccessful persons; (b) pre-
paration of a COlJl!>lete list o:f' descriptiVe phrases 
or adjectives; (e} determination o:f' pre:f'erence and 
discriminative indices :for each phrase; (d) pairing 
the alternatives so that pre:f'erence indices are the . 
same and discriminative indices dif:f'er, being 
negligible :f'or one alternative; (e) try-out on a 
specified criterion group. u 
The :f'irst decision in the construction o:f' the scale was 
to group the twenty-four flauthoritarianu :f'igures in groups o:f' 
. -
three with a ~ 11 Most" and ~ nLeasttt to be checked in accor-
dance with the degree of authoritarianism represented by the 
:f'igures within the individual groupings. Instructions to the 
testee were as :f'ollows: 
Which one of the :f'ollowing persons nGETS IN YOUR 
HAIR11 , "RUBS YOU THE WRONG WAYn, "BOSSES YOUu a 
good deal o:f' the time? Under the heading o:f' uMosttt 
and ttLeast" check (X) -one in each column in each 
group of three below. As' an example: 
y Leonard V. Gordon, trValidi ties o:f' the Forced-Choice and 
Questionnaire Methods o:f' Personality Measurement 11 , Number 
35, 1951, BF 1 F 17. 
g/ Loc. cit., P• 963. 
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milkman 
mailman 
salesman 
Most Least 
~ () 
() 
The salesman "GETS IN YOUR BAIRn the most, the milk-
man, the least. 
(Remember that the word 9 clergyman• means priest, min-
ister, or rabbi; the word 11policeman" also includes 
policewoman. ) 
Now try the following: (Dontt leave any groups blank; 
one check in each column as aboveo) 
The scale was then completed, consisting of one hundred and 
forty-two groupings of three figures each. (See Appendix~ for 
the ~irst page of this scale.) An additional column o~ three 
figure groupings, one o~ which was left blank, appeared on the 
final page of the seale under the following instructional head-
ing: 
If there is any person whose title is not in-
cluded in this list, whom you wish to add, do 
so by placing his. or her title in the blanks 
below. Be sure to use the same title in each 
of the blanks. -
This was an attempt to obtain additional authoritarian figures 
from the preliminary sampling group for possible addition to 
the original figures grouping of twenty-~our, in the event that 
the additional figures appeared a sufficiently significant num-
b er or times • 
Choice of Variables 
Variables ~irst considered among the preliminary sampling 
group included: (l) age; (2) grade; (3) sex; and (4) socio-
economic status (based on father's occupation). Intelligence 
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was considered but was not one of the existing variables used 
with the preliminary sampling group, since the major emphasis 
at this time concerned acceptance of the scale itself. The 
! 
scale has no identification With the pupil, by name, since ano-
nymity appeared to be of paramount significance. By its very 
construction and philosophical orientation, it is considered 
a threatening and authoritarian-instrument in and of itself. 
Pupils were, however, identified by school. 
Preliminary Administration of the Scale 
The scale was administered to 136 Adams (Massachusetts) 
senior high school pupils. The primary purpose for the prelim-
inary administration of the scale was to determine: (1) pupil 
acceptance of the scale; (2) administration time; (3) additional 
authoritarian figure suggestions;, (4) adolescent phrases des-
criptive of authoritarianism; and (5) teacher/administration 
reaction to the scale. 
Refinement of the Scale 
With reference to the questions which it was felt that the 
preliminary administration of the scale might answer: 
{1) Pupil ace eptance - Eight of the 136 pupils 
appeared to question the scale. Their state-
ments follow: 
•Most of these people I don't even think about 
(librarian, cleEgyman). 
•some choices are almost impossible to make." 
•r think there were too many pages of this, and 
it got confusing after awhile.• 
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8 Not all or us have brothers and sisters, 
thus some of the questions were not answered 
as I would wish to." 
"I think this is a waste of time." 
"Did not understand which list was meant in 
the last part. • 
"Pretty sloppy. 11 
... 
"Pretty cruddy." 
Other pupil comments, not derogatory of the 
scale, but which are descriptive and perhaps 
significant since they are free choice re-
sponses: 
"You have to be awake during this test or you 
will goof and make yourself look stupid, but 
I think this test is O.K.tl" 
"The teacher is always falsly (sic) accusing 
me of actions I didn't commit." 
"Teachers should leave there (sic) personal 
problems home." 
"Teacher talks to (sic) muoh and boring.• 
-
"Teacher's (their (sic) to (sie) fussy)• 
"I hate people that pick on people." 
11My mother - trys (sio) to run my life the 
wrong way and trys (sic) to keep me from winning 
in life and is trying to make me fail most of 
the time. She doesn't want me to live the way 
I like and think is best. She tries to run my 
life.n 
(2) Administrative time - The time varied between 
30 and 40 minutea;-one lOth grade class aver-
aging 35 minutes. 
(3) Additional authoritarian figures -As a result 
of this preliminary sampling a number of addi-
tional authoritarian figures were suggested, 
representing the following percentages of the 
total sampling group: 
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cousin 15 times .110 
salesman 7 Jt .051 
physical education .. 
(gym) teacher 5 ·u .037 
store. keeper (owner) 4 n .029 
show (theater) manager 3 fl .022 
superintendent of 
-
schools 3 B .022 
friend 3 11 .022 
usher 3 u .022 
boss 3 JJ .022 
mailman 2 n .015 
-
breadman 2 IJ .015 
-
wise guys 2 tl .015 
nephew 2 b' .015 
milkman 2 tt .015 
truck driver 2 It .015 
-
64 additional figures were listed (representing 
.007~ each of the total number s~pled). On the 
basis of the percentages.shown above none of these 
figures were considered significant for addition 
to the list of twenty-four figures as previously 
determined. 
(4) Adolescent phrases descriptive ~ authoritarianism: 
*"burns me up" 
8 He gets m~ sick." 
~annoyn 
~makes.me stew" 
nmakes me see red" 
'.'They frost me" 
*"They burn me" ... 
"gives hard time8 
~make me nervous~ 
'!naging" (sic) 
uturn my stomachu 
8 give me the creeps" 
~somebody I don't dig" 
~a guy strictly square" 
"slob or a big deal among 
_smaller guys" 
"irritate• . 
Balwals riding on your backn 
npest 
*substituted in the refined scale for 0 BOSSES YOU" 
(5) Teacher/administration reaction to the scale - Five 
· .. '>trieh$rs and the administration lPrincipal) were 
m0st cooperative regarding the administration of 
the scale, the teachers giving it to their home, 
rooms, study halls, or subject-matter elasses in 
accordance with the seheduled. elass listed for the 
period in which the scale was administered. A 
sixth teacher felt that the scale was a "waste of 
time~ They (the pupils) didntt know what was being 
tested.". 
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As a ~esult of the preliminary administration of the seale 
to the selected sampling group, the following changes were made 
in the seale : 
(1) The phrase 8 BOSSES YO-uri was deleted and uBURNS YOU UP8 
was substituted in the. "instructions" of .. the refined 
seale. 
(2) One additional "example" was added in the "ins true-
tiona" of the seale. . 
(3) The twenty-four figures were compared on a •Most" and 
"Leastn basis in groups ££tour instead of the original 
three grouping. It was felt (a) that four gave a 
greater freedom of choice in the event that a pupil 
did not have a specific authoritarian figure(s), in 
the case of relatives; and (b) a greater selectivity 
was encouraged with the use of four figures, there 
being less chance of choosing the two extremes (as in 
groups of three), with too little consideration being 
given to the middle figure. 
( 4) The original four page scale, including 124 three fig-
ure groupings, was refined to a two page scale (one 
sheet, front and back) including 60 four figure group-
ings. (See APPEND:IX B.) 
(5) The format of the scale was redesigned to enclose each 
four figure grouping within a single box, to prevent 
errors in pupil completion of the scale. 
(6) After scoring approximately one fourth of the total 
~ of 136 of the preliminary sampling scales, an item 
analysis of the figures which composed the original 
four page scale indicated that these figures did not 
appear the same number of times in the scale, thus in-
validating any results of the scale based on the speci-
fic number of times a figure might be chosen on a 
0 Most8 and •Least• basis. {It is not felt that this 
finding invalidated the primary reasons for the prelim-
inary administration of the scale to the selected s~­
ling group, since none of the criteria sought (pupil/ 
teacher/administration acceptance of the scale, etc.~­
See "Preliminary Administration of the Seale", preced-
ing).involved the scoring and interpretation_of scale 
results as such). Howe~er, this did point up the 
necessity for a careful evaluation of the reconstructed 
scale. 
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As a .foJ:>m o.f "combinatoJ:>ial" mathematics one majoJ:> pJ:>oblem 
appeaJ:>ed in the compaJ:>ison o.f .figures in gJ:>oups o.f .four without 
the p.l'"esence o.f "built in,. bias •. In compaJ:>ing twenty-four .fig-
UJ:>es in all possible gJ:>oupings it was evident that there were 
10,626 possible combinations o.f .four groupings. i.e. 
24 X 23 X 22 X 21 
lx2x3x4 
Thus, the selection o.f 60 groups o.f ~ .figures, an arbitraJ:>y 
selection based on (1) a desire to keep the testing time to 
approximately twenty minutes, and (2) 60 groups o.f .four .figures 
each, totaling 240 .figures, with each .figure appearing1Q times 
(4 x 60), resulting in number totals which niay be .r>eadily worked. 
(24) 
Working with the Boston University O.f.fice o.f Statistical 
ReseaJ:>ch ~ possible combinations o.f .four group_ings were J:>un 
o.f.f in the Computation Laboratory. From a set o.f random num.-
beJ:>ed cards random quadruples o.f 2 digit numbers were generated 
in the range o.f 01 to 24. quadruplicates and triplicates 
among the figures (01 to 24) were eliminated through this pro-
cedure. It was not .felt that pairs were sufficiently signi-
ficant to waJ:>rant elimination. From these sortings 60 groupings 
-·. 
o.f .four figures (authoritarian) each were selected .following 
the numbered sequence as listed. When the numbers (01 to 24) 
were used a total o.f ten times each, the sortings including that 
number were ignored, and the next sequential sorting examined 
with a view to using all numbers (01 to 24) an identical number 
o.f times (10 x 24 or 240). The 223 quadruplicates, on the .first 
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run, were 'found to be sufficient only for the Form nAn of the scale. 
For Form '''Bu it was necessary to assemble an additional 335 quad-
ruplicates. Therefore, to constru~t both Forms nAn and ttBn of the 
' instrument, each consisting of 60 groupings of four ttauthority" fig-
ures each, totaling 240 figures, with each such figure appearing the 
same (10) number of times, it was found necessary to obtain 558 
sets of quadruplicate sortings. 
As a result of: the preliminary adlltl.nistration of the seale, 
there were added to (1) age, (2) grade, (3) sex, and (4) socio-econ-
omic status, two additional variables, (5) religious preference, 
and ( 6) intelligence. 11 Achievementn was considered as a seventh var-
iable and discarded, since it was desired to respect the anonymity 
of the rater and any attempt to utilize academic grades would destroy 
this anonymity. Subject-matter achievement tests were likewise con-
sidered, and also discarded, since their inclusion would have pro-
longed the length of the test a~nistration (authoritarian scale and 
scholastic aptitude test) beyond reasonable limits. 
Null Hypothesis 
The final selection of: the six variables (in the order in which 
they will be hereinafter considered) is based en the null hypothesis 
that there is B£ significant difference in the adolescent recognition 
.2£ certain persons ~ authoritarian--between boys ~ girls, boys 
~ boys, and girls ~ girls, with respect to: age, grade, ~' 
religious preference, socio-economic status, and intelligence. 
In.f'ormational Data 
Information concerning five of the six above variables (namely, 
age, grade, sex, religious preference, and socio-economic status) 
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was compiled i'rom an uini'ormational11 sheet which was completed 
by each individual at the time o:r the test administration. This 
ttpersonal historyu type o:r information was interpreted as i'ollows: 
(1) Age: Last birthday; designated in years and months 
for purposes oi' scoring the intelligence scale. 
(2) Grade: 8 or 10. 
(3) Sex: Male or i'emale. 
(4) Religious preference: Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, 
Other. 
(5) Socio-economic status: Father's occupation. 
A i'inal piece o:r npersonal historytt in:t'ormation concerned 
the relatives existent in the life of' the specific individual, 
the presence or absence ot' which would be expected to influence 
the choice of response on the D A FIGURES SCALE. 
The 5th variable, above, Hsocio-economic statustt was deter-
mined through u:rather' s occupationu, or other :t'alllily ttbread win-
neru in the event that the mother was not gaini'ully employed. 
Prior to the selection of the scale through which socio-
economic status could be determined, several such scales were ex-l/ y y 
amined, among which were Chapin, Sewell, and Warner, et al. 
1f F. Stuart Chapin, The Measurement of Social. Status }?z -~ ~ 
o:t' the Social Status Scale, University of Minnesota Press, 
Minneapolis, 1933, PP• 2-16. 
gj William H. Sewell, "The Construction and Standardization o:t' a 
Scale :t'or the Measurement of the Socio-Economic Status of 
Oklahoma Farm Familiesn, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Technical Bulletin i' Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1940. 
y w. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker, Kenneth Kells, Social Class 
,!E; America, ! Manual ,2!_ Procedure for ~ Measurement ,2! So-
~ Stat~s, Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1949. 
The scale which was chosen as the one which appeared to be most 
valid with re.ference to the occupations represented by the samp ... 
1/ 
ling group was that developed by Edwards:-
uThe occupations o.f the gain.ful workers o.f the United States 
have been arranged in the .following-groups: 
1. Pro.fessional persons. 
2. Proprietors, managers, and o.f.ficials: 
2-a. Farmers (owners and tenants). 
2-b. Wholesale and retail dealers. 
2-c. Other proprietors, managers, and o.f.ficials. 
3. Clerks and kindred workers. 
4. Skilled workers and .foremen. 
5. Semiskilled workers: 
5~a. Semiskilled work~s in manu.facturing. 
5-b. Other semiskilled workers. 
6. Unskilled workers: 
6-a. Farm laborers. 
6-b. Factory and building construction laborers. 
6-c. Other laborers. 
6-d. Servant classes. 
The composition o.f groups 1 and-2, above, probably is su.f-
.ficiently clear. Clerks and kindred work~s--group 3--
are the so-called white collar workers. They are the 
clerical assistants to executives, o.f.ficials, and business 
and pro.fessional men. They comprise o.f.fice assistants,-
sales people, telegraph and telephone operators, and all 
others doing the various types o.f clerical and kindred 
work. Skilled work~s and .foremen--group 4--comprise 
.foremen and the .followers o.f skilled trades, such as black--
smiths, carpenters, machinists, etc. Semiskilled workers 
--group 5--include apprentices, machine tenders, workers 
in the needle trades, etc. They are manual workers who 
have a moderate degree o.f skill and o.f manual dexterity. 
Unskilled workers--group 6-~include the laborers and the 
di.f.ferent servant classes. Most o.f them have no special 
training.n 
--
The 6th variable, above, "intelligence", was based on re-
sults obtained .from the Otis guick-Scoring Mental Abilitz Tests, 
uBeta Test: Form Cm, .for Grades 4•9u, to be used at the 8th 
1/ Alba M. ~wards, A Social-Economic Grouping o.f the Gain.ful 
Workers o.f the United States, U.S. Government Printing O.f-
.fice, Washington, D.C., 1938, p. 2. 
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grade level, and the "Gamma Test: Form Am, for Senior High 
Schools and Colleges 9 1 ·to be used at the lOth grade level. 
~ 
Thus, the total "packagen to be administered to each of 
the individuals who comprised the sampling group (See Appendix 
B) included: 
(1) Informational Sheet. 
(2) Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
-rBeta or Gamma). 
(3) D A FIGURES SCALE (Forms A or B). 
CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTION OF DATA 
Selection o£ Schools (The Sample) 
Five junior-senior high schools were selected :for the ad-
ministration o£ the two scales. These schools were chosen on 
the :following basis: (Order in which scales were administered) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Conway: Selected as typical o:f New Hampshire's more 
rural communities with a large influx o:f 
tuition pupils £rom surrounding sending 
areas.· Population, 1950 census: 4,109e 
Hanover: Selected as a progressive, educationally 
oriented community with 71% of its 1959 
graduates going on to higher education. 
Population, 1950 census: 6,259. 
Berlin: Selected as a bilingual first and second 
generation population in an isolated mill-
type community with two out o:f every three 
pupils enrolled in parochial schools. 
Population, 1950 census: 16,615. 
Concord: Selected as one o:f New Hampshire's typically 
"good", larger, urban school systems, whose 
pup:tl;s include many white collar, managerial 
type socio-economic groups. Population, 
1950 census: 27,988. 
Laconia: Selected as a second typically "good" 
system in a more rural setting, .whose 
pupils represent a larger "blue collarn 
socio-economic group. Population, 1950 
census: 14,745. 
The 8th grade of a sixth school (Suncook Elementary School), 
consisting o:f 44 pupils, w.as chosen to administer both Forms A 
and B of the D A FIGURES SCALE as an additional check on the ~­
liabilitx o:f the scale (See Chapter v, "statistical Treatment of 
the Study). 
Procedure 
Following the selection of the junior-senior high schools 
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in which it was desired to administer the two scales, each 
school was contacted personally through either superintendent 
and/or the principal. The procedure varied somewhat in accor-
dance with the apparent desires of local school administrative 
personnel. In f'our of' these schools the original contact was 
through the school principal who made all administrative decis-
ions regarding the administration of' the testing program •. The 
fifth community was the only one of the f'ive to have two dis-
tinctly separated school plants (junior and senior high school). 
In this school system the writer made his initial contact, for 
permission to test, with the sup~intendent, the administrative 
details then being worked out with the individual school prin-
cipals. In every case, in all five schools concerned, excel-
lent cooperation was had throughout, in that Gptimum testing 
conditions were scrupulously observed in every case. School 
staff's, including guidance personnel and teachers, were avail-
able for moni taring when necessary. (It is interesting to note 
that each of the five schools originally contacted agreed to 
participate in the testing program.) 
Administrative Standardization 
To keep test administration conditions uniform, whenever 
possible, the two scales were administered solely by the writer. 
Of the 10 grades involved (5 eighth and 5 tenth grades) the 
writer was the sole test administrator in seven of them. Due to 
administrative problems concerning available room space in the 
case of' one 8th grade in one school it was found necessary to 
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divide the grade into three sections, with the scales admin-
istered by the three teachers whose normal teaching resp0n-
sibi11ty was with these individual sections. It was possible 
to assign these three sections to adjoining rooms. The teachers 
had been previously briered in person by the writer on the 
standardized administration of the two seales. The proximity 
of the thPee rooms enabled the writer to remain in close· eon-
tact with all three sections during the entire testing period. 
The one other instance (involving two grades, 8 and 10), 
when the writer was again not the sole administrator, occurred 
in a school with insufficient space to accommodate the entire 
grades concerned. Both eighth and tenth grades, in turn, were 
divided in two with the writer taking half of each grade and 
the school guidance counselor administering the scales to the 
oth~ half. Again, the coUnselor had been briefed previously 
in the standard test procedure. 
Through this method of personal involvement throughout the 
entire testing program it is believed that the test administra-
tion throughout followed basically.the same standard pattern. 
Directions ~ Administering 
Test administration followed the same standard.pattern 
which was not varied from school to school. Standard direction 
procedures for the administration of the Otis ~uick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Tests were followe·d, w,;t th the addition o:r 
specific instructions ror the D A FIGURES SCALE and the 
completion of the pupil "in:f"ormational" sheet. 
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T:tm.e Element 
The necessary instructions, the passing out of test 
materials, the completion o:f the informational sheet, and 
the administration of the two scales--total time involved 
amounted to approximately 65 ndnutes. It was learned that 
administration time with the 8th grade generally exceeded 
that o:f the lOth grade by approXimately :five to ten minutes 
(depending on the group tested), since 8th grade pupils-
appeared to need more detailed instructiops and generally 
asked a greater number of questions. 
Administration of the Two Seales ------~-= 
The complete npackage" ·_of test materials (See Appen-
dLx B), i.e. (1) Intormat~~~al sheet, (2) Otis Quick- Scor-
ing 'Mental Ability Tests, With ttseparate Answer Sheetn, and 
(3) the D A FIGURES SCALE were clipped together and handed 
to each pupil (in ac~ordance with the urnstructions" under 
the section, uDirections for Administeringn, preceding). 
The 11 in:formationaltt sheet was :first completed. Secondly, 
the timed Otis seale (30 minutes, plus approximately 5 min-
utes for ttdirections 6 ) was administered. As a timed and 
recognized standardized test, this scale preceded the admin-
istration o:f the D A FIGURES SCALE.. This procedure was :found 
to be helpful in two ways: (1) Everyone finished at the same 
moment, and (2) its administration helped to set the test= 
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ing "'tone•, preparing the way with little or no questioning on 
the part of the testees (other than in the understanding of the 
"Instructions") for the administration of the D A FIGURES SCALE. 
With reference to the latter scale it will be noted that 
no information was given out other than that contained on the 
scale itself, namely, "This is a test to determine your reac-
tions to a selected group of individuals." It is to be further 
noted that instead of giving the scale its complete title, 
DOLAN AUTHORITARIAN FIGURES SCALE7 it has been entitled D A FIG• 
URES SCALE. in an attempt not to foster a •built in" bias on 
the part of the testee prior to his taking the scale. School 
administrators ·were asked by the writer, in announcing the test-
ing program, to refer to it as an "experimental study". (As a. 
•captive audience", subject to periodic standardized testing, 
it is felt that boys and girls, generally, take such testing 11in 
stride», without too great a concern for the objectives of a 
particular testing program.) 
Anonymity .2f. ~ Program 
Anonymity 'has been stressed throughout the test administra-
tion since it was felt that pupils might not answer the D A FIG-
URES SCALE honestly in the event that they were asked to iden-
tify themselves. EVen so, the writer was asked on sev~al occa~ 
sions what persons would have access to the test results and 
appeared to feel the need of such reassurance that only the test 
administrator (the writer) would see the actual results. This 
·concern did not, however, appear to be of a widespread nature. 
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Some concern was f'elt on the part of' the writer that this 
same anonymity might not encourage an individual's best work 
in the completion of these scales, when he knew that he could 
not be held accountable by name. However, other individuals 
might well do better as a result of this very anonymity, know-
ing that they could not be held accountable. Perhaps these two 
extremes of feeling, if present to any d~gree, might well cancel 
one another. There was no actual evidence to justify the reach-
ing of any statistically significant conclusions. 
Test Distribution 
The two scales were administered as follows in the numbers 
as indicated: 
(1) Conway Grade 8 64 
J1 10 112. 
Total 176 
(2) Hanover Grade 8 54 
0 10 
.2Q 
Total 114 
(3) Berlin Grade 8 104 
u 10 67 
Total 171 
(4) Concord Grade 8 286 
0 10 ~ 
Total 589 
(5) Laconia Grade 8 188 
n 10 ~ 
Total 386 
Grand Total 1436 
-
'S1 
The Data: "Spoiled" versus "Good11 
Of the two scales administered, tetaling 1436, there were 
no "spoiled" scales among the Otis ~uick-Scoring Mental Ability 
Tests, either at the 8th or the.lOth grade levels. However, of 
the equal number (1436) of the D A FIGURES SCALES, 416 were 
»spoiled". (See CHAPTER V~ TABLES I, II, and III) 
The word "spoiled", as used here, is an inclusive term 
- -
covering the following situations on the D A FIGURES SCALE and/or 
the "Informational Sheet" which accompanied it: . 
D A FIGURES SCALE 
(1) Failure to complete all 60 groups: i.e. leaving 
one or more blocks of four figures blank. 
(2) Scoring more than one "Most" and/or "Least" in 
one or more blocks of four figures. 
Informational Sheet 
{3) Leaving one or more of the six variables blank 
on the informational half sheeto i.e. age, grade, 
sex, religious preference, and father's occupation. 
(4) Incomplete information concerning the six var-
iables, above listede 
(5) The making of "wise" remarks in the blanks con-
cerning the six respective variables. 
Pupil Reactions 
Individual testees, generally, were particularly coopera-
tive throughout the entire testing program, many individuals ex-
hibiting sufficient interest and curiousity in the scales to 
comment, as well as to ask questions, of the test administrator 
at the close of the testing session. One lOth gradeboy was 
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sufficiently astute concerning the objectives of the D A FTG-
URES SCALE to remark verbally that "He wants to find out if 
we hate our fathers." A second lOth grade boy from a differ-
ent school wrote at the top of his scale: "This is a test to 
determine what length of time is used by people according to 
intelligence. 11 This latter boy was one of the last three (all 
boys) of a total of 303 testees to complete the D A FIGURES 
SCALE. · During the testing he remarked to the test administrator: 
11IJm. doing a horrible disservice to rrry grandmother." A third 
lOth grade boy, representing a third school, remarked in wri-
ting on his scale: "I dontt conform to the gregarious instinct-
uous motivations of society.• (However, he did uconform" suf-
ficiently to complete the scale in its entirety!) 
Twelve boys from the lOth grade of one school, and one boy 
from the lOth grade of another school, made remarks on the "In-
formational Sheetn of such nature as to "spoil" their partic-
ular scales through their failure to provide the requested in-
formation. These remarks were: 
' 
Scale 1 - Religious preference: ttMow-Mow11 , and the name 
0 Al Capone" written in.one corner of the form • 
.. 
n 2 - Father•s occupation: ? "Who knows• ? 
,. 
Jf 3 - Se:x:: "Never" 
" 
4 - Father's occupation! "gangester Manager o.f the 
big and little Meat Stor e11 
u 5 - Se:x:: •Yes" 
" 6 - Father's occupation: "blow hard" 
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.. 
Scale 7 - Sex: "I like" 
n 
Jl 
JJ 
n 
Jf 
u 
8 - Sex: 8 Yes 8 
Religious preference: "Zen Bundism8 
9 - Father's occupation: ,.Prisoner at N.H. State 
Prison" 
Religious preference: 8 Zen° _ 
10 - Father's occupation: ttDivorced--Judge--Lawyer 
(Justice of Supreme Court 
of Hungary (formerly) 
also formerly President 
of Council of Ministry of 
Hungary" 
11 - Sex: uNonett 
12 - Father's occ~,Pation: "BUTCHER BUTCHER 
Sex: blank Cwri tten in and erased) 
BUTCHER8 
13 - Fatherts occupation: "communist in Russia" 
Religious preference: . 8 Holy Roller" 
Sex: "It" · 
Testees, generally, appeared to take the testing serious-
ly. Their attitude and cooperation appeared to be of the high-
est order, reflecting most favorably the spirit of cooperation 
to be found throughout the five schools tested. 
General Reaction !£ the Scale 
One member of the doctoral committee had evidenced some 
degree of concern that such a study, with its attendant psycho-
logical implications, might do harm to the field of secondary 
research generally. After the administration of 1436 D A FIG-
URES SCALES, over a period of approximately three months, there 
has been no adverse reaction to reach the writer to date. 
In an attempt to forestall any such reaction the testing 
program was not publicized, as such, other than to inform the 
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students that they were to take a series of standardized 
tests, as a part of an •experimental study•. 
However~ it is recognized that personality measures 
should be used with extreme caution, particularly in any 
form of large-seale group testing programs. The writer dis-
cussed this faeet of personality testing at some length with 
several test consultants (one of whom is a staff member of 
a commercial test organization)~ prior to the administration 
of his scale. 
Following testing, the writer expressed his apprecia-
tion to the administrators of each of the schools involved 
in the testing program~ thanking them, their staff, and stu-
dents for their cooperation. (See letter copies~ APPENDIX 
C and CI.) In the case of three of the schools eoneerned 
he sent baek specific items of test information. To all of 
the schools he sent copies of his dissertation abstract. 
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CHAPTER V 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF TEE STUDY 
"Spoiledu Scales 
Of the 1436 D A FIGURES SCALES administered, 416 were 
nspoiled" for various reasons {See CHAPTER IV, COLLECTION OF 
D~TA). Percentage-wise, of the total scales administered {1436), 
29% were uspoiledn. Of these 416 uspoiled11 scales, one half 
were at the eighth grade level, and one half were at the tenth 
grade level, coincidentally, exactly 208 scales lfspoiledu at each 
grade level. Of the number of scales nspoiled" at each grade 
level, proportionate to the scales administered at that grade 
level, the percentage results are as shown in TABLE I below: 
TABLE I 
SCALES "SPOILED" PROPORTIONATE TO SCALES ADMINISTERED 
Percentage 
Scales 11 Spoiledlt 
Grade ( 696 given ) ( ) 29.9% 
8 ( 208 spoiled) 
Grade { '740 given ) ( ) 28 •. 1% 
10 ( 208 spoiled) 
Total ~1436 given ) 
both ) 29.0% 
Grades { 416 spoiled) 
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For the .numbers o:f uspoiledtt scales, by grades and by mental 
ability levels, see TABLE II below: 
TABLE II . • 
uSPOILEDn SCALES BY GRADES AND BY MENTAL ABILITY LEVELS 
,. 
I.Q. Conway Hanover Berlin Concord Laconia 
Range Grades Grades G:f:.ades Gr.ades Grades 
8 10 8 10 8 10 8 10 8 10 
60-70 1 1 3 1 
71=80 1 1 1 8 2 1 5 2 6 
81-90 7 2 1 l 4 4 12 19 7 13 
91-100 3 4 1 2 5 7 "19 29 9 14 
101-110 2 5 1 2 8 2 26 30 18 13 
111-120 2 4 1 1 2 .38.21 6 11 
121-150 l l. 1 1 11 7 l. 2 
131-140 2 1 
Tetals: 17 12 9 28 18 108 111 46 60 
For percentage o:f 11 spoiledu scales broken down by grades and 
by schools see TABLE III below: 
TABLE III 
PERCENTAGES OF 11 SPOILEDn SCALES BY GRADES AND BY SCHOOLS 
Conwaz Hanover Berlin Concord Laconia 
Grade 8 26.6% 16.'7% 26.9% 57.8% 24.5% 
Grade 10 10.'7 11.7 26.9 36.6 50.5 
Total: 16.5 14.0 26.9 37.2 27.4 
Total 12ereentage tiS]20iJ.edt1 all schools: 29.0% 
11 Mostsu versus ''Leastsu 
Prior to the administration o~ the D A FIGURES SCALES 
a hypothesis was made that there would be no signi~icant 
dif'~erenees between the mean values of' "Mosts1• and "Leasts" 
on the scale when figures were placed in rank order accord-
ing to degree of' authoritarianism. { nLeasts" must,. o:t 
course, be placed in reverse rank order for proper compar-
ison with a rank order o~ . ~~Moats u.) 
To test this hypothesis, of' the first 100 D A FIGURES 
SCALES to be administered (53 Form "An, 47 Form ttBn), both 
"Moats" and "Leaststt were scored to determi.ne if there were 
significant differences in mean values. {See TABLE IV, 
immediately ~ollowing) • 
To compare the eonverson of me all values {TABLE IV) to 
authority figures in rank order, see TABLE V, following. 
(l1Leastsu are in reverse rank order.) 
It will be noted that correlations are most high at both 
extremes of a rank order of' figures in accordance to degrees 
of authoritarianism represented by ''figure" positioning. 
Mean values of the middle groupings, although not so close, 
are not considered sufficiently different to throw out the 
_liypothesis. G0nsequentJ.y, the hypothesis is accepted. On 
D A FIGURES SCALES numbering lOJ. through 1020, "Moats" only 
.. 
are scored and statistical treatment of' the ~ta is based on 
this scoring. 
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TABLE IV 
MEAN VALUES OF 11MOSTS0 AND 0 LEA.STS0 --FORII/IS srAn AND 0 B0 --FIRST 
100 SCALES 
Rank· Order 
Form "An According to 
Fig- Mean Values Mean Values 
'f. ~~ Mosts Leasts Moats Leasts 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
1.55 3.17 20 3 ... 9 
3.00 1.60 17 8 
1.15 4.77 7 12 
2.94 1.02 14 1 
2.09 2.11 l5tio19 10 
2.09 2.58 2 11 
3.68 2.74 4 22 
.94 4.08 24 13 
1.13 4.77 12 7 
1.38 2 •.. 87 13-18 16 
2.30 2.85 11 .... 16 6 
2.85 3.49 23 18 
2.45 2.81 21 19 ... 5 
3.26 1.30 5-6 24 
3.17 1.57 22 17 
2.30 2.64 1 23 
3.70 1.92 10 2 
2.45 2.32 3 15 
3.17 2.11 9 21 
5.45 1.15 8 14 
2.15 1.51 20 
1.68 2.83 4 
2.17 1.70 
2,92 2.02 
*Authoritarian figures listed 
in alphabetical order. 
Rank Order 
Form 0 B11 According to 
Mean Values Mean Values 
Mosts Leasts Mosts Leasts 
9 
2.13 2.70 20 3 
3.34 2.68 14 11 
.72 4.30 7 22 
2.43 1.28 17 10 
2.43 2.32 2 6 
1.23 3.02 19 13 
3.87 2.19 15 1 
1.19 3.64 18-21 2 
1.13 4.89 13 8-12 
1 .. 15 3.06 16 24 
2.26 3.57 12 5 
2.62 2.64 4-15 7 
2.94 2989 11 19 ... 23 
4.06 .77 1 16 
3.04 1.28 23 18 
2.68 2.13 22 17 
3.81 1.79 24 20 
3.02 2.09 6 21 
3.21 2.17 8 4-15 
4.53 1.60 10 14 
3.02 1.32 9 
1 .. 68 3.09 3 
1.91 2.17 
1.60 2 .. 38 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF FIGURES IN RANK ORDER, FIRST 100 SCALES, FORMS 
11A n AND "B" 
Rank Order 
Form "A" 
Moats· 
1 teacher 
2 principal 
3 :rather 
4 o. brother 
5 o. sister 
5 seh. nurse 
7 classmate 
8 coach 
9 y. sister 
10 mother 
11 sch. bus dr. 
11 neighbor 
13 librarian 
13 policeman 
15 y. brother 
16 tr. officer 
17 dentist 
18 doctor 
19 uncle 
20 aunt 
21 janitor 
22 clergyman 
23 grandmother 
24 grandfather 
Reverse 
Rank Order 
Form "An 
Lea.sts 
1 coach· 
2 teacher 
3 o. brother 
4 tr. officer 
5 o. sister 
6 classmate 
7.y. brother 
8 principal 
9 y. sister 
10 dentist 
10 soh. nurse 
12 soh. bus dr. 
13 doctor 
14 policeman 
15 :rather 
16 neighbor 
17 uncle 
18 librarian 
19 janitor 
20 aunt 
21 mother 
22 grandfather 
23 clergyman 
24 grandmother 
Rank Order 
Form .,B" 
Mosts 
1 teacher 
2 o. ·brother 
3 :rather 
4 principal 
5 classmate 
6 sch. nurse 
7 o ... sister 
8 sch. bus dr. 
8 tr.; officer 
10 neighbor · 
11 policeman 
12 mother 
13 coach 
13 dentist · 
15 librarian 
16 aunt 
17 y. brother · 
18 uncle 
19 y. sister 
20 doctor 
21 grandfather 
22 janitor 
23 grandmother 
24 clergyman 
Reverse 
Rank Order 
Form 11B., 
Leasts 
1 o. brother 
2 coach 
2 o. sister 
4 tr. of :ricer 
5 teacher 
6 principal 
7 sch bus dr. 
8 policeman 
9 sch. nurse 
9 y. brother 
11 :ra the.r · 
12 dentist 
13 y. sister 
14 grand:rathe.r 
14 mother 
16 classmate 
17 aunt 
18 neighbor 
19 doctor 
20 janitor 
21 uncle 
22 librarian 
23 clergyman 
24 grandmother 
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Reli abill ty 
Forms "Au and "Bu of the D A FIGURES SCALE were given out 
to a randomly selected school population sample on a randomized 
basis, 530 Form uAu and 490 Form uBn scales. (The two forms 
were originally given out ~ equal numbers. The difference of 
40 .forms--A over B--is due to trspoiling".) 
Through a rank order correlation of the 530 Form "A" group 
with the 490 Form ttBu group, comparing composite group respon-
ses of the two forms, it was found that the rank order eorrela-
tion was significantly high, with a reliability coefficient 
of .84. 
An additional cheek on reliability was made through the 
administration of an equal number of Forms n Au and "Btt of the 
D A FIGURES SCALE to 44 eighth grade pupils. With two scales 
n spoiledu data was analyzed from 42 "Att and uBtr .forms of the 
scale. A rank order of the twenty-four authority figures, with 
their corresponding coefficients of correlation follows: 
1 school bus driver 
2 older sister 
3 older brother 
4 younger sister 
5 librarian 
6 truant officer 
7 principal 
8 coach 
9 father 
10 clergyman 
11 neighbor 
12 grandmother 
.8900 
.8770 
.8334 
.8288 
.8262 
.8220 
.82l6 
.8098 
.7975 
.7909 
.7788 
.7679 
13 uncle 
l4 younger brother 
l5 policeman 
16 grandfather 
17 aunt 
18 school nurse 
19 mother 
20 classmate 
21 dentist 
22 teacher 
23 janitor 
24 doctor 
.7656) 
.7656) 
.7549 
.7548 
.7442 
.7161 
.682'7 
.6714 
.6413 
.5536 
.5461 
.3553 
A visual inspection of the coefficients of correlation be-
tweeR the two forms of the scale will indicate satisfactory 
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evidence of reliability, from school~ driver (.8900) through 
dentist (.6413), where a significant drop occurs to teacher 
(.5536). Janitor (.5461) is slightly lower, and doctor (.3553) 
is at the bottom of the scale. 
On the basis of the foregoing coefficients of' correlation 
between the two forms of the seale the conclusion is reached 
that the seale is reliable. 
Analysis of Variance 
In analyzing the collected data the statistical measure y 
chosen was an analysis of variance. McNemar points up the 
desirability of using such a measure in this type of research 
when he states: 
uThere are times when it is not only feasible but 
advisable to design the experimental setup so as 
to make one set of data serve for the testing of 
two or more independent variables ••• In order to 
deter~ne some of the possible correlates of meas-
ured intelligence, we may classify a group of chil-
dren into urban, suburban, and :z-ural groups; then, 
ignoring this basis for grouping, we may classify 
them as to occupational level of father; or the 
classification may be by sex or by grade location 
or by age. Such a procedure in which one variable 
is considered at a time is tantamount to the single 
variable setup, even though the same batch of data 
is made to answer questions about the effects of 
different independent variables." 
"Facen Validity 
Justiilcation for its use in this study reflects the think-
of Mosier, referring to validity by ndefini tiontt.; 
1/ Quinn McNemar, Ps~chological Statistics, John Wiley and 
Sons, New York, L 49, PP• 267, 268. 
y Charles I. Mosier, 11 A Critical Examination of the Ooneept 
of Face Validi tytt, Educational ~ Psychological Measure-
~' Seven, Number 2, Summer, 1947, PP• 191-203. 
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"Finally, in the validation o:f a test by def!inition it 
must be remembered that the direction .2.f ~ argument 
:flows :from the test to the de:finition o:f the criterion 
rather~-r:rom the-conceptually defined criterion to 
the test as a valid measure. The only proper statement 
which can be made about a test in terms of face validity 
by definition is that this test is a valid measure of 
that and only that universe of individual behavior pat-
terns for which these items constitute a representative 
ex~ple. If one is prepared to infer such a universe and 
consider that universe rather than one defined in ~ 
other'way;-BUch a concept of validity may be useful. 1 
Treatment of Data 
Through an analrsis of variance statistical method correla-
tions were made resulting in SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN 
VALUES 
BETWEEN THE SEXES: 
BETWEEN THE SEXES AT DIFFERENT AGE LEVELS: 
WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS: 
BETWEEN THE SEXES WITHIN RELIGION: 
WITHIN S~ BY RELIGION: 
BETWEEN THE SEXES WITHIN SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS: 
WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUPS: 
BETWEEN THE SEXES WITHIN I~ QUARTERS: 
y' 
WITHIN SEX AMONG I~ ~UARTERS. 
The following table summaries {TABLES VI through XII) rep-
resent the signi:ficant findings which, it was felt, should be 
placed in table form within the study. TABLES XIII and XIV are 
summaries of significant data from TABLES VI through XII. 
y' With the exception of the above table, which was found to be 
not significant except as noted at the close of this chapter 
(Page !0), these are the titles of the tables following. 
SUlVlMARIES 
TABLES VI TBROUGH XII 
Due to the anticipated complexities involved in 
reaching an understanding o:f TABLES VI through 
XII, synopses o:f each o:f these tables in summary 
:form are to be :found on Pages 51 through 67 :fol-
lowing. 
The actual tables (VI through XII) will be :found 
on Pages 88 through 134 o:f the APl'ENDIX. 
50 
y 
SYNOPSIS (TABLE VI) . 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN THE SEXES 
There:: i:s a significant difference in· mean values between boys: 
and' girls: as they look at the following figures:. at the 1% and· 
5% levels of significance:::-
~_level 
aunt· 
grandmother~ 
j_ani.tor 
mother 
policeman 
pTincipal 
s:chool bus· driver· 
truant officer 
younger brother 
younger sis:ter 
~level 
doctor 
father 
neighbor 
s·chool nurse 
Form 
X: 
x: 
X 
X 
X 
X: 
x: 
x: 
x· 
x: 
x: 
x· 
·X 
tt~Att: Form ltB1flc 
X 
X: 
r 
X: 
X 
X 
X 
GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indica-ted by mean val-
ues·) by the following figures.:: aunt, doctor, father, grand~ 
mother, mother, neighbor, school_nurse, younger b.:r:other_and 
younger sister. 
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BOYS a-re more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values) 
by:: janitor, policeman,. p:rincipal,. school bus~driver and 
truant.office::r:~ 
J/'See: Page 88, APPENDIX.for table;. 
!I SYNOPSIS (TABLE VII) . 52 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN ~~ VALUES BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
There is·~ a significant difference in mean values. between boys 
and girls at different age levels as they look at the-follow• 
ing figures at the 1% and 5% levels of significance:~ 
1% level 
Form "A" 
13' 14 15 16 
classmate X 
doctor X 
grandmother X x· 
P"oliceman x: X x: X 
principal X x· 
school bus driver X X 
truant officer X X. X. 
younger brother X X 
younger sister X 
Form uBn 
coach x: 
dentist x. 
mother x: X: 
policeman X: X 
principal x· X 
school bus:. driver x·. X 
truant officer x: 
~ level 
Form UAjJ: 
aunt·. X 
grandmother X 
mother x: 
neighbor X: 
older sister X 
plrincipal X 
teacher x· X 
younger brother X X 
1/ See Page 91, APPENDIX for table. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLEVII) Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form u·Bnr 
13~ 14 ~ . 15 16 
dentist x· 
father X 
grandmother X janitor X 
mother X 
policeman X 
principal X x: 
school bus driver X: X 
school nurse x: 
younger brother x· 
younger sister X: 
GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indicated by mean values) 
at ages:: 
15 with aunt, 15 with coach, 13, 15 and 16 with dentist, 
13· with doctor,. 13 with fatherl 13, 14 and 15 with grand-
mother, 13, 15 and 16 with mother 1 13 with neighbor, 16 
with older sister 1 16 with teacher, 13, 14, 15 and 16 with 
younger brother, and 15 and 16 with younger sister. 
~ a:re m.ore disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values;) 
at ages: 
16 with cla~smate, 13 with janitor, 13, 14, 15 and 16 with 
policeman, 13, 14, 15 and 16 with principal, 13~ 14 and 15 
and 16 with school ~ driver, 15 with teacher, 13, 14 and 
15 with truant officer •. 
11 SYNOPSIS (TABLE VIII}. 
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN lV!EAN VALUES WITHIN SEX' AMONG AGE GROUPS 
There is a significant difference in mean values within sex among 
age groups, as they look at the following figures· at· the 1% and 
5.% levels; of significance.:: 
~·.level 
(Ages 13, 14, 15, 16) 
~level 
Girls-._ 
father. 
father 
t·.ruant officer 
uncle 
Form "A" 
X 
X 
Form ''B" 
X 
GIRLS' within age group 13 through 16 are more disturbed than boys 
c~s indicated by mean values) at ages~ 
16 with father (less disturbed at 14 and 15--mean value~ 
which were approximately equal--and slightly more disturbed 
at age 13). 
BOYS within age group 13 through 16 are more disturbed than girls 
(a~ indicated by mean values) at ages: 
13, 14~ and 15 with father (becoming increasingly disturbed 
through the years but dropping off slightly at age 16}. 
1/ See Page 102, APPENDIX for table. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE VIII) Cont 'd 
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
13', 14· and 15 with truant officer (feeling approximately 
the same degree· of disturbance toward him throughout these 
years: but indicating less-, disturbance at a.ge 16) ,. 13, 14· and 
15 with uncle (feeling approximately the same degreE: of. dis-
turbance toward him throughout these years-: but indicating 
that he was· more· disturbing to age 16} •. 
J/' SYNOPSIS. (TABLE IX) . 
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN ~ffiAN VALUES BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN RELIGION 
There is· a. significant difference in mean values between boys 
and girls· within religious preference as they look at the follow-
ing figures at the 1% and 5% levels of significance·r 
1% level 
Form ttAn· Form ttBn 
Protestant Catholic Protestant Catholic 
aunt x: 
doctor x· 
grandmother x: X: 
janitor x: x· 
mother x: x· X 
voliceman x: X x: X 
principal x: X: x: X 
school bus driver X X 
truant officer x· X. x: 
x· 
younger brother x: 
younger sister x: x· 
5% level 
X 
dentist x: 
grandmother 
x: janitor x: older brother X 
school bus driver x: 
school nu:rse x: X 
younger b:rothe:r x: 
younger sister 
( indicated by mean values) GIRLS are more disturbed than boys as 
within religious· preference: by the following figures 
v.·see Page· 109, APPENDIX.for table. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE IX) Cont 'd' 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN RELIGION 
Protestant:: aunt, doctor, grandmother~ mother, school 
nurse, younger b.rother and younger_sister. 
Catholic: dentist, mothe.r, younger b.rother, younger 
sister. 
BOYS are more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values) 
--
by the following figures within .religious preference:: 
Protestant:: janitor, policeman, principal, school bus 
driver and truant officer. 
Catholic~ older brother, policeman, principal, school 
bus driver and truant_ officer.-
y· 
SYNOPSis· (TABLE X) 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX BY RELIGION 
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There is:. a significant difference in mean values within sex· by· 
religious preference as boys and.girls: look at the following 
figures at the 1% and 5% levels of significance: 
~ level 
aunt 
principal 
s·chool bus driver 
school nurse 
younger brother 
N2 level 
Doctor 
grandmother 
older brother 
Males 
X 
x: 
x· 
X 
Form nA'' Form '"B" 
Females Males Fema-les 
x: 
X 
X 
CATHOLIC GIRLS are more disturbed than Protestant Girls (as 
indicated by mean values.) by the following figures:: 
older brother. 
PROTESTANT GIRLS are more disturbed than Catholic Girls (as 
indicated by mean values) by the following figures:: 
school bus driver 1 s·chool nurse. 
l/ See Page 114, APPENDIX for table~ 
SYNOPSIS (TABLE X) Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX BY RELIGION 
CATHOLIC BOYS are more disturbed than Protestant Boys (as 
indicated by mean values) by the following figures: 
aunt, doctor, younger brother. 
PROTESTANT BOYS are more disturbed than Catholic Boys (as 
indicated by mean values) by the following figures: 
grandmother, principal. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE XI) v· 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEX WITHIN 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS g/ 
There is a significant difference in mean values between boys 
and girls within socio-economic groups as they look at the 
following figures at the 1% and 5% levels of significance: 
1% level 
Socio-economic:: I 
grandmother janitor 
mother 
neighbor 
puliceman x 
principal x 
school bus driver 
school nurs.e 
t·ruant officer 
younger brother x 
§22 level 
aunt 
clergyman 
grandmother 
janitor 
policeman 
principal 
school bus driver 
school nurse 
t·eacher 
truant officer 
uncle 
younger sister 
X 
X 
X 
·x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1/ See Page 119, APPENDIX for table• 
Form "A" 
3 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
X 
X 
x: 
6 
X 
X 
X 
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6( The numbers re7erring to sucio-economic groups are identified 
as" follows: 1-profess:ional;: 2-manage:r:ial; s ... cle:r:ks;:· 
4-skilled; 5-semi-skilled; 6-unskilled •. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLR XI} Cont rd 
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES. IN MEAN VALUES' BETWEEN SEX WITHIN 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
GIRLS are more· disturbed than boys~: (as indicated by mean va-lues:), 
within socio-€conomic groUp$ noted, by the following figures: 
aunt' (3'), grandmother (1,4,6), mother (4), neighbor (3'), 
school nurse. (1, ~}, teacher ( 6), uncle (1, 2), younger 
brother. (4), younger sister (2 1 5}. 
BOYS_ are more· disturbed than girls-: (as indicated by mean value·s~), 
within socio-economic groups:: noted, by the following figures: 
clergyman (3'), janitor (1, 6), policeman (1, 2:r 3, 4·, 5, 6), 
principal (1, 2, 4, 5·, 6), school bus-. driver (3, 4), 
t'.eacher (1}, truant officer (1, 3·, 4·, 6). 
SYNOPSIS (TABLE XI), Cont'dJ/ 
-SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEX WITHIN 
SOCIO• ECONOMIC STATUS_&'. 
There is a significant difference in mean values between boys 
and girls within socio-economic groups as they look at the 
following figures at the 1% and 5% levels of significance::· 
~-level. 
S.ocio-economic .:· 1 
clergyman 
janitor 
mother 
policeman x 
principal 
school bus·. driver 
t·.ruant officer 
uncle~: 
~:level .. 
coach 
g:L"andmothe.r 
neighbor 
older sister: 
principal 
school nurse 
truant officer. 
yellungerbrother 
younger sister: 
2 
X 
X. 
X 
X: 
Fo.rm "'B"~ 
3' 4 5 6 
X. 
x: X: 
x: 
X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
GIRLS are more disturbed. than boys (as. indicated by mean values}, 
within. socio--economic. groups noted., by the following figures:-
c-oach_ (5.), grandmother· (2), mother:. (:4), older_ sister: (4}, 
J/ ·See Fage·· l.I9,. APPENDIX for table. 
y The numbers referring to socio-economic groups are identified· 
as-. follows: 1-professional ;. 2-managerial; 3· ... clerks, 
4.;,skilled; 5-s.emi-skilled; 6-unskilled .. 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE'XI}" Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEX' WITHIN 
SOCIO.-ECONOMIC STATUS' 
school nursa. (5) ,, uncle. (1), younger_ brother: (3}, younger-
s·is:ter. (~). 
BOYS are more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values;-), 
-· 
within socio-economic groups noted, by the following figures::· 
clergyman {3), janitor. (3, 4·), neighbor (5),. policeman (1, 
2, 3'~. 5), principal (2, 4:)", school. bus. driver (4·, 6') 
t:ruant. officer (1, 2, 4:). 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE XIa)'y 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-
g/ 
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
There is a signi!'icant di1'1'erence in mean values w.i;.thin sex 
among socio-economic groups as_ they look at the !'ollowing !'ig-
ures at the 1% and 5% levels o!' signi!'icance: 
1% level 
mother 
uncle 
5% level 
aunt 
dootor janitor 
teacher 
uncle 
younger brother 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
63a 
GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indicated by mean values) 
within socio-economic groups: 
3 and 6 with teacher~ 4 with uncle~ 1~ 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 with 
zounger brother. 
BOYS are more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values) 
within socio economic groups: 
5 with aunt, 5 with doctor, 1, 3, 4, and 5 with janitor, 
6 with uncle. 
y See Page 124a, APPENDIX !'or table. 
g/ The numbers re!'erring to socio-economic groups are identified 
as follows: 1-professional; 2-managerial; 3-clerks; 
4-skilled; 5-semi-skilled; 6-unskilled. 
SYNOPSIS (TABLE XII) 11 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN ME!N VALUES BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN IQ 
QU.ARTERj/ 
There is a significant difference in mean values between boys 
and girls among IQ. quarters as they look at the following fig-
ures at the 1% and 5% levels of signific ano e: 
~level 
coach 
dentist 
doctor 
grandmother 
policeman 
principal 
Quartiles: 
school bus driver 
truant officer 
unele 
younger brother 
younger sister 
5~ level 
aunt 
clergyman 
dentist 
mother 
neighbor 
older sister 
principal 
school bus driver 
school nurse 
truant offieer 
teacher 
younger brother 
younger sister 
4th 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Form 11A" 
3rd 2nd 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X :X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
lst 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indicated by mean values), 
y See Page 125, APPENDIX for table. 
g! IQ quartiles identified as follows: 4th (115-140); 3rd 
(107-115); 2nd (98-107); lst (61-98). 
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SYNOPSIS {TABLE XII)~ Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEXES:.i:WITHIN:: IQ: , 
QUARTERS 
within IQ quartiles noted, by the following f'ig'UI'es: 
~ (2nd)~ coach (2nd)~ dentist (3rd~ 1st)~ doctor (3rd, 
2nd)~ grandmother (4th~ 1st), mother (4th, 1st), neighbor 
(3rd), older sister (1st), school nurse (3rd), uncle (2nd)~ 
younger brother (4th, 3rd, 2nd)~ younger sister (3rd~ 1st). 
~ are more disturbed than girls (.as indicated by mean values), 
within IQ quartiles noted, by the following figures: 
clergyman (1st), policeman (4th, 3rd,. 2nd, 1st), principal 
(4th, 3rd, 2nd, 1st), school bus driver (4th, 1st), 
teacher (4th), truant officer (4th, 3rd, 2nd, 1st). 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE XII), Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN lVIEAN VALDES BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN IQ, 
QUARTERSY 
There is a signiricant difrerence in me~ values between boys 
and girls among IQ ·quarters as they look at the following fig-
ures at the l%' and 5% levels or significance: 
l2f level 
Form fiB" 
Q.uartiles: 4th 3rd 2nd lst 
grandmother X janitor X 
mother X X 
policeman X :X: 
principal X X 
school bus driver X X 
teacher :X: 
truant of fie. er X X 
uncle :X: 
~ level 
rather X 
grandfather X 
grandmother X 
janitor X X 
mother :X: 
policeman :X: X 
principal X 
school bus driver X 
truant officer X 
GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indicated by mean values), 
within IQ quartiles noted, by the following figures: 
rather (2nd), grandmother (4th, 2nd), mother (3rd, 2nd, 1st), 
1/ IQ quartiles indicated as follows: 4th (115-140); 3rd 
(107-115); 2nd (98-107); lst (61-98). 
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SYNOPSIS (TABLE XII) , Oont' d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN lVIEAN VALUES BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN IQ 
QUARTERS 
teacher (3rd), uncle (3rd). 
BOYS are more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean values), 
- -
within IQ quartiles noted, by the ~ ollowing ~igures :-: 
gran~ather (1st), janitor (3rd, 2nd, 1st), polieeman (4th;~ 
3rd, 2nd, 1st), princiPal (4th, 3rd, 2nd), sehool bus driver 
(3rd, 2nd, 1st), truant o~~icer (4th, 3rd, 2nd). 
TABLE XIII 
FREQ,UENCY COUNT, 1% AND 5% LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE, 
TABLES VI THROUGH XU 
Totals: 
Form "A" Form "B" "An:.-'"B" 
s% ,. 5% 5% 1% 1% 1% 
aunt 2 3 1 0 3 3 
classmate 1 o. 0 0 1 0 
clergyman 0 2 1 0 1 2. 
coach 1 0 1 1 2 1 
dentist 1 1 1 2 2; 3 
doctor 3 2: 0 1 3' 3 
father 0 1 0 4 0 5 
grandfather 0 0 0 1 0 1 
grandmother 5 3 2·. 4 7 7 janitor 3 2 4 2 7 4 
librarian 0 0 0 0 0 0 
mother 3 2: 5 2 8 4 
neighbor 1 3 0 1 1 4 
older brother 0 2:' 0 0 0 2 
older sister 0 2 0 1 0 3 
policeman 5 1 5 2 10 ~ 
principal 6 3 5 3 11 6 
school bus driver 6 3 5 2. 11 5 
school nurse 2 4 0 a z 6 
teacher 0 2' 1 0 1 2 
truant o f'f'i c er 5 3 4 1 9 4. 
uncle 1 3 2 0 3.: ~ 
younger brother 6 a 0 3: 6 5 
younger sister 4 2: 0 2~ 4 4 
Rank Order of nAuthoritarian Figures• 
' -
Sum of 
"A"-nBn: 
both 
Levels 
6 
1 
3_ 
3 
5 
6 
5 
1 
14 
11 
0 
12. 
5 
2) 
3, 
13 
17 
16 
8 
3 
13 
6 
11 
8 
A composite rank order of' "authoritarian figures", taken 
f'rom data appeariilg under the above heading, 11Sum of' 'A:r..,. 'Bt, 
both Levels•, will be f'ound in TABLE XIV~ following. 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPOSITE FR~'OENCY COUNT SCORES"' FORlVIS 11A" AND 0 B", INGLUDING 
BOTH 1% AND 5% L~ OF SIGNIFICANCE y 
~ ORDER,. 0 AUTHORITARIAN FIGURESn 
1 :·p.id:.nctpal 
2 school bus driver 
3 grandmother 
4 {policeman (truant of'.fieer 
5 mother 
(aunt 
6 (janitor 
(younger brother 
7 (school nurse (younger sister 
8 (doctor (uncle 
(dentist 
9 (father 
(neighbor 
(clergyman 
10 (coach (older sister 
(teacher 
11 older brother 
12 (classmate (grandfather 
13 librarian 
1/ Data taken f'rom nsum of' 'A'-'B', both Levels" column, Table 
XIII, preceding._ 
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Additional Table 
Data for one additional table was collected and analyzed 
in table form but was not included in this study as such since 
but five figures were found to be significant at the 1% and/or 
5% levels of significance. 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG y 
IQ, Q,UARTERS 
Form "An 
Doctor was found to be significant at the 1% level. 
Clergyman, uncle, and younger brother were found to 
significant at the 5% level. 
Younger sister was found to be significant at the 1% 
level. 
Clergyman and younger brother were found to be signi-
ficant at the 5% level. 
Summary: 
GIRLS are more disturbed than boys (as indicated by 
mean values), within sex among IQ, quartiles noted, by the follow-
ing figures: 
younger brother (4th, 3rd, 2nd), younger sister (4th, 
1st). 
~ are more disturbed than girls (as indicated by mean 
values), within sex alllOng IQ quartiles noted, by the following 
figures: 
clergyman (4th, 3rd, 2nd, 1st), doctor (1st), uhcle (1st). 
1f IQ quartiles: 4th (115-140; 3rd (167-115); 2nd (98-107); 
1st (61-98). 
1:1 Summary, Statistical Findings 
Generalizations are dif.ficuJ.t to make concerning the re-
suJ.ts of this study, since the statistical. comparisons are 
sufficiently involved to be completely meaningful only through 
a c·areful examination of the statistical. tables, and their sum-
maries, which are included in the study. This, in itself, is 
felt to be a significant finding, in that individual. di.f.ferenees 
among the pupils tested, with reference to the six variables 
invoJ.ved (age, grade, sex, reJ.igious preference, socio-economic 
status, and intelligence), determine to a significant degree 
the reactions o.f individu~l pupils toward the specific authority 
figures in question. 
However, as a broad generalization, the .folJ.owing state-
ments appear to be valid in that they can be supported by an 
anaJ.ysis of the statistical. data.: 
GIRLS 
(1) The authority figures which are generalJ.y found to be 
disturbing to girJ.s are the female .figures with whom girJ.s are 
apt to be in close contaet, namely, ~~ coach, grandmother, 
mother, school nurse, and younger sister. 
(2) Additional figures, non-female, who appear to be signi-
ficantly disturbing to girls are doctor, uncle, and younger 
brother. 
(3) ·Neighbor,. unidentified in the study as male or female, 
also appears as a significantly disturbing figure to girls. 
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y This summary is drawn .from the nsummaries 11 , TABLES VI through 
XIV (Pages 51 through 69), preceding. 
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BOYS 
-
(1) The authority figures which would appear to be partic-
ularly disturbing to boys are the following male figures whose 
authority positions bring them into close contact with boys, 
namely, janitor, ~olieeman, ~r.incipal, school ~ driver, ~d 
truant officer. 
( 2) Father appears to be a less disturbing figure to boys 
than those figures listed immediately above, although he is 
significantly disturbing to certain individuals. 
Summary, Specific Comments 
(l) "Between the Sexes at Different Age Levels 11 , _girls; 
age 14 appears to be a minimally disturbing year in comparison 
with ages 13, 15 and 16, in accordance with a figure frequency 
count for each of the years concerned. Boys; ages 13, 14, 15 
and 16 appear to be equally disturbing years in accordance with 
a figure frequency count for each of the years concerned. 
(2) nwitbin Sex Among Age Groupstt, father is disturbing to 
girls at age 13, less disturbing at ages 14 and 15, and most 
disturbing at age 16. Father and truant of:fic er become in-
creasingly disturbing figures to boys at ages 13, 14 and 15, 
with father decreasing slightly in disturbance at age 16, and 
truant officer becoming less disturbing at age 16 than 13, 14 
and 15. Uncle appears to be disturbing to ~ at ages 13 and 
14, less disturbing at 15 (over 14) and most disturbing at 16. 
(3) "Between the Sexes within Religiontt, ,Protestant girls 
recognize approximately twice the number of disturbing figures 
as Catholic girls (7 to 4), with three o~ these representing 
the sa:me ~igures. Protestant boys are disturbed by the sa:me 
number o~ ~igures (5) as Catholic boys, with four of these fig-
ures being identical. 
(4) "Within Sex by Religion'', Protestant girls appear to be 
more disturbed than Catholie girls by school bus driver and 
school nurse. Catholic girls appear to be more disturbed than 
Protestant girls by older brother. Protestant boys appear to be 
more disturbed than Catholic boys by grandmother and principal. 
Catholic boys appear to be more disturbed than Protestant boys 
by aunt, doctor, and younger brother. 
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( 5) nBetween the Sexes within Socio-Economic Status n, girls 
appear to be more disturbed than boys by eleven i'igures within 
nineteen socio-economic groups. Boys appear to be more disturbed 
than girls by eight figures within twenty-six socio-economic 
groups. 
(6) nBetween the Sexes within I.Q.. Q,uartersn, girls appear 
to be more disturbed than boys by fourteen figures within twentz ... 
five (composite) I.Q. quartiles. Boys appear to be more dis-
turbed than girls by eight figures within twenty-~ (composite) 
X.Q,. quartiles. 
Summary, General Comments 
(1) Although doctor appears to be more disturbing to girls 
than to boys, dentist appears to be an equal, yet less disturb-
ing i'igure to both boys and girls. 
( 2) Aunt and uncle appear to run consistently high, or con-
sistantly low, together, in that ~ are disturbing ~igures 
in speci~ic instances, or neither is disturbing. 
(3) Clergyman, although generally to be ~ound as a non-
disturbing ~igure to both boys and girls, when ~ound to be dis-
turbing to any degree, will generally be rated high. 
(4) Brothers and sisters generally appear to be more dis-
turbing to girls than to boys. 
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(5) When 11homeu (familial) figures appeared to be disturbing 
to a specific individual, all 11 homeu ~igures were generally rated 
as significantly disturbing figures, with ~igures outside the 
home receiving relatively low scores. The inverse was ~ound to 
be true in the school situation. 
(6) Librarian appeared as a significantly non-disturbing 
school figure, being the only figure to score 0 on a ~requency 
count of figures who appear to be disturbing at the 1% and 5% 
levels o~ signi~icance. 
(7) Grandfather and grandmother (unlike aunt and uncle) 
do not generally receive equal ratings, gran~ather, to both 
girls and boys, appearing to be a non-disturbing ~igure. 
(8) Classmate and teacher are two school .figures who rate 
consistantly low (with teacher rating slightly higher than 
classmate). One possible answer for the relatively low ratings 
;·. ·\.'' 
o~ these two ~igures may stem from the unwillingness of boys and 
girls to condemn the group when it is impossible to differen-
tiate among the individuals who compose that group. 
( 9) Girls indi uate a significantly greater disturbance than 
boys with familial female figures such as ~, grandmother, 
mother, and younger sister. This may be an example of' the 
"electra comple:x:tt, or an oedipal situation where the girl trans-
fers mother hostility to the other female members of her family. 
Similarly, the boys' concern with the authority figures janitor, 
policeman, principal,. school bus driver, and truant officer 
may result from a displaced father (f1authorityn) image. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUlVllVIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of the Problem 
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The major objective or this study was two-fold: (1) to ex-
amine adolescent attitudes toward those persons within the adoles-
cent frame of reference who maintain an implied G>r actual author-
ity over the adolescent; and (2) to determine which of these 
ttauthoritiestt~ among the twenty-four selected .figures~ appear to 
youth to fill this authoritarian role. 
A careful review of the relevant research indicated the need 
fG>r such a study, much having been written about the adolescent, 
as well as about authoritarianism in general~ but with very lit-
tle of it representing actual adolescent opinion concerning au-
thoritarianism~ as such. 
The D A FIGURES SCALE 
This seale was the majG>r tool of the research. The listing 
o.f ·twenty-four figures was of necessity a rather broad and com-
prehensive one~ with the tendency to include .figures in doubt~ 
rather than to exclude someone from the scale who perhaps should 
be included. Two forms o.f the scale were developed~ primarily 
for purposes of reliability. A secondary reason for the decision 
leading to the development o.f two .forms resulted from a desire to 
strengthen the primary instrument through the standardization o.f 
a second form on the same population sample. As a .form o.f 
ureplication11 the utilization of the two forms has resulted in a 
" . study within a studyu type of research in wbieh every statis .. 
tical procedure bad to be duplicated, and the :findings analyzed 
in light o:f the two :forms. However, it is :felt that these two 
:forms correlate sufficiently well so that in any :future refine= 
ment o:f the scale, equal attention should be given to both o:f 
them. 
Preliminarz Sampling 
In an attempt to refine the scale, prior to its :final ad-
ministration, it was given to 136 students who were not a part 
o:f tbe :final sample. Problems arising concerning the routine 
administration of the scale were observed and noted. uFree 
responsen comments were encouraged from both the pupils and the 
:faculty involved in the preliminary administration of the seale. 
Statistical Analysis 
Through an analysis o:f variance, correlations were obtained 
and significant differences concerning mean values were observed. 
TABLES VI through XII represent tbis analysis and indicate the 
signi:f'icant differences between the mean values. TABLE XIII,. 
in statistical form, summarizes the findings which were statis-
tically significant at the 1% and 5% levels of significance. 
TABLE XIV converts these statistical summaries into a rank order 
of authoritarian figures. In descending rank order the female 
authority figures which appear to be disturbing to girls are: 
grmdmother, mother, aunt, school nurse, younger sister, and 
coach. Non-female figures who appear to be disturbing to girls 
are: doctor, uncle, and younger brother. Neighbor, unidentified 
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as male or female, also appears ~s a significantly disturbing 
figure to girls. In descending rank order, boys are disturbed 
by: principal, school ~ driver, policeman, truant officer, and 
janitor. Father is a less disturbing figure to boys. Dentist 
appears to· be a less disturbing figure to both boys and girls 
than doctor. Aunt and uncle appear to be equally disturbing, or 
equally .non-disturbing, figures together. Olergyma.n is a non-
I 
disturbing figure, generally, but when disturbing to any extent 
tends to be highly disturbing. Brothers and sisters (younger and 
older) appear to be more disturbing to girls than boys. Familial 
( "homert) figures tend to be disturbing as a group, with outside 
(the home) figures receiVing relatively low scores. The inverse 
was found to be true in the sChool situation. Librarian is a less 
disturbing figure, particularly to girls, and with grandfather 
is to be found near the bottom of the rank order of authoritarian 
figures. Classmate and teacher receive relatively low scores in 
the authoritarian rank ordering of the twenty-four figures. 
Others of' the twenty-four "authorityu figures were found to be 
less significantly disturbing to boys and girls. 
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With girls ages 13, 15 and 16 appear to be particularly dis-
turbing years. Boys appear to be more disturbed at ages 13, 14 
and 15, with reference to their "recogni tionn of' certain authority 
figures. 
By a ratio of' ~ost 2 to 1 Protestant girls appear to be 
more disturbed by certain authority figures tb.an"·oatholic girl!!_. 
Protestant boys appear to be equally disturbed with Catholic \)pya 
by certain authority figures. 
Girls appear to be more disturbed than boys by eleven fig .. 
ures within nineteen ttsoeio-economic11 groups. Boys appear to 
be more dist'tlrbed than girls by eigl:lt figures within twenty-six 
·"socio-economio11 groups. 
Girls appear to be more disturbed than boys by fourteen 
f'ig'tlres within twenty-~ ur.~. u quartiles (composite). Boys 
appear to be more disturbed than girls by eight f'igures within 
twent;r-~ 11 I.~. u quartiles (composite). 
7'1 
Reliability 
Through a composite rank order of results from approxi-
mately 500 each of' the two forms involved, a significantly high:; 
correlation of' reliability was determined at .84. An additional 
check of' reliability, testing the same population sample with 
the two .forms o.f the scale, through a :method of uequivalent f'~m 
reliabilityu, indicated that the coe.fficients of' correlation 
were sufficiently high as to be statistically significant. 
Validitz 
ttFaceu validity by de.fini tion was assumed in that the scale, 
itself, was the determinant of its own validity through the pat-
terning of responses as adolescents defined the criterion (authori-
tarianism) through their completion o.f the scale. 
Li.mi tati ons .2!, ~ Study 
Be.fore the scale is put into any general use, .further re-
finement of it is indicated, based on a wider population sample~ 
As one example, the writer .planned on utilizing a sample in-
cluding at least the three broad major rellgtous sects, namely, 
·catholics, Protestants, and Jews~ However, the Jewish portion 
of the sample proved to be so small that any correlations con-
cerning it would not have been significant. It is suggested, 
therefore, that this religious preference be a part of any future 
population sample. 
A second suggestion concerns the broadening of the base of 
the sample, in other respects than in religion. New Hampshire 
is predominantly rural in character, the largest city included in 
the sample not exceeding 30,000 population. A further suggestion 
is that any future sampiing inclUde a wider cross section 
of the economy, as well, with_ at least a representative sample 
coming from the more popul.ous Urban areas. 
Suggestions ~ Further Research 
In addition to the suggestions made under nLimi tati ons of 
-
the Studyn, above, it is further suggested that research be done 
on the use of the seale in counseling, considering its inherent 
psychological implications, as well as its ease of administration 
and scoring. 
One by-product of the study concerns the seemingly signifi-
cant relationship between socio-economic status (as determined 
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by father's occupation) and intellectual potential. Further study 
is suggested along these lines to assist in the determination of 
the environmental factors involved in intelligence, as measured 
by the scholastic aptitude scales commonly used in group testing. 
Conclusions 
Statistical findings in this study indicate at statistic-
ally significant levels that there are certain nauthority'1 fig-
ures, as chosen by adolescents, who represent varying degrees 
of "disturbancett to the adolescent, and that the degree of dis-
turbance is dependent upon the following variables: age, grade, 
sex, religious preference, socio-economic status, and intelli-
gene e. 
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The writer would suggest that fUrther refinement of this 
adolescent "attitudinal" scale may result. in an instrument which 
may be of use in the field of psychometries. He further hopes 
that others will do additional research in the area of adolescent 
opinion, sinee this presently appears to be a largely untapped 
reservoir for research concerning adolescents and adolescence. 
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:h one ot: the .follov:ring persons, 12 GETS IN' YOUR HAIR," "RUBS YOU TilE \''iRONG I" "GETS UNDER YOUR SKIN" a good deal of the tine? Under the headings of 
1t" and "Least" check (¥) one "J;iostn and one "Least" in each column in each 
lp of three ·below. As an iX'"ample: -
r.~ost Least 
millonan ( ) (x) 
mailman ( ) ( ) 
salesman (x) ( ) 
salesman "GETS IN YOUR HAIR" the moat, the milkman,. the least. 
~mber: The word "cler~" means priest, minister, or rab\')1; the word 
Liceman" also includes 'policewoman"; and "coach" may be male or female. 
rou do not have one or m~e ot the relatives listed in any of' the groups 
;hree, below, skip that group entirel7. Now let•s try the .following: 
L1ost Least 
iher ()() 
tssmate ( ) ( ) 
1ool bus dx'i ver( ) ( ) 
:;her 
.ghbor 
;her 
1tist 
;her 
Lool nurse 
;her 
Liceme.n 
mdi'ather 
~tor 
mdmother 
;her 
~le 
;her 
,rarian 
;her 
~rgyman 
dtor 
lt 
1ant officer 
~her 
:tch 
~her 
mger brother 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) { ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ I ( ) ( 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) . 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ( ) ( ) 
1\!ost Least Most Least 
older sister 
teacher 
father 
classmate 
father 
older brother 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ l 
sChool bus driver( ) ( } 
mother ( ) ( ) 
classmate ( ) ( ) 
sChool nurse (( ) ( )) 
classmate ) ( 
neighbor ( ) . ( ) 
classmate 
dentist 
policeman 
grandfather 
doctor 
classmate 
librarian 
classmate 
grandmother· 
classmate 
uncle 
clergyman 
janitor 
a~· 
cl~smate 
I ( ) { ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
( } ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( 
( 
( 
) { ) ) ( ) ) ( ) 
classmate 
coach 
younger sister 
principal 
older sister 
classmate 
older brother 
classmate 
teacher 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
school bus driver( ) ( ) ) ( ) 
) ( ) mother ( neighbor ( 
sChool nurse ( ) ( ~ 
dentist ( ) ( 
sChool bus driver( ) ( · 
grandfather ( ) ( ! 
school bus driver( )) ( 
policeman ( ( 
sChool bus driver( ) ( ) 
doctor ( ) ( ) 
grandmother ( ) ( ) 
librarian ( ) ( ) 
uncle ( ) ( ) 
school bus driver( ) ( ) 
janitor ( ) ( ) 
sChool bus driver( ) ( ) 
clergyman ( ) ( ) 
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rHIS IS COMPLETELY AN~~OUS ON YOUR PART, SO PLEASE DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR NAME. However, 
~or purposes of comparison, it would be appreciated if you would complete the following 
Lnforrria tion: 
~GE __ GRADE 
-------------------
SEX 
--------
~ELIGIOUS PREFERENCE (Please check one) Protestant Catholic Jewish 
other (Please write in) ----------
~ATHER'S OCCUPATION (Please be specific. Example: "Lathe operator in a machine shop") 
'lease place an (X) before any of the relatives listed below w~-tCA-1 YOU DO NOT HAVE. For 
~xample, if you have no "aunts", place an (X) before aunt below. No "younger brother", 
>lace an (X) before younger brother, etc. 
:) father 
:) mother 
() grandfather 
( ) grandmother 
() aunt 
() uncle (.) older brother () older sister () younger brother () younger sister 
j 
I 
PLEASE NOTE: Pages 81-82 delet~d from thesis at the 
request of Boston! University School of 
Educ~tion. I 
l 
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OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By ARTHUR s. OTIS, PH.D. Beta 
BETA TEST: FORM CM CM 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
- ; 
IQ ......... . For Grades 4:-;-9 Score ....... . 
Read this page. Do what it 'tells you to po. youT ~E ,Ai'\lD 
' t \lll' i &.6 
Do not open this boolilet, or turn it over, ~il-yo~@&li~$1f:tl do so. HEE'l'. 
'Fill these blanks, -~U(Dtt\aml41a~e, 'b'i'rthday, etc. 'W~~SVJER S 
t"\AKE NO lON REOUlRED qN . M.&KF. yoUR 
Name ....... P.ijTMi.tt' 'lNFGP~t .. · ....... ,;;d·~~~ER. srtEE.l'· .~g«! fitStoirthday ...... years 
ALL ON yoUR ~ . 
• . . 1\ NS\.JE.RS Birthday .. ,A. n«· .v0l}R. n . .......... Teacher ........................ Date .............. 19 ....•• 
. . t'i~ .. wont'h ~ A;D· sLACKo ~ . 
Grade .... t'!ARK~. ~~ool ......................... ·1 City and state ......................... . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains! questions of different kinds. Here are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each que~tion. Re~d each question· and decide which 
of the :five answers below it is the right answer. 
Sample a: Which one of the :five things below is soft? 
@ glass . ® stone ® cotton 0 iron ® ice. . ... 
-
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. And the 
word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy mark. has been put in the space under the 3 at the 
right. This is the way you are to answer the questions. ; 
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write t;he answer; just draw a line 
under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under tl+e right number. 
Sample b: A robin is a kind of-
®plant ®bird 
-
®worm ; ® fish @ flower. 
The answer is bird; s6 you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is 
No. 7; so you should have put a heavy mark ·in the spac~ under the 7. Try this one: 
! 
Sample c: Which one of the :five numbers below is larger than 55? 
@ 63 @ 48 @ 29 @ 67 @ 16 ........... -:. .. 
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have 'dr~ a line under 57, and that 
is No. 14; so you should have put a'. heavy mark in the l?pace under the 14 . 
..: i 
1 
:: 
H 
6 
H 
11 
.. 
2 3 4 s 
H I :: :: g H H 
1 8 9 10 
:: H !! H H H :: 
12 13 14 15 
g g :: 
:: :: .. :: :: 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not eXpected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to get as many 
right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. 
Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published 1939 by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Dlinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. BETA: Clol-lb 
go- ,This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
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Page6 Pag·5 Pag•4 Page3 
61 62 63 64 05 
:: 
64 !! 
66 67 68 69 70 
6li •. 
71 72 73 74 75 
66 
.. 
1 - 2 3 4 5 
67 ii 
6 7 8 9 10 
68 n :: :: :: 
:u 12 13 14 15 
61J !l 
72 
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:: 
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55 .• 
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56 n :: :: :: 
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57 .. 
31 s2 33·34 35 
58 H :: !,_ ~ •• !i 'ii 
46 
H 76 !l 
47 
:: 
!! 
48 49 50 
.. ·+ 
151 52 53 64 55 
:: 
:: 
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:: 
79 !! '· :-. -:: :,:, ii 
66 67 68 69.70 
80 .. 
36 37 38 39 
59 •• 
414243~46 
60 ii 
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... 
:: 
61 n :£.·.!. :: 
.. 
51 52 53 64 
62 !l 
56 57 58 59 
63 :; 
26 27 28 29 JIO 1 2 3 4 5 
25 .. 
31 32 33 34 35 6 7 8 9 10 
26 •. 2 .. 
11 12 18 14 15 
3 .. :: 
36 37 38 39 40 ' 16 17 18 19 20 
27 .. 4 .. 
21 22 23 24 
• 5 .. 41 42 43 44 45 26 27 28 29 30 
28 .. e H 
46 47 . 48 49 50 81 32 33 34 85 
:: 
29 •• H ::- :: 
+ 51 52 58 54 36 37 38 39 
30 .. 8 
41 42 43 44 45 
9 .. 
56 57 58 59 60 46 47 48 49 50 
31 .. :: . . . 
61 62 63 64 65 51 52 63 64 55 
32 ;; . .. 11 .. 
66 67 68 69 56 57 58 69 60 
33 H · .. :: :: .., 12 .. 
71 72 73 74 75 61 62 63 64 66 
34 H 13 .. 
76 71 78 79 80 66 67 68 69 70 
35 .. 14 .. . . . :: 
81 82 83 84 85 71 72 73 74 76 
:: 
36 !! H 15 .. 
2 3 4 5 
37 :: 
6 1 8 9 10 76 77 78 79 
38 .. ~6 .. 
81 ·82 83 84 85 
11 12 13 14 16', 86 87 88 89 90 
39 .. 
16 17 18 19 
40 .. 
21 22 23 24 25 
41 .. 
26 27 28'29 30 
42 ii 
31 32 . 33 34 35 
43 •• 
36 8~ 38 39 40 
44 :: :: _;_:,i :: 
18 .. 
+ 91 92 93 94 95 
19 H 
2 3 4 6; 
zo n 
6 7 8 9 10 
21 .. 
11 12 13 14 16 
22 .. 
16 17 18 19 20 
23 .. 
21 
24 :: :; 
22 23 24 25 
:: 
:; 
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Examination begins here. 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others?. 
CD rose ® violet ® pansy @ grape ® morning-glory ........••..•••...... 
2. Which one of the five answers below tells best what a hammer is? · 
® a thing ® a tool ® furniture ® a weapon @a machine .............. . 
3. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of west? 
· @north · @south ·@ east @ equator @ sunset: ......................... . 
4. A banana is'to the peeling and an ear of corn is to the husk as an egg is to what? 
@ an omelet @ the shell @ a cob @ a hen ®food .............•........ 
5. A child who accidentally hurts another child should -
@ say he didn't dq it @ run away @ do nothing @ say, " I'm sorry " ......... . 
6. Which one of the five things below is the largest? 
· @ a bud @ a branch @ a tree @a twig @a limb ...................... . 
7. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of thin? 
@ strong @ fat @ he~ thy @) tall @large ... · .............. _ ............. . 
8. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
~ 
~ 
@~ 
9. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a cup, a plate, and a saucer? 
· @ a fork. @ a table @ a napkin @ a bowl @ a spoon ................... . 
10. A hand is to an arm as a foot is to what? 
@a toe ®a leg @ a :finger @a wrist @a knee ........................ . 
11. Which word means the opposit~ of sorrow? 
® sickness @ health @ good ® joy @ pride._ .................... : . .... . 
12. When a new kind of machine is thought of, it is usually called-
· @ a discovery @) an adoption @ a creation @ anovelty @ an invention ..... 
13. Which is tlie most- important reason we use money? 
·· · ® It is made of silver. @) It makes goods cheaper._ @ It is fun to jingle. 
® It makes exchanging goods easier. @ We have used it for a long time ............. . 
14. A book is to an author as a statue is to what? 
@ marble ® a sculptor @ a model @a magazine @aman ............ .. 
At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 36 cents? 
@ 40 @ 32 - . ® 36 ® 9 . @ 144 ........................ : ................ . 
15. 
16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: a plum, an apricot, and an apple? 
@ a tree @ a seed @ a peach @) a flower @ a leaf ...................... . 
18. A seed is to a plant as (?)'is to a bird. 
@a tree- @ an egg @ a feather @) a nest @)flying ..... : ............... .. 
19. If the words below were rearranged to .makr a good sentence, 
_with what letter would the last word of the sentence begin? 
usually are on hung walls pictures 
@p @a @w @h @ u ................ , ........... ~ .....•............ 
20. Which word means the opposite of ugly? 
CD witch ® pretty ® colored @ deformed ®mean ...................... . 
21. A boy who often tells stories he knows are not true is said to -
® brag ® cheat _ ® joke ® lie @ exaggerate ........................... . 
22. One number is wrong in the following series. 1 7 _ 2 7 -3 7 4 7 5. · 7 6 7 8 7 
What should that number be? @ 6 @ 7 @ 8 @ 4 @ 5 .................................... · 
23. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: an eagle, a giraffe, and a lizard? 
@ a wing @ a neck @ a stone @ a mouse ® a tree ..... , ................ . 
24. , Coal is to a locomotive as what is to an automobile? 
@ a motorcycle @ smoke @ wheels @gasoline @horn ................. . 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company [ 3 ] 
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64. If the following words were arranged in. order, which word would be in the middle? 
@ plaster @ frame @ wallpaper @ lath @ foundation ........... . 
65. Which statement tells best just what a window is? 
@) something to see through ® a glass door 
@ a frame with a glass in it @) a glass opening in the wall of a house 
@> a piece of glass surrounded by wood ....................................... . 
66. A feeling that each of two persons has for the other is said to be -
@ friendship @ mutual @ incompatible @ contemporary @ defere1 
67. Which one of the following words would come last in the dictionary? 
CD heart· ® judge ® north @ nerve ® grass ................... . 
68. What letter precedes the letter that comes next before Q in the alphabet? . 
®P <Z)Q @0 ®R @8 .................................... . 
69. One number is wrong in this series. 1 2 4 8 12 32 64 What should that number l 
@ 6 @ 12 @ 3 @ 16 @ 48 ... ;., ............... - ........... .. 
70. · If I have a large box with 3 small boxes in it 
and 3 very small boxes in each small box, 
how many boxes are there in all? 
@6 @1 @3 @ 12 ® 13 .................. -~ ................ . 
71. There is a saying, "Don't ride a free horse to death." This means-
® Don't be cruel. @ Don't abuse a privilege. @ Don't accept gifts. 
® Don't be reckless. . @ Don't ride. a_ horse ................................. . 
72. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. D ~- Q 
Which one is not like the other three? 
® . ® @ 
73. If a photograph that is 3 in. wide and 4 in. long is enlarged to be 15 in. wide, 
how many inches long will it be? · 
@16 @17 @)20 @46 @60 .................. ; ..•....... : ... . 
74. One number is wrong in the following series. 
3 4 6 7 9 . 10 12 14 
what should that number be? 
@8 @2. @11 @ 13 @ 6 ................ : .....•..••••.••••••. 
75. When the time by a clock was 13 min. past 6, the hands were interchanged. 
The clock then said about -
@ 6 min. past 12 
@ 12 min. of 6 
@ 12 min. past 6 @ 29 min. of 3 
@ 8 min. past 2 ............ , .............................•. 
76. A car' owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 qt. of alcohol to every 2 qt. of water. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
How many quarts of alcohol are needed for 18 quarts of the mixture? 
@ 9 @ t @ 17 @ 36 @> 6 .................................. .. 
What letter in the following series appears a third time neare~t the beginning? 
A E D· B A C C E D F B D ·C' A E E B C 
@ B @ C @ D @ E @ A ......•.............................. 
In· a foreign language bora cama deta means very good food, 
bora lopa means poor food, cama fila means very large. 
What word means good? 
@) bora ® cama @ deta @) lopa @ fila ......................... . 
Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
' @ many @ little @ several @ few @ numerou~ ................ . 
80. A boy is now three times as old as his sister. 
In 2 years he will be only twice as old. 
How many years old will his sister be then? 
@)1 ®2 @3 @ 4 @> 5 ....................................... . 
[ 6 ] 
46. Grass is to cattle as bread is to what? 
@ butter @ flour @milk @man @horses ............................ , 
46. There is a saying, "Every rose has its thorn." This means that -
@ All rosebushes have thorns. @ There is no joy without some sorrow. 
@ Some rose petals are sharp. @ All flowers come from bushes ...................... . 
47. If the following words were· arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 
@ October @ June @ December @August @April .................... , 
48. If Paul is taller than Herbert and Herbert is. just as tall as Robert, 
then Robert is (?) Paul. 
® taller than ® shorter than @ just as tall as @) (cannot say which) ......... . 
4:9. A king is to a kingdom as what is to a republic.? 
@ a democrat @ a monarchy @ a president @laws @ a voter ........... . 
60. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
·®® ®00 @00 @00 Which one is not like the other three? 
61. A person who is sure he can accomplish a task is said to be -
62. 
63. 
64. 
66. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
@ successful @ confident @ proud @ fearless @ prave ........ · ......... . 
Which statement tells best just what a watCh is? . 
0 It ticks. ® something to tell time ® a small round object with a chain· 
@ a vest~pocket-sized time-keeping instrument ® something with a face and hands ..... 
Loud is to sound as bright is to what? 
®noise GD shiny ®dull ®quiet ~light .............................. . 
If the following words were rearranged to make a good sentence, _.,_ 
the second word of the sentence would -begi.n with what letter? ,_,..... 
always father A younger his than boy is 
@ f @ .a ·@ t @ b @ y, ...................... · ....................... ~ . 
Which word means the opposite of pride? 
@ sorrow @ proud @ miserable @ conceit @) humility .................. . 
If a man has walked west from his home 9. blocks and then walked east 4 blocks, 
how many blocks is he from his home? 
@ 13 @ 9 @ 12 @ 4 @ 5 .......................................... .. 
An object or institution that will not perish or cease is said to be -
® stationary ® stable . @ permanent @ solid @) sound .................. . 
Ice is to water as water is to what? 
@ land @ steam @ cold @ river @ thirst .............................. . 
There is a saying, "A drowning man will grasp at straws." This means that - -111r1.. 
@ A man will sink more easily than a ·straw. ® Everyone should learn to swim. ,_,..... 
@ Desperate people cling to absurd hopes. @ Those who cannot swim should stay 
on land. : .......................................................................... . 
Which one of the five words below is most like these three : fat, blue, soft? 
@sky @ s~e @very @color @small ............ : ................... . 
An uncle is to an aunt as a son is to a (?) 
@ brother @ father @ sister @ daughter @ girl ........................ . 
There is a saying," As you make your bed, so must you lie on it." ·This means that-
@ You should learn to make your owri. bed. _@ You must bear the consequences 
of your own acts. @ You must lie down as soon as your bed is made up. 
@ Sleep is necessary to have good health ............................................. . 
63. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
[ 5 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
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25. Which one of the words below would come first in the dictionary? 
@ trail ® salt @ raving @ grave @quarry., ................... . 
26. An electric light is to a candle as a motorcycle is to - -
® a bicycle @ an automobile @ wheels ®speed @police ........ . 
27. Which tells best just what a pitcher is? 
® a vessel from which to pour liquid @ something to hold milk 
@ It has a handle. @) It goes on the table. @ It is easily broken ........... . 
28. Which of these series contains a wrong number? 
·@Y 3~6-9-12-15 ~ 1-4-7-1Q-13 ~ 2-5-8~11-15 
@ 2-4-6-8-10 @ 1-3-5-7-9 ........................................ · ..... . 
29. Which of 'the five things below is most like these three: a boat, a horse, and a train? 
@ a sail @ a river ~ a motorcycle @ a road @ a track .... _ ...... . 
30. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
31. If'the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the third .word of the sentence would begin with .what letter? 
honey bees clover gather red from 
@ r ® b @ c @ g @h ........... ·.~ ...... ." ............. , ..... . 
,32. A road is to an automobile as (?) is to an airplane. . 
@ flying @ a propeller @ speed · @ the air @ a wing ....... : . ... , . 
33. If raul is taller than Harry and Harry is taller than James, then Paul is ( ?) James. 
'@ shorter than . ® taller than @ just as tall as @ (cannot say which) .. 
34. Count each 5 below that has a 3 next after it: 
Tell how many 5's you count. · 
5 3 1 8 7 5 1 5 6 3 5 2 0 9 5 3 5 1 0 2 5 8 7 1 5 3 3 5 0 1 3 5 5 3 2 5 
® 6 @~7 ® a . ® 4 ® 5 .. · .................................... . 
35. A man who acquires the property of others by deceit is called a-
@ traitor @ swindler @ burglar @ prisoner @ lawyer ............ . 
36. The son of my father's sister is my (?) . " 
®nephew @ uncle @ cousin @ stepbrother @ grandson ......... . 
37. Order is to confusion as (?)is to war. 
@ guns . ® peace ® powder - G) thunder ® army .................. . 
38. A quantity which grows smaller is said to -
® fade 0 decrease ® dry up ® die @) sink ... · ............. , .... . 
39. If the following words we,re arranged in order, 
with what letter would the middle .word begin? 
Minute ·Month Day Sec!imd Hour Year Week 
- @ M @ H · @ D @ S @ W ...... .' ............................. . 
40. If.Carl is younger than EdwaL'd and Carl is older than John, then John is (?) Edward. 
@ youp.ger than · @.older than @ just as old as @ (cannot say which) ... 
41. Which tells best jus~ what a laJ:l?.b is? 
® an animal with wool @ a creature with four legs and a tl!ll 
® a young sheep. @ .. a lively small animal · 
. @ a young animal that eats grass ......................................... · ..... . 
42. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a towel, a shirt, and a handkerchief? 
@ a laundry ® a store @ a bath @ a sail @ a shoe ...... · ........ . 
43. What is the most important reason that we use telephones? 
® to call the fire department @ to save time in communication 
@ to chat with our neighbors @ to hear the bell ring 
@ They give jobs to operators .............................................. ; .. 
44. Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 
. ® emerge @ eject @ edible @) estate @ enter .... ~ ............. . 
[ 4 ] (Go right on to them 
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GAMMA TEST: FORM AM 
For Senior High Schools and Colleges· 
Read this page. Do what it. tells you to do. 
Do not. open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
·Gamma AM 
Score ....... . 
Name ...................................... : .................... Age last birthday ...... years 
First name, initial, and last name 
·, 
Birthday ........................ : .. Teacher .............. : ........ Date .............. 19 .....• 
. Month Day · · 
Grade .............. School ................................... City .................•.......... 
This is a test to 'see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which 
of the :five answers below it is the right answer. 
Sample a: Which one of the :five things below is soft? 
CD glass ® stone ® cotton @iron ®ice ... : ... 
-
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. And the 
word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy inark has been put in the space under the 3 at the 
right. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line 
under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under the right nUm.ber. 
Sample b: A robin is a kind of -
® plant· 0 bird ® worm ® fish @ :flower .... 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is 
No. 7; so you Should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 7. Try this one: 
Sample c: Which one of the :five numbers below is larger than 55? 
@ 53 @ 48 @ 29 @ 57 @ 16 ......... : .. ... 
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have drawn a line under 57, and that 
I ' is No. 14; so you sh6uld have put a heavy mark in the space under the 14. 
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right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. 
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Do not turn this booklet until you are 'told to begin. 
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Edition c 
1. The opposite of hate is-
CD enemy ® fear ® love @ friend · ® joy ............................. . 
2. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents? 
. ® 100 0 10 ® 20 ® 25 @ 5 ...................................... . 
8. A dog does not always have-
@ eyes @ bones @ a nose @ a collar @lungs ......................... . 
4. A recollection that is indefinite and uncertain may be said to be-
@ forgotten @ secure @ vague @ imminent . @ fond ................... . 
6. Which of these word& would come first in the dictionary? 
@ more @ pile ® mist @pick @~e .............................. . 
6. A fox most resembles a -
@ pig ® goat @ wolf ®tiger I ' @cat ........................... ······· 
7. Gold is more costly than silver because it is - · 
€Y heaVier @scarcer ®yellower @9 harder ~ prettler ...... , .......... . 
8. The first drawing below is related to the second in the same way that the third one is to 
one of the remaining four. Which one? . 
This?isto~~asthls~ffitn- @:ill) @~ @~ @;mJ. .......... . 
9. A radio is related to a telephone in the same way that ( ?) is to a railroad train. 
@ a highway @~an airplane @ gasoline @ speed @noise .............. . 
10. The opposite of wasteful is-
@wealthy @ quiet ·@stingy @ economical ~extravagant ............. . 
11. A debate always involves -
® an audience @ h1dges @a prize @ a controversy @ an auditorium .... 
12. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his twG sons and their wives, and four children 
in each son's family. How many were there in· the party? · ' 
® 7 ® 8 @) 12 @) 13 @) 14 ........ : ................................ . 
13. One number is wrong in the following series. 
1 ·5 2 . 6 3 . 7 '4 9 5 9 
Whit should that number be? 
@9 @7 @8 @ 10 @ 5 ........................................... . 
14. A school is mostlikely to·have-
, @ maps ® books @ a janitor . @ a teacher @ a blackboard ............. . 
16. What letter hi the word WAS:S:J;:NGTON is the ~arne number in the word (counting 
from the begin~ing) as it is in the a;lJ??~l;>et? · 
' @ A~ @ N:. @ G @ '!' @ 0 .......................................... .. 
16. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are(?) wiser than their sons. 
@ always ® usually @ much @) rarely @ never .............•.......... 
17. Four of these :five things are alike in some way. Which one is not like thtother four? 
· CD nut ®turnip ®·rose @ apple ®potatoes .......................... . 
18. The opposite of frequently is-
,® occasionally 0 seldom ® never ® periodically @ often ................ . 
®~ .....•. ~ 
20. At a dinner there is always-:-
@soup ®:wine @food @waiters @dishes ..............•............ 
I • 
21. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh l!OO pounds, :i!-nd each box when empty weighs 4 po:unds, . 
how many pounds do all the apples weigh? 
® 40 @ 360 ® 396 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company 
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@ 404 ................................... . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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64. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be-
@ erroneous ·@ doubtful @ ambiguQuS @ distorted @) hypothetical. 
65. Evolution is to revolution as crawl is to -' 
@ baby @ floor @ stand @ run @ hands and knees ............. . 
GG. Coming is to came as now is to -
@ today @ -some time @ tomorrow @before now @ hereafter--.... 
67. One number is wrong in the following series. 
1 2 4 8 16 32 64 .96 
What should that number be? 
. \ 
CD 3 0 6 ® 12 @ 48 ® 128 .................................. . 
·sa. If George can ri'de a bicycle 60 feet while Frank runs 40 feet, how many feet can 
George ride while Frank runs '30 feet?· - · 
@ 50 (j) 10 ® 45 ® 20 @ 70 ............ ~ ................... .. 
69. What letter is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway 
between D and I in the word REPRO:PUGTION? ~ . 
. @ C @ R @ 0 @ N @D ............ -.................... .- .. . 
70. Which of the five things following is most like these three: ivory, snow, and milk;? 
@ butter _ @ rain. @ coJ.!l @ cotton @ water ..................... .. 
71. A hotel serves a mhture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. 
How many pints of milk will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture? 
· @ 25 @ 16-i @ 15 @ 12t @ 10 .............................. . 
'12. A man who spends his money lavishly for non-essentials is considered to be- . 
® fortunate ® thrifty 1 @ extravagant @ generous @ economical ... 
~ . D~ 17 t1C2 DV (]V (]D. -
'13. ThisUistothisCJastb,isUisto- ® \.JV ® CJ ®·- D ·® ~--··· 
74. If the :first two statements following are true;the third is (?). ' 
One cannot become a good violinist without much practice. 
Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become a good violinist. _ 
. @ true @ false @ not certain .......................•................. 
75. Which of these expressions is most unlike the other three? 
@ small to tiny @ pretty to beautiful @ warm to hot . @ excellent to goo 
76 •. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentenc~, 
the fifth word in the sentence would begin with what letter? · 
life friends valuable to The make asset in a is ability 
@ 1 @ f @ v_ @ t @ a ..•..... -.... • .....• .' .••••••••••••••••••• 
77. What number is in the space that is in the rectangle and in the triangle 
but not in the circle? 
@ 1 @ 2 @ 3 @ 4 @. 5 .................. : · ...... _ ..•.• 
78. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures (and no others) 
as the number 6? 
@1 @2 @3 @4 @)5 .............................. .. 
79. How many numbers are there each of which is in two geometrical figures . 
but only two.? -
@1 @2. @3 @4 @5 ••••• -•••••...••••••••••••• -•••• 
80. If a wire 40 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is i as long as the other piece, 
how long must the shorter piece be? · . 
@ 26-i in. @ 39t in. @ 18 in. @ 24 in. @) 16 in ............... .. 
[ 6 l 
I 
46. 
47. 
48. 
The law of gr~vitation is -
' @ obsolete 
Oil is to toil as ( ?) is to hate. 
®absolute @ approximate @ conditional @ constitutional .... 
@ love - @ work @ boil @ ate ®hat ............... _ ................... . 
If 4t yards of cloth cost 90 cents, what will 3i- yards cost? 
® $3.15 ® 86!¢ ® 70¢ 
' 
@ 89¢ ,@ 35¢. ·.· ............................ . 
49. Which number in this series appears a second time nearest the beginning? 
6. 4 5 3- 7 8 0 9 § -~ ? 8 ~ 5 4 7 3. 0 8 9 1 . 
. @ 9 @ 0 ~ 8 @ 6 @ 5 ........... .- ................................ . 
~ *mtotlrls*astlrls<}mto- ®fjf ®<@> 50. .... . @ ......... .. 
51. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
Some of our citizens are Methodists. Some of our citizens are doctors. 
Some of our citizens are Methodist doctors. 
52. 
· CD true 0 false 0 not certain .............................................. . 
Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four? 
, ® fast 0 agile ® run ® quick 
_@speedy ........................... · .. . 
53. One who says things he knows to be wrong is said to be-
@ careless @ misled @ conceited @ untruthful @ prejudiced .......... . 
54. If the words below were ap-anged to make the best sentence, 
with what letter would the last word of the sentence en<J? 
sincerity tr~lts courtesy character of desirable and are' , 
@ r ® y· @. s @ e @ d.· ............................................. . 
55. If a strip of cloth 36 inches long will shrink to 33 inches when_ washed, 
how many inches long will a 48-inch strip be after shrinking? 
@ 47 . @ 44 . ® 45 @ 46 '@ 45! ......... " ............................ · 
56. Which of' these expressions is most unlike the other three? 
@ draw pictures· ® clean house_ @ come home. @ work problems ........... . 
57. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking at a mirror on the opposite wall, 
which word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly? 
58. 
59. 
. 60. 
@ MEET @ ROTOR @ MAMA @ DEED @ TOOT ................ .. 
Find the two letters in the word A..C]70R.which ha~e just as many letters between them in 
the word as in the al:rhabet. Which one of these two letters comes first in- the alphabet? 
@A @C. @T @0 @R ................................ .- ........... . 
A surface is related to a line as a line is to a:-
@ solid @ plane_ @ curve 
One number is wrong in the following series . 
@point 
I 
@ string., ....... : ..... : ............ . 
1 .2 ~-. 7 . . n 1.6 29 ~ 
What should that number be? 
- @a 
.. 
@6 @ 10 '@ 16 @ 22 ............... · .......................... . 
61. ~Ofutotbis~astlrls@futo- ®A ®M ®A.®@ .......... . 
62. How many o.f the following words <;:an be made from the letters in the word 
ST..E.ANG:L;E, using any letter. any number of times? ·, 
greatest, tangle, garage, stresses, related, grease, neare§t, r~eling . 
. . ' @ 7 © 6 @ .g @ 4 @ 5 .......... ' ................................ · .. . 
63. Which of the following is a trait of character? 
@ reputation @) wealth @ influence @) fickleness @ strength ........... . 
[ 5 ] (Go right Oil; to th~ next page.) 
' 
Otis Quick-Scoring: Gamma: AK Page 
22. If a.boy can run at the rate of 5 feet in l of a second, how many feet can he 1 
run in 10 seconds? @ 1 ®50 @'250 @ 2 ® 25, ...............................•. 
23. A thermometer is related to temperature as a speedometer is to -
" @ fast @ automobile @ velocity @ time @ heat ................. . 
24. "State of changing place" is a good definition for -
@ advancement ® retardation @ rotation @) motion @ revision .... 
25. If the first two statements following are gue, the third is (?). 
All residents in this block are Republicans. . 
Smith is not a Republican. Smith resides in this block.· 
@ · true @ false @ not certaiil. ................ ,· ........................ . 
26. If the words'below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter · 
would the second word of the sentence begin? 
same · means big large the as . 
· ® a @ b ' ® m @ s @ t ....................................... . 
27. Sunlight is to darkness as ( ?) is to stillness. 
@ quiet @) sound @ dark @loud @ moonlight .................. . 
28. A grandmother is always ( ?) than her granddaughter. 
@. smarter ® more quiet @ older @ smaller @) slower ............ . 
29. Such things as looks, dress, likes, and dislikes indicate one's -
@ character @ wisdom . @ personality @ gossip @ reputation ..... . 
30. A tree always has -
@ a shadow· ........ : .......... . 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
@ leaves ® fruit @ buds @roots 
In general it is safest to judge a man's character by his-
· ® voice @ clothes @ deeds @ wealth (§) face ..................... . 
Which of these words is related tq many as exceptional is to ordinary? 
. @ none @ each @ more @ much ®few ........................ . 
nis~ ~istothfu~asthls~isto~ CD~ ®~ ®~ ®~ ..... . 
What is r~lated to a cube in the same way that a circle is related to a square? 
® circumference · 0 ~mers ® sphere ® solid @ thickness ......... . 
Which one of these pairs of words is most unlike the other three? 
@ run.- fast @ large - big_ @. loan -len:d @ ·buy -pUrchase .. , ...... 
The opposite of awkward is-· I 
@ strong @ pretty @ graceful @short '®swift ............... · ..... . 
The two words superfluous and requisite ~ean -
@ the same @) the opposite ' . @ neither same nor opposite ....... : ......... .. 
Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which one is not like these four? 
® push ® hold @ lift @drag ®pull ........................ · ... . 
The idea that the earth is flat is ..,..:... 
@absurd @ misleading , @ improbable @unfair @wicked ......... 
The opposite of loyal is-
@ hleacherous .® enemy @ thief @coward @ jealous ............. . 
The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to -
@ Mars @ the sun @ clouds @stars @ the universe ............ . 
The opposite of sorrow is -
® fun @ success @ joy 
If the first two statements are true, the third is (?). 
Frank is older than George. James is older than Frank. 
George is· younger thim J-ames. 
@ prosperity @.hope ...•................. 
@ true @) false @ not certain .................................•........• 
If 2t yards of cloth cost 30 cents, what will 10 yards cost? 
® $1.2q ® 75¢ @ 40¢ @ -$3.00 
Congest means to bring together, condole means to grieve together. 
Therefore con means - @ to bring @ together @ to grieve 
[ 4 ] 
·@ 37t¢ .......................... . 
@ to bring or grieve together ... 
(Go right on to the neJ 
(APPENDIX B) D A FIGURES SCALE Form A 
This is a test to determine your reactions to a selected group of individuals. 83 
INSTRUCTICNS 
Which ~ of the following persons "PUSHES YOO AROOND" "BURNS YOO UP" "RUBS YOU 
THE WRCNG WAY" the most and the least? Under the headings of "Most" and 11 Least" 
check (X) ON'E 11Most"-a:nd: CNE ttLeast" in each group of four below.-rlease complete 
ALL groups. 
EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 
Most Least ~f.ost Least 
milkman () (X) milkman () () 
mailman () () salesman () () 
salesman ~ () druggist () (X) 
grocer () () judge (X) () 
In EXAMPLE 1 the salesman "PUS!-!ES YOU ARCUND" the m•)St, the milkman, the least. 
In EXAMPLE 2 the judge "PUSHES YOU AROUND" the most, the druggist, the least. 
The word clergyman means priest, minist~, and rabbi. The word policeman also in-
cludes policewoman. Coach rna~ be male or, female. 
There are no "right11 or "wrong" answers. YOUR answers are "right" for you. 
There is no time limit. 
NON BEGIN 
Most Least Most Least Most Least 
--
>Or () () father () () school bus driver () () 
'r () () aunt () () grandmother () () () () dentist () () teacher () () 
. () () older sister () () dentist () () 
-
: officer () () librarian () () truant officer () () 
1ate () () younger brother () () father () () () () father {) () school bus driver () () 
. () () clergyman () () grandmother () () 
. bus driver () () coach () () clergyman () () 
1r () () doctor () () aunt () () 
() () younger 'sister () () janitor () () 
brother () () principal () () younger_brother () () 
.pal () () classmate () () librarian () () 
'lllan () () doctor () () janitor () () 
sister () () truant officer () () principal () () 
() () younger brother () () coach () () 
··'· 
...... 
' 
-() () older sister () () janitor () H 'lllan () () uncle () () policeman () 
·ian () () mother () () teacher () () 
. () () clergyman () () older brother () () 
- ------ .c.¢-)-- (-~ , coach - ·-~~~-~~ () ---(_) - - -= librarian --- -0-
-0 () ()· () -rr· -· -- --- -o () >Or grandfather doctor 
rma·tr--- -~- - --H--- {)-- - -yO'ttng-er- bro-t-h-er-----(-)- -- +>-- --- - cJ:ergyman --·.-~ -() ----· () 
1ate () () younger sister () () janitor () () 
""" -
brother () () policeman () () principal () () 
~ () () f. older brother () () grandmother () () 1r .brother () () janitor () () grandfather () () 
. 
"'' 
() () truant officer () () dentist () () 
" 
' (Continued on back) ' I 
D A FIGURES SCALE Form A 
Most ·teast Most Least 
younger sister () () older sister () () school nurse () 
janitor () () librarian () () dentist () 
mother () () principal () () younger sister () 
school bus driver () () older brother () () uncle () 
policeman () () truant officer () () principal () 
younger brother () () older brother () () librarian () 
older brother () () father () () doctor () 
uncle () () classmate () () younger sister () 
' 
older sister () () clergyman () () doctor () 
school nurse () () classmate () () grandfather () 
classmate () () younger brother () () grandmother () 
uncle () () mother () () policeman () 
!policeman () () grandfather () () older sister () 
father () () younger brother () () grandfather () 
ldentist () () uncle () () school nurse () 
rchool nurse () () older brother () () father () 
' () () () father () () coach truant officer 
neighbor () () dentist () () uncle () 
principal () () grandmother () () grandfather () 
classmate () () doctor () () school nurse () 
doctor () () policeman () () coach () 
janitor () () librarian () () librarian () 
school bus driver () () neighbor () () older sister () 
principal () () school nurse () () father () 
grandfather () () school nurse () () dentist () 
coach () () classmate () () school bus driver () 
teacher () () grandmother () () aunt () 
clergyman () () older brother () () grandfather () 
clergyman () () school nurse () () grandmother () 
older sister () () older brother () () coach () 
janitor () () mother () () teacher () 
younger sister () () dentist () () policeman () 
aunt () () classmate () () mother () 
teacher () () younger sister () () truant officer () 
dentist () () teacher () () grandfather () 
grandmother () () mother () () coach () 
~-~;" .... !PI 
janitor () () aunt () () uncle () 
neighbor () () classmate () () aunt () 
doctor () () mother () () neighbor () 
truant officer () () school bus driver {) () teacher () 
·-- ~ 
() () •. neighbor () () teacher neighqor () 
younger sister () () coach () () policeman () 
librarian () () school nurse () () dentist () 
grandmother () () school bus driver () () truant officer () 
... 
truant officer__ ... () 0 older sis.±e.r 0 () .. uncle: - ----- ~-~~ 
++ ·0 
. -
·ymmger s is-rer·-:-~ p· TI- () younger bro-th-er grandmother 
YQ t.tnge:r _s i..s ter _()_ -· ( )_ - .. .scbnol bus~g;r.i ver: - .() -. ,.,,...l.;l'om~..n ~} ·-r .. ~. 
neighbor () () grandfather () () aunt () 
principal () () librarian () () aunt () 
uncle () () principal () .() school bus driver () / 
younger brother () () older sister () () school nurse () " 
policeman () () neighbor () () teacher 0 
/ 
(APPENDIX B) D A FIGURES SCALE Form B 
.This is a test to determine your reactions to a selected group of individuals. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Which ~· of the following persons "PUSHES YaJ AROUND" "BURNS YOU UP" "RUBS YOO 
THE WRONG WAY" the most and the least? Under the headings of "Most" and "Least" 
check (X) ONE "Mostn and CNE "Least'' in each group of four below.--Please complete 
ALL groups. 
EXMv\PLE 1 EXAMPLE 2 
Most Least Most Least 
milkman () QQ milkman () () 
mailman () () salesman () () 
salesman Q{) () druggist () ¢¢ 
grocer () () judge ¢¢ () 
In EXAMPLE 1 the salesman "PUSHES YOU AROUND" the ~' the milkman, the ~· 
In EXAMPLE 2 the judge "PUSYES YOU AROUND" the most, the druggist, the least. 
The word clerqyman means priest, minister, and rabbi. The word policeman also in-
cludes policewoman. Coach may be male or female. 
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. YOUR answers are "right" for you. 
There is no time limit. 
NOW BEGIN' 
Most Least Most Least Most 
l bus driver () () Y·:>unger br~) ther () () principal () 
'r () () doctor () () grandfather () () () teacher () () mother () 
nate () () uncle () () older brother () 
Lpal () () dentist () () younger brother () 
:' () () policeman () () younger sister () () () janitor () () school bus driver () 
nother () () clergyman () () classmate () 
" 
() () neighbor () () older sister () ' 
t officer () () classmate () () school bus driver () 
~man () () coach () () mother () () () grandfather () () uncle () 
nate () () aunt () () younger sister () 
=r brother () () father () () father () 
l bus driver () () neighbor () () librarian () 
ytman () () coach () () uncle () 
dan () () classmate n () mother () 
nate () () father () () younger brother () 
:lr brother () () younger sister () () janitor () 
l bus driVer () () older brotl-)er () () aunt () 
( clergyman () clergyman 
gram:lmother ·0=--= 
ar brother ) neighbor () mother 
er sister ) truant officer () ) grandfather 
father () () coach () () clergyman () 
'· 
() () janitor () () janitor () 
brother () () classmate () () classmate 0 () () clergyman () () uncle () 
84 
Least 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() yman ~ 
' 
f~.rtn+~nu~n nn h::u~lr) 
D A FIGURES pCALE 
.Most Least Most Least 
school bus driver ~ ·~ school nurse ) () older. sister () janitor .. ) () dentist () clergyman younger brother ) older brother ) () school nurse () 
aunt ( ) () truant officer ) () librarian () 
teacher () () school nurse () () grandfather () 
coach () () doctor () () policeman () 
policeman () () aunt () () doctor () 
classmate () () grandmother () () grandmother () 
mother () () truant officer () () grandfather () 
school bus driver () () school nurse () () dentist () 
policeman () () neighbor () () younger sister () 
truant officer () () coach () () librarian () 
neighbor () () librarian () () younger sister () 
father () () uncle () () janitor () 
mother () () policeman () () teacher () 
school bus driver () () father () () principal () 
truant officer () () older brother () () aunt () 
grandfather () () grandmother () () librarian () 
dentist () () father () (). school nurse () 
doctor () () uncle () () grandfather () 
younger sister () () aunt () () older sister () 
janitor () () father () () teacher () 
policeman () () librarian () () dentist () 
principal () () neighbor () () school nurse () 
younger brother () () truant officer () () grandmother () 
policeman () () school nurse () () grandfather () 
teacher () () aunt () () librarian () 
school bus driver () () coach () () janitor (') 
younger brother () () uncle () () older brother () 
father () () neighbor () () grandmother () 
clergyman {) () grandmother () () doctor () 
mother () () younger sister () () principal () 
coach () () truant officer () () grandfather () 
school bus driver () () dentist () () teacher () 
clergyman () () librarian () () grandmother () 
doctor () () neigh)::>or () () older sister () 
older sister () () coach () () teacher () 
teacher () () younger sister () () doctor () 
principal () () older sister () () dentist () 
father () () neighbor () () principal () 
uncle () () aunt () () older brother () 
older sister () () mother ' () () older sister () 
mother () () policeman () () school nurse () 
younger sister () () principal () () teacher () 
r. __ ) () ,_, "' _f_ _,_, 1.~ I. Lt_ -u.J.ut::.l.· ·v~"':...:.·.:..~~ J () dentist principai ~-. _,.-=..kl .. _ -- -r>,.,:t.r:>l".; ~~, .\- ·-. 1-- • ~ '( -~ _.,_ () -r- -..- "'' ·~ uncle -() librarian () () teacher 
younger brother () () aunt () () dentist () 
truant officer () () older brother () () doctor () 
dentist () () older sister () () older brother 0,/ 
policeman () () grandmother () () school nurse }J 
/ 
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Mr. William P~ Robbins 
Principal 
Kennett High School 
Conway, New Hampshire 
Dear Bill: 
January 25, 1960 
I want to express my appreciation for your cooperation 
in the administration of the testing program on January 
7. As you know, George Davidson assisted immeasurably 
in this test administration. Additionally, I apprec" 
iated very much the assistance of Miss Deborah Goldman~ 
Will you please call to her attention my appreciation 
of her help? 
I am still scoring tests and will forward to you the 
·series of Otis scores for your tenth grade as soon as 
they are complete. I have the scores for the eighth 
grade and am forwarding them in a separate letter to 
Principal Farrington. 
Cordially, 
Charles R. Dolan, Director 
Occupational Information 
and Guidance 
CRD:dso 
cc: Dave Appleton 
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Mr. ~vin s. Farrington, Principal 
Conway Elementary School 
Conway, New Hampshire 
Dear Erv: 
January 25, 1960 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
PAULE, FARNUM 
I want to express my deep appreciation for your help and the 
help of your three teachers, Mrs .. Margaret Gagnon, Ray Angers 
and Bronlow Thompson. Normally, I would not have a specific 
picture, test-wise, of the individual rooms tested but feeling 
this might be helpful to you and your teachers I had kept the 
test results separated in the order in which they were turned 
in::.to me. Although, of course, the test results were anony-
mous perhaps the individual Otis scores would be helpful to you 
and your teachers. They are as follows: 
Mrs. Gagnonts room (22 tested): 127; 120; 119; 115; 114(2); 
113(2); 111, 110, 109(2); 100; 96(2); 92; 89; 86; 84; 83; 81; 
67. 
lVfrs. Thomp·son 1 s room (27 tested): 122; 121; 119; 118(2); 117(2); 
115; 114; 112(2)~ 111; 110; 105; 104(2); 102; 101; 100(2); 92; 
91; 87; 85(3); 71. 
Mr. Angers• room (28 tested): 120; 119; 115;· 114(2); 113; 111; 
110; 108; 107(3); 104; 103; 101(2); 100(2); 97(3); 95; 94; 93; 
88; 82 (2) ;· 73. . 
You and your teachers were most helpful to me and I would appre• 
ciate your calling this to the attention of these three teachers. 
CRD:dso 
co: Dave Appleton 
Cordially, 
Charles R. Dolan, Director 
Occupational Information 
and Guidance 
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AGE GRADE SEX RELIGIOUS SOCIQ.-.EC.ONOOC 
- PREFERENCE-
I.Q.-
AUTHORITARIAN SCALE C 0 DE 
Mo"6ts. # l4~at:t: <to"" 
AUN'r 
I 
CLASSMATE 
CLERGYMAN 
COACH I 
DENTIST :I 
DOCTOR 
FATHER I 
GRANDFATHER I 
GRANDMOTHER 
JANITOR 
LIBRARIAN 
MO'rHER 
NEIGHBOR l 
OLDER BROTHER I 
OLDER SISTER 
POLICEMAN 
I PRINCIP .AL 
.. 
SCHOOL BUS ~RIVEE 
SCHOOL NURSE 1 
I TEACHER 
TRUANT OFFICER 
UNCLE l i 
YOUNGER BROTHER { 
. 
YOUNGER SISTER ' I 
~Age 
Laat birthday 
Grade 
Sax 
8 or 10 
1 - Male 
2- Female 
R~ligious preference 
1 - Protestant 
2 - Catholic 
3 - Jewish 
4 - Other 
Socio-Economic Statua 
1 - Profes~ional persons 
2- Proprietors, managers, 
and officials 
3 ... Clerks and kindred wv-rkers 
4 - Skilled workers and foremen 
5 - Semiskilled workers 
6 - Unskilled workers 
Intelligence Quotient 
Otis Beta 
Otis G~a 
School 
1 ..... Conway 
2 - Hanover 
3 - Berlin 
4 - Concord 
5 - Laconia 
WORK SPACE 
HAS NO ( ) . aunt ( 
( ) father ( 
( ) grandfather ( 
( ) grandmother ( 
( ) mother · ( 
- o~r:-. 
) older brother 
older sister 
) uncle 
) younger brother 
) younger sister 
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TABLE VI 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN THE SEXES 
Form 0 A0 Form "B'• 
X ·s F X s F 
aunt 
Male 1.59 2.07 1 .. 96 2.17 
Female 2.08 2.34 6 .47i-ti~ 2.23 2.!?1;3 3.19 
classmate 
M 3.01 2.62 3.19 2.68 
F 2.82 2.49 .74: 3.22 2.72 .03 
clergyman 
M .96 1.89 .87 1.58 
F .68 1.50 3.76 .. 79 1.47 .35 
coach 
M 2.99 . 2.90. 2.75 2.65 
F 3.39 2.97 2.47 3.15 2.86 2.48 
dentist 
M 2.44 2.34 2.62 2 .. 66 
F 2.40 2.60 .02 3.31 3 .. 03 7 .05-h~ 
doctor 
M 1.82 1.98 1.79 1.73 
F 2.26 2.25 5 .. 67il- 2.18 2 .• 39 4.30* 
father 
M 3.02 3.17 2.90 2.92 
F 3.18 3 .. 01 .35 3.47 3.19 4.24* 
grand.fa ther 
M 1.18 1 .. 87 1.10 1 .. 67 
F 1.17 2~17 .41 ,88 1.49 2.28 
grandmother 
M .96 1.77 1.26 1.97 
F 1.85 2.67 19.69i~ 1.90 2.60 8.09** 
* 5% level 
-i.~ 1% level 
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TABLE VI, Cont'd 
,: SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN THE SEXES 
~nAn ~ "B" 
X s F X s F 
janitor 
Male 1.32 1.64 1 .. 81 2.29 
Female .89 1.55 9.08** 1.16. 1.90 11. 5 9i.'-* 
librarian 
M 2.69 2.77 2.92 2.88 
F 2.74 2.78 .05 2•78 2.96 .28 
mother 
M 2.,33 2.64 2.27 2.54 
F 3.09 3.25 8. 3liE-:!- 3.53 3.06 24.01** 
neighbor 
M 2.40 2.43 3.00 2.68 
F 2.84 2.53 4.02* 3,.06 2 .. 76 .04 
older brother 
M 3.18 2.97 3.54 3.12 
F 3.53 2.96 1.80 3 .. 35 3.02 •. 46 
older sister -:~ .. 
M 3.06 2.93 2.67 2 .. 71 
F 3.58 3.18 3.69 2 .. 80 3.13 .24 
policeman .w .... 
M . 3.97 3.21 3.12 2.70 
F 1.69 2.21 89.27~'* 1.73 2.07 40.10~-§ 
principal 
M 4.08 3.13 ·- • . ¥:;. a.m9 2.70 
F 2.44 2.52 44.27iPJ 1.87 2.50 26.75** 
school bus driver 
M 2.96 2.97. 3.10 3.15 
F 1 .. 88 2.56 19.86-** 1 .. 80 ·2.54 25.23it* 
* 5% level 
~"* 1% level 
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TABLE VI, Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN IVJEAN VALUE BErWEEN THE SEXES 
Forom "AJ' Form 11B" 
---
X s F x s F 
school nurse 
Male 2.13 2.62 2.03 2.58 
Female 2.68 3.06 4.87* 2.45 2 .. 96 2.78 
teacher 
0 
M 4.78 2.59 4.43 2.65 
F 4.52 2.65. 1.32 4 .. 51 2.64 .13 
truant officer 
M 3.12 2.84 2.98 2.92 
F 1.81 2.42 32.31** 1.79 2.48 23.78** 
uncle 
M 1.51 1.82 1.37 1.80 
F 1.76 2.12 2.05 1.69 2.05 3.24 
younger brother 
M 2.39 2.86 2.83 3.07 
F 3.70 3.43 22.25i..~ 3.24 2.95 2.22 
younger sister 
M 2.16 2.66 2.46 2.99 
F 3.05 2.95 13.43~""* 2.97 3.04 3.53 
* 5% level 
i..~ 1% level 
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TABLE VII 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form "A"' Form "A" 
Age ,lli 
s 
Age _!!: 
X F X s F 
aunt 
Male 1.40 1.73 2.21 2.77 
Female 1 •. 89 2.29 2.64 2.20 2.08 a03 
classmate 
M 2.90 2 .. 68 2.ss 2.75 
F 3.2.6 2 .. 88 .77 3.06 2.59 .11 
clergyman 
M 1.00 1.91 .55 1.50 
F .73 1.75 1.03 .49 .87 .07 
coach 
M 2.93 2.64 2,.'82 2.98 
F 2.97 2.50 .01 2.80 2.72 .oo 
dentist 
M $!.4\2 2.14 2.73 2.69 
F 2.54 2.65 .. 12 2.69 2.36 .02 
doctor 
M 1.58 1.93 2.42 2.20 
F 2.45 2 .. 29 7.64** 2.71 2.25 .27 
father 
M 2.77 2.98 3.52 3.27 
F 3.11 2.93 .59 2.77 2.93 .95 
grand!' a the.J:I> 
M .99 1.65 1.48 2.31 
F 1.04 2.05 .06 1.34 2.15 .08 
grandmother 
M .93 1.66 1.03 1.87 
F 1.60 2.38 4.74* 2.86 3.28 '7 .. 65** 
* s% level, ** 1% level 
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TABLE VII*' Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN M&N VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form "A" Form "An 
Age~- .Age 14 
X s F X s F 
janitor 
Male 1.43 1 .. 58 1.33 1.03 
Female 1,01 1.58 3.16 .so 1.45 2.88 
librarian 
M 2 .. 66 2.95 1.79 2.23 
F 3 .• 30 3,.05 2.03 2 .. 23 2 .• 28 .63 
mother 
M 2.36 2.65 2.48 2.75 
F 3,.21 3 .• 40 3.47 2!'71 3.12 .11 
neighbor 
M 2.43 2.45 2.15 2.18 
F 3.20 2.,64 4 .. 08* 3.20 2,80 2 .. 88 
older brother 
M 3.85 3.25 2.91 3.04 
F 3.96 3,.72 .07 4 .. 14 3~25 2.54 
older sister 
M 3.65 3.08 3.09 2.83 
F 3.57 3.06 .03 3~94 3-10 1.35 
policeman 
M 3.67 3.20 3.79 2.46 
F 1.59 2.16 26 .16*-'~ 1.26 1.79 23.15*i~ 
principal 
M 3.49 2.89 4.12 2.75 
F 2.03 2.05 15.43*-~ 2.43 2.45 6.96* 
* 5% level 
** 1% level 
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TABLE VII~ Conttd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERE.\TCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEvEL 
Form 11A0 Form "Atr 
Age 13 Age 14 
X s F X s F 
school bus driver 
Male 3 •. 52 3 .. 03 3.00 3.28 
Female 1.92 2.47 15.00** 1.91 2.76 2.14 
school nurse 
M 1.86 2.-51 2.·33 2.95 
F 2.58 3.15 2.93 2.74 3.22 .30 
teacher 
M 4.70 2.46 4 • .t±5 4.45 2.48 
F 4.47 2.59 .37 3.94 2.83 .60 
truant o:t'.ficer 
M 3.24 3.05 3.36 2.51 
F 1.76 2.48 12.83i..~ 1.69 2.14 8.55~h':· 
uncle 
M 1.18 1.65 1.79 1.82 
F 1.38 1.70 .71 1.86 1.96 .03 
younger brother 
.M 2.46 2~96 1.82 2.66 
F 3.73 3.49 6.86** 3.60 3.47 5 .. 44* 
younger sister 
M 2.59 2.85 1.97 2.41 
F 2.70 2.88 .06 2.54 2.54 .87 
Age 15 Age 1§. 
aunt 
M 1 .. 36 2.02 2 .. 0.8 2.21 
F 2.08 2.43 4.80* 2.41 1.47 .36 
* 5~ level 
i..~ 1% level 
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TABLE VII Conttd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALlJE BETWfEN SEK.ES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form "A" 
I 
FORM nAn 
Age ]JL Age 16 
X s F [x s F 
I 
classmate I 
I 
I 
Male 2.75 2.44 t-87 2.54 
Female 2.51 2.07 .55 .;35 2.17 7.58** 
I 
clergyman I I 
I 
M .82 1.73 ~.39 2.12 
F .65 1.45 .52 ! .73 1.22 2.68 
coach I 
6.34 M 3.06 3.12 2.97 
F 3.79 3.26 2.47 p.89 3 .. 24 .57 
dentist I 
I 
M 2.45 2.53 12.08 2.09 
F 2.30 2.67 .14 1.97 2.35 .02 
doctor 
M 1.71 1 .. 93 1.84 1.84 
F 1.99 2.03 .98 2.16 2.63 .36 
father 
M 2.76 3.32 j3.74 3.11 
F 2.75 2.99 .00 i4.92 2.81 2.90 
I 
grandfather I 
M .86 1.50 1.87 2.32 
F 1.30 2.32 1.05 2.04 2.55 
grandmother 
M .93 1.92 1.03 1.58 
F 2.02 2.82 9.16** 1.03 1.73 .04 
* 5%. level 
** 1% level 
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T.ABLE VII, Cont' d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEX:ES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form "A" Form "A" 
Age 15 Age 16 
:X s F X s F 
janitor 
Male 1.34 1.96 1.00 1.41 
Female .92 1.70 2.61 .62 2.51 1.80 
librarian 
M 2.94 2.76 2.97 2.61 
F 2.54 2.70 1.03 2.46 2.51 .73 
mother 
M 2.05 2.45 2.74 2.83 
F 3.05 3.14 5.76* 3.24 . 3.32 .49 
neighbor 
M 2.44 2.64 2.50 2.07 
F 2.39 2.33 ... 02 2.95 2.34 .74 
older brother 
M 2.91 2.70 2.42 2.45 
F 3.36 3.11 1.11 2.38 2.37 .oo 
older sister 
M 2.94 3.04 1.87 1.84 
F 3.50 3.26 1.46 3.46 3.30 6.51* 
policeman 
M 4.28 3.31 4.16 3.49 
F 1.83 2.48 33.77** 1.95· 1.78 11. 46*"~ 
principal 
M 4.72 3.36 3.92 3.14 
F 2.89 2.87 16.3li~ 2 .. 30 2.45 6.02Jlf 
i} 5% level 
*~ 1% level 
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TABLE VII 11 Cent 'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEKES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form 11A0 Form "A" 
Age i5 Age.l6 
x s F s F 
school bus driver 
Male 2.55 2.86 2.84 2.83 
Fe:ma.le 2.02 2.74 1.70 1.22 1.68 8.84-u-it-
school nurse 
M 2.28 2.68 2.32 2.27 
F 2.76 2.96 1.36 2.70 3.09 .37 
teacher 
M 5.24 2.73 4.16 2.$1 
F 4.41 2.46 4.76* 5.57 2.89 4.77* 
truant o:t':t'icer 
M 3.66 2.90 1.76 2.12 
F 1.89 2.33 21.79-H~ 1.89 2.82 .03 
Utlcle 
M 1.29 1.79 2.37 1.69 
F 1.82 2.37 2.85 2.41 2.32 .02 
younger brother 
M 2.67 2.86. 1.82 2.42 
F 3.89 3.43 6.78** 3.24 3.27 4.49-31-
younger sister 
M 1.98 2.66 1.92 2.41 
F 3.36 3.04 ].0.71** 3.11 2.77 3.81 
Form uBu Form uBu 
Age 13 Age 14 
aunt 
M 1.90 2.05 1.85 1.89 
F 2.38 2.39 1.98 2.75 2.51 2.10 
* 5% level--** 1% level 
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TABLE VII, Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form. nBn Form "B" 
Age M Age 14 
classmate X s F X s F 
Male 3.77 2.93 2.61 2.64 
Female 3.21 2.65 1.72 3.40 3.02 .96 
clergyman 
M .65 1.27 .91 1.80 
F .56 1 .. 05 .29 .so 1.60 .06 
coach 
M 2.85 2.70 3.45 2.97 
F 2.56 2.36 .57 2.30 2.24 2.16 
dentist 
M 2.21 2.24 3.15 3.13 
F 3.55 3.25 9.5l{H~ 2.20 1.94 1.45 
doctor 
M 1.99 1.88 1.64 1.81 
F 2.12 2.12 .17 2.80 3.37 2.56 
father 
M 2.07 2.35 2.94 3.05 
F 3.11 2.95 6.29* 4.50 2.92 3.22 
grandfather 
M 1.21 1.69 1.21. 1.65 
F 1.04 1.67 .41 1.am 2.31 .13 
grandmother 
M 1.02 1.63 1.36 2.06 
F 1.69 2 .. 40 4.32* 1.95 2.62 .so 
* 5% level iB~ 1% level 
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TABLE VII,. Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE L.E.VEL 
Form "B" Form "B" 
Age]& Age 14 
X s F X s F 
janitor 
Male 2~.04 2.56 2.64 2.58 
Female 1.26 1.93 5.02* 2.00 2~37, .78 
librarian 
M 3.26 3.00 2.55 3.20 
F 3.10 3.09 .12 2.05 2.40 .34 
mother 
M 3.02 2.24 2.09 2~66 
F 3.22 2.92 8. 74*i} 3.45 3.17 2.71 
neighbor 
M 3.00 2.58 3.00 3.06 
F 3.09 . 2.56 .04 3.00 3.08 ~00 i 
older brother 
M 4.05 3.04 3.70 3.20 
F 3.84 3.31 .20 3 .. 60 2.94 .01 
older sister 
M 3.15 2.91 1.97 1.87 
F 2.98 3.31 .12 2.45 2.99 .48 
policeman 
M 3 .• 14 2.84 \I 2.70 2.71 
F 1.82 2.06 12.0~~ 1.25 1.51 4.56* 
principal 
M 2.81 2.23 2.97 2.96 
F 1.68 2.16 11. 22iH:· 1.25 1.87 5.24* 
* 5%. level 
i:.--* 1% level 
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TABLE VII, Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form "B" Form "B" 
Age M, Age 14 
X s F X s F 
school bus driver 
Male 3.25 3,.06 3,.85 3,.13 
Female 2',.34 2.88 3.96 1 .• 50 2 .• 01 8.70-a:"* 
scho.ol nurse 
M 1.84 2.44 2.45 3.07 
F 2.23 2.91 .89 2.40 3.46 .oo 
teacher 
M 4.36 2.79 4.45 3.12 
F 4.46 2.44 .07 4.65 2.46 .05 
truant o:f:ficer 
M 3.30 2·.98 2.42 2-.85 
F 1.95 1.95 9. 55-t.~ 1.85 2.41 .53 
uncle 
M 1'.27 1'.57 1·.52 2.08 
F 1~76 2'.15 2.76 1.05 .92 .87 
younger brother 
2.70 2 .• 71 M 2.56 2.90 
F 3~23 3:01 2 .• 10 4.50 3.23 4 .. 55* 
younger sister 
M 2.28 2.82 1.88 2~52 
F 2.81 2~94 1.43 2,90 2f.57 1,94 
Age M, Age 16 
aunt 2~37 M 1.89 2~25 2.43 
F 2:21 2:45 .88 2~28' 2:45 .03 
classmate 
M 2.98 2.45 3.18 2.48 
F 3.13 2.60 .15 3;45 3.08 .14 
* 5%. level 
iHE- 1% level 
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TABLE VII, Cant 1 d 
SIGNIFICA.L'TT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEXES AT AGE LEVEL 
Form nBn Form 11B11 
Age 15 Age 16 
X s F X s F 
older brother 
Male 3.02 3.02 3 .. 42 3.27 
Female 3.18 2~87 .11 2~28 2•24 2.53 
older sister 
M 2.62 2.71 2.37 2.67 
F 2:.65 3'.07 .oo 3.07 2.80 1.05 
policeman 
M 3.21 2.64 3.26 2.45 
F 1.63 2.06 21.09{:'"* 2.14 2'.34 3.47 
principal 
M 3.09 2.98 3.74 2.65 
F 2.17 2.80 4.68* 1.86 2~57 8.14** 
school bus driver 
M 2.56 3.19 3.32 3.18 
F 1'.64 2.42 5.08* 1.14 1'.87 10.41~-* 
school nurse 
M 1.76 2.35 2.53 2.74 
F 2.60 2'.87 4.69* 2". 76 3'.10 .10 
teacher 
M 4.55 2.38 4.29 2.56 
F 4'.78 2.74 .35 3".90 2.81 .34 
truant of'.ficer 
M 2.82 2.95 3.11 2.68 
F 1.65 2'.27 9.-37** 1.86 2.54 3.58 
uncle 
M 1.22 1 .. 81 1.71 1.99 
F 1.81 z.l8 3.83 1'.38 1'.77 .49 
younger brother 
M 3.44 3.44 2.03 2.53 
F 3.01 2.87 .87 3.21 2_.,64 3.32 
younger sister 
M 3.06 3.38 2.00 2.72 
F 2.89 3.02 .13 3.52 ~.36 4.03* 
* 5% level, ~h~ 1% level 
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TABLE VIII 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN M~N VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Form 11A8 Form '*Ail 
Males Females 
x s F X s F 
aunt 
13 1.40 1.73 1.69 2.29 
14 2 .. 21. 2.77 2.29 2.08 
15 1.36 2.02 2.08 2.43 
16 2.08 2.21 2.28 2.41 2.47 .52 
classmate . 
13 2,/90 2.68 3.26 2.88 
14 2.85 2.75 3 .. 06 2.59 
15 2.75 2.44 2.51 2.07 
16 3.87 2.54 1.75 2.35 2.17 2.08 
clergyman 
13 1.00 1.91 .73 1 .. 75 
14 .55 1.50 .49 .87 
15 .82 1.73 ,65 1.45 
16 1.39 2.12 1 .. 41 .73 1.22 .27 
coach 
13 2.93 2.64 2.97 2.50 
14 2.82 2.98 2.80 2.72 
15 3.06 3.12 3.79 3.26 
16 3.34 2.97 .23 8.89 3.24 2.08 
dentist 
13 2.42 2.14 2.54 2.65 
14 2.73 2.69 2.69 2.36 
15 2.45 2.53 2.30 2.67 
16 2.08 2.09 .45 1.97 2.35 .s·o 
doe tor 
13 1.58 1.93 2.45 2.29 
14 2.42 2.20 2.71 2.25 
15 1.71 1.93 1 .. 99 2.03 
16 1.84 1.84 1.54 2.16 2.63 1.22 
father 
13 2.77 2.98 3.11 2.93 
14 3.52 3.27 2.77 2.93 
15 2.76 3.32 2.75 2.99 
16 3.74 3.11 1.26 4.92 2.81 5.20* 
* 5% level i..~ 1% level 
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TABLE VIII;. Con t 'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFER»TCE IN NlEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Males Females 
{FORM 0 A11 ) 
x s F X s F 
grandf'a ther 
13 .99 1.65 1.04 2.05 
14 1.48 2.31 .-', .. 1 .. 34 2.15 
15 .as 1.50 1.30 2.32 
16 1.87 2 .. 32 3.24 1.05 2.04 .33 
grandmother 
13 .93 1.66 1.60 2.38 
14 1.03 1.87 2.86 3.28 
15 .93 1.92 2.02 1.82 
16 1.03 1.58 .oo 1.03 1.73 3.29 
janitor 
13 1.43 1.58 1.01 1.58 
14 1.33 1.03 .80 1 .. 45 
15 1.34 1.96 .. 92 1.70 
16 1.00 1.41 .63 .62 1,.00 .63 
1ibraria·n 
13 2.66 2.95 3.30 3.05 . 
14 1.79 2.23 2.23 2.28 
15 2.94 2.76 2.54 2.70 
16 2.97 2.61 1.53 2.46 2.51 1 .. 94 
mother 
13 2.36 2.65 3.21 3.40 
14 2.48 2.75 2.71 3.12 
15 2.05 2.45 3.05 3.14 
16 2.74 2.83 .67 3.24 3.32 .22 
neighbor 
13 2.43 2.45. 3.20 2.64 
14 2.15 2.18 3.20 2.88 
15 2.44 2.64 2.39 2.33 
16 2.50 2.07 .15 2.95 2~34 2.00 
older brother 
13 3.85 3.25 3.96 2.72 
14 2.91 3.04 4.14 3.25 
15 2.91 2.70 3.36 3.11 
16 2.42 2.45 2.72 2.38 2.37 3.17 
* 5%1eve1 
~'"* 1%1eve1 
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TABLE VIII., Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Males Females 
Form ttAv 
X s F X s F 
older sister 
13 3~65 3.08 3·57 3.06 
14 3.09 2.83 3.94 3.10 
15 2•94 3.04 3.50 3.26 
16 1.87 1~84 3.44 3;.46 3.30 .18 
policeman 
13 3.67 3.20 1.59 2~16 
14 3•79 2'.46 1.26 1.79 
15 4.28 3.31 , -~· ·>!. 1·.83 2.48 ~. . ·. : -..• : 
16 4.16 3,.49 .61 1.95 1.78 .82 
principal 
13 3·.49 2.89 2.03 2.05 
14 4.12 2.75 2.43 2.45 
15 4.72 3.36 2 .. 89 2.87 
16 3.92 3.14 2.32 2.30 2l45 1 .. 92 
school bus driver 
13 3.52 3.03 1.92 2.47 
14 3·.oo 3.28 1.91 2.76 
15 2.55 2.86 2.02 2.74 
16 2.84 2.83 1.57 1.22 1.68 .94 
school nurse 
13 1.86 2.51 2.58 3.15 
14 2.33 2 .. 94 2.74 3.22 
15 2.28 2.68 2.76 2.96 
16 2.32 2.27 .55 2.70 3.09 .06 
teacher 
13 4.70 2.46 4.4q 2.59 
14 4.45 2.48 3.94 2.83 
15 5.24 2.73 4.41 2.46 
16 4.16 2.61 1.78 5.57 2.89 2.56 
truant o:f'ficer 
13 3.24 3.05 1.76 2.48 
14 3.36 2.51 1.69 2.14 
15 3.66 2.90 1.89 2.33 
16 1.76 2.12 4.05* 1.89 2.82 .10 
* 5% level 
*i~ 1% level 
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TABLE VIII~ Cont 'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN I~ VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Males Females 
Form "Bu 
X s F X s F 
doctor 
13 1.99 1.88 2.12 2.12 
14 1.64 ·1.81 2.80 ·5.37 
15 1.74 1.68 2.20 :3 .. 42 
16 1.55 1.29 .70 1.76 1.81 .79 
:rather 
13 2.07 2.35 3.11 2.95 
14 2.94 3.05 ·' 4.50 2.92 
15 3.55 3.15 3.49 3.32 
16 3.34 3.03 3 .. 90* 3.66 3.47 1.10 
grandf'ather 
13 1.21 1.69 1.04 1.67 
14 1.26 1.65 1.40 2.31 
15 :' .• 84 1.50 • :.:0 1.56 1.16 
16 1.29 1.95 1.00 .79 1.16 2.05 
grandmother 
1.69 13 1.02 1.63 2.40 
14 1.36 2 .. 06 1 .. 95 ·. 2.62 
15 1.37 2.24 1.98 2.64 
16 1.45 1.86 .62 2.21 2.98 .35 
janitor 
13 2.04 2.56 1.26 1.93 
14 2.64 2.58 2.00 2.37 
15 1.28 1.83 1.00 1 .. 82 
lS76 ~.r:cs 2.01 3.25 .. 86 1.59 1.89 
librarian 
13 3.26 3.00 3.10 3.09 
14 2.55 3.20 2.05 2.40 
15 2.87 2.86 2.78 3.04 
16 2.66 2.23 .. 67 2.31 2.41 .99 
mother 
13 2.02 2.24 3.22 2.92 
14 2.09 2.66 3.45 3 .. 17 
15 2.67 2.75 3.67 3.06 
16 2.08 2.43 1.05 4.07 3.33 .67 
neighbor 
13 3.00 2.58 3 .. 09 2.56 
14 3.00 3.06 3.00 3.08 
15 2.83 2.51 2 .. 90 2.75 
16 3.39 . 2.81 .39 3.59 3.07 ·.48 
* 5% level, iH~ 1% level 
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TABLE VIII~ Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Males Females 
Form 0 B0 
-- X s ·F x s F 
older brother 
13 4.05 3.04 3.B4 3.31 
14 3.70 3.20 3.60 2.94 
15 3.02 3.02 3.18 2.87 
16 3.42 3.27 1.52 2.28 2.24 2.20 
older sister 
13 3.15 2.91 2.98 3.31 
14 1.97 1.87 2.45 2.99 
15 2.-62 2.71 . 2.65 3 .. 07 
16 2.37 2.67 1.75 3.07 2.80 .. 33 
policeman 
13 3.14 2.84 1.82 2.06 
14 2.70 2.71 1.25 1.51 
15 3.21 2.64 1.63 2.06 
16 3 .. 26 2.-45 .32 2.14 2.c34 ~88 
principal 
13 2.81 2.23 1 .. 68 2.16 
14 2.97 2.96 1.25 1 .. 87 
15 3.09 2.98 2 .. 17 2.80 
16 3.74 2.65 1 .. 03 1 .. 86 2 .. 57 1.08 
school bus driver 
13 3.25 3.06 2.34 2.88 
14 3.85 3.13 1 .. 50 2.01 
15 2.56 3.19 1.64 2.42 
16 3.32 3.18 1.53 1.14 1.87 2.28 
school nurse 
13 1 .. 84 2.44 2.23 2.91 
14 2.45 3.07 2.40 . 3.46 
15 1.76 2.35 2 .. 60 2.87 
16 2.53 2.74 1.23 2.76 :?).10 .36 
teacher 
13 4.36 2.79 4.46 2.44 
14 4.45 3.12 ~.65 2.46 
15 4.55 2.38 4.78 2 .. 74 
16 4.29 2.56 .11 3.90 2J81 .90 
* 5% level 
** 
1% level 
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TABLE VIII, Con t 'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Males Females 
Form "B" 
--- X s F X s F 
truant of'f'ic er 
13 3.30 2.98 1 .. 95 2.72 
14 2.42 2.85 1.85 2.41 
15 2.82 2.95 1.65 2.27 
16 3.11 2.68 .81 1.86 2.54 .24 
uncle 
13 1~27 1.57 1.76 2'.15 
14 1·.52 2 •. 08 1.05 ".92 
15 l'e22 1.81 1.81 2.18 
16 1.71 1'.99 .79 1.38 1.77 1.00 
younger brother 
13 2.56 2.90 3.23 3.01 
14 2.70 2.71 i'~. ~() a.ae 3.23 
15 3.44 3~44 3.01 2.87 
16 2.03 2;.53 2.20 3.21 2.64 1.44 
younger sister 
13 2-.28 2;.82 2~81 2 .. 94 
14 L.88 2;.52 2:90 2:57 
15 3.06 3~38 2.89 3~02 
16 2.00 2.72 1.90 3~52 3.36 .42 
* 5% level 
ih't- 1% ·level .. 
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TABLE IX 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFEREN'CE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEX: WITHIN RELIGION 
Protestants Catholic-s: 
Form 8 A11 
X s F X s F 
aunt 
Male 1.58 2.03 1.62 2.14 
Female 2.02 2~27 3.66 2~22 2~49 2.81 
classmate 
M 2.87 2:63 3.29 2~62 
F 2.73 2.46 .28 2.98 2.51 .61 
clerg-yman 
1:99 M ~95 1.00 1~70 
F ~67 1:47 2.40 ~71 1.57 1·.33 
" 
coach 
M 2.92 2.92 3.14 2.89 
F 3~22 2~93 .92 3.73 3~00 1.69 
•· . 
dentist 
M 2~24 2~29 2~82 2.41 
F 2.37 2.55 .27 2.43 2.71 .. 94 
doctor 
M 1~61 1~79 2.25 2.26 
F 2~28 2.32 9.16~-* 2".22 2".07 .. 02 
father 
M 3.09 3 .. 27 2.84 2.98 
F 3.02 2.92 .04 3.60 3.47 2.54 
grandfather 
M 1.19 1.82 1.17 1.93 
F 1.21 2.26 .oo 1.09 1.95 .08 
grandmother 
M 1.16 2.04 .57 .99 
F 1.91 2.77 8.18~"'* 1.77 2.43 17 .68** 
janitor 
M 1.35 1.82 1 .. 29 1.23 
F .94 1.64 4.97* .71 1.23 9.47i.~ 
librarian 
M 2.68 2.71 2.75 2.85 
F 2.81 2.81 • 21 2.54 2.61 .25 
* 5% level 
~"* 1% level 
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TABLE IX, Cant r d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEX WITHIN RELIGION 
Protestants Catholics 
Form "A" 
X s F X s F 
mother 
Male 2.38 2.75 2.13 2.37 
Female 2.96 3.15 3.44 3.37 3.46 7 .38~-~ 
neighbor 
Ivi 2.53 2.56 2.09 2.10 
F 2.77 2.51 .78 2~98 2.55 5!98* 
older brother 
M 3.25 3.01 3.00 2.89 
F 3.28 2.87 .01 4.09 3.13 5.40* 
older sister 
.. M 2.87 2.90 3.10 2.85 .,. 
F 3~41 3.16 2.75 3.98 3~15 3.52 
policeman 
Nt 4.13 3.27 3.86 3.18 
F 1.62 2.13 74: 35iPJ- 1.90 2.38 20.28** 
principal 
M 4.46 3.22 3.34 2.86 
F 2.59 2.63 36. 20-:H~ 2.11 2.23 9.6lih~ 
school bus driver 
M 2.86 3.06 3.20 2.82 
F 2.23 2~85 3.98* 1.04 1.47 37.83~"'* 
school nurse 
M 2.32 2.74 1.80 2 .. 36 
F 3 .. 04 3.20 5.18* 1.85 2.55 .02 
teacher 
M 4.76 2.64 4.82 2.49 
F @.5~ 2.55 .67 4.54 2.83 .44 
truant officer 
M 3.07 2.91 3.20 2.69 
F 1.87 2.51 17. 07{.~-k 1.70 m.21 15.32*~ 
uncle 
M 1.50 1.88 1 .. 54 1.71 
F 1~67 2.09 .68 1.93 2.16 1.66 
* 5% level 
** 1.% level 
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TABLE IX, Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE TI~ MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEX. WITHIN RELIGION 
Protestants Catholics 
Form "A" 
X s F X s F 
younger brother 
M 2.07 2.72 3.07 3~02 
F 3.88 3.51 29 .09*-~- 3.23 3.19 .11 
younger sister 
M 2.17 2.74 2.13 2.47 
F 2.95 2 .. 85 6.72~"* 3.33 3.16 7.54~""* 
Form "B" 
aunt 
M 1.70 2.02 2.52 2.41 
F 2.41 2.51 8. 04-::""* 2.20 2.27 .67 
classmate 
M 3.20 2.67 3.17 2.62 
F 3.12 2 .. 67 .07 3.52 2.82 .57 
clergyman 
M .81 1.48 .87 1.57 
F .81 1.53 .00 .75 1.35 .27 
coach 
'7 
.l.ti 
M 2.58 2.53 ~.06 2.80 
F 2.94 2.91 1.44 3.58 2.,71 1.22 
dentist 
M 2 .. 76 2.72 2.36 2.54 
F 3.24 3.06 2.33 3.41 2.93 5.04* 
doc tor 
M 1.91 1.81 1.59 1.52 
F 2.22 2.38 2.02 2.20 2.43 3.05 
father 
M 2.95 2.91 2.86 2.95 
F 3.41 3.16 1.98 3.58 3.29 1.84 
grandfather 
M .98 1.54 1.28 1.73 
F .87 1 .. 54 .38 .94 1.41 1.52 
* 5% level 
u" 1% level ~ .... ~... 0 
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TABLE IX, CONT 1D 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFER»JCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN SEX WITHI}J RELIGION 
Pro te stan ts Catholics 
Form srBa 
-- X s F X s F 
grandmother 
Male 1.24 2 .. 07 1.33 1.71 
Female· 1,85 2.55 5.84* 2 .. 06 2-72 3.45 
janitor 
M 1.88 2.38 1 ... 72 2 •. 04 
F 1..02 1 ... 76 14 .34*i~ 1 .. 45 2 .. 21 .57 
librarian 
M 2.88 2.86 3.16 2.92 
F 2.85 3.10 .01 2.52 2.64 1.81 
mother 
M 2.18 2.40 2.28 2.74 
F 3.53 3.13 19 .58*"* 3.68 3 .. 05 8.08~~ 
neighbor 
M 3.07 2 .. 75 2 .. 84 2 .. 52 
F 3.02 2.65 .03 3.15 3.01 .44 
older brother 
M 3.67 3.14 3.09 2.95 
F 3.31 2.98 1.20 3.24 2.94 .09 
older sister 
M 2.65 2 .. 76 2~80 2e~56 
F 2 •. 77 3.05 .13 3.03 3.41 .21 
policeman 
3 .. 33 M 3.03 2 .. 61 2.98 
F 1183 2.14 21.32-' ... ~ 1.46 1.91 19.40** 
principal 
M 3.06 2.88 3 .. 15 2.62 
F 1 .. 42 1.95 15 .34** 2.06 2.68 14.03~~ 
school bus driver 
M 2.61 3 .. 06 3.-35 3.,18 
'£ 1.54 2.27 5.52* 1.89 2.59 21.55** 
school nurse 
M 1.57 2.20 2.24 2.68 
F 1.99 2.68 1.00 2.65 3.05 1.71 
* 5% level iH~ 1% level 
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TABLE IX, Cont 1d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE BETWEEN S.Ex: WITHDT RELIGION 
Protestants Catholics 
Form "B" 
X s F X s F 
teacher 
Male 4.26 2.65 4.48 2.65 
Female 4.85 2.61 1.70 4.42 2.63 .oo 
truant officer 
M 3.16 2.85 2.93 2.97 
F 1.89 2.44 7.99** 1.77 2.52 15 .08iH~ 
uncle 
M 1.62 1.84 1.22 1.70 
F 1.48 1.81 .24 1.77 2.15 6 ~55*:'· 
younger brother 
M 3.23 2.92 2.67 3.10 
F 2.77 2.70 .91 3.37 3.00 4.40* 
younger sister 
M 2.23 2.49 2,49 3.,.15 
F 3.31 3~07 5 .l4i~ 2.87 3~04 1.31 
* 5%. level 
** 1% level 
APPENDIX I 
1.14 
TABLE X 
SIGNIFICANT DIFF.ERENCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX: BY RELIGION 
Males Females 
Form 11A" 
'X s F X s F 
aunt 
Protestant 1.58 2.03 2.02 2.27 
Catholic 1.62 2.14 .oo 2.22 2.49 .42 
classmate 
p 2.87 2.63 2.73 2.46 
c 3.29 2.62 1.39 2.98 2.51 .55 
clergyman 
p 
·.95 1.99 .67 1.47 
c 1.00 1.70 .03 .71 1.57 .04 
coach 
l? 
" 
2.92 2.92 3.22 2.93 
c 3.14 2.89 .32 3 .. 73 3.00 1.70 
deb.tist 
'"' ... 
!1)1 2.24 2.29 2.37 2.55 
c 2.82 2.41 3.45 2.43 2.71 .01 
doctor 
p 1.61 1.79 ·2.28 2.32 
c 2.25 2.26 6.05* 2.22 2.07 .04 
father 
p 3.09 3.27 3.02 2.92 
c 2.84 2.98 .36 3.60 3.17 2.16 
grandfather 
p 1.19 1.82 1 .. 21 2.26 
c 1.17 1.98 .oo 1.09 1.95 .19 
gran dmo th er 
p 1.16 2.04 1.91 2.77 
c .57 .99 6.19* 1.77 2.43 .15 
janitor 
p 1.35 1.82 .. 94 1.64 
c 1.29 1.23 .07 .71 1.23 1.29 
* 5%. level 
** 1% level 
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TABLE X, Cont fd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX: BY RELIGION 
. Males Females 
Form "A" 
X s F :X s F 
librarian 
Protestant 2.68 2.71 2.81 2.81 
Catholic 2.75 2.85 ,.05 2.54 2.61 .57 
mother 
p 2.38 2.75 2.96 3.15 
c 2.13 2.37 .52 3.37 3.46 .89 
neighbor 
p 2.53 2.56 2.77 2.51 
c 2.09 2.10 1.88 2.98 2.55 .36 
older brother 
.p 3.25 2.01 3.28 2.87 
c 3.00 2 .. 89 .39 4.09 3.13 4.17* 
older sister 
p 2.87 2.90 3.41 3.16 
c 3.10 2.85 .. 37 3.98 3.15 1.86 
policeman 
p 4.13 3.27 1.62 2.13 
c 3.86 2.18 .38 1.90 2.38 .94 
principal 
p 4.46 3.22 2.59 2.63 
c 3.34 2.86 7 .34~~~ 2.11 2.23 2.06 
school bus driver 
p 2.86 3,.06 2.23 2.83 
c 3.20 2.82 .72 1.04 1.47 12. 98-l..Yl-
schocl nurse 
p 2 .. 32 2.74 3.04 3 .. 20 
c 1,.80 2.36 2.17 L.85 2.55 8. 79{~~ 
teacher 
p 4.76 2.64 4.54 2.55 
c 4.82 2. 49 ·.o3 4 .. 54 2.83 .oo 
truant of'ficer 
p 3.07 2.91 1.87 2.51 
c 3.20 2.69 .11 1.70 2.21 .31 
* 5% level 
** 1% level 
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TABLE X,. Cont 'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN ME[N VALUE WITHIN SEX BY RELIGION 
Males Females 
Form 11JJ" 
X s F X s F 
uncle 
Protestant 1.50 1.88 1.67 2~09 
Catholic 1:54 1.71 :o6 1 .. 93 2.16 .84 
younger brother 
p 2.07 2~72 3.88 3.51 
c 3.07 3.02 7 .10-'a 3.23 3.19 2.06 
younger sister 
p 2.17 2.74 2.95 2.85 
c 2.13 2~47 .01 3~33 3.16 .95 
Form "B" 
aunt 
p 1.70 2.02 2.41 2.51 
c 2.52 2.41 7.11** 2.20 2.2'7 .38 
classmate 
p 3.20 2.67 3.12 2.67 
c 3.17 2.62 .oo 3.52 2.82 1.09 
clergyman 
p 
.81 1.48 .. 81 1.53 
c .87 1,.57 .09 .'75 1.35 .09 
coach 
p 2.58 2.53 2.94 2.91 
c ~.06 2.80 1.59 3.58 2.71 2.52 
dentist 
p 2.'76 2.'72 3.24 3.06 
c 2 .. 36 2.54 1.06 3.41 2.93 .15 
. 
doctor 
p 1.90 1.81 2.22 2.43 
c 1.59 1.52 1.50 2.20 2.43 .02 
f'ather 
p 2.95 2.91 3.41 3.16 
c 2.86 2.95 .05 3.58 3.29 .14 
* 5% level 
i:-* 1% level 
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TABLE X, Conttd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE DT MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX: BY RELIGION 
Males Females 
Form 8 B11 
x s F X s F 
grand.father 
Protestant .98 1.54 .87 1.54 
Catholic 1.28 1.73 1.65 .94 1.41 .13 
grandmother 
p 1.24 2.07 1.85 2.55 
c 1.33 1.71 .13 2.06 2.72 .31 
janitor 
p 1.88 2.38 1 .. 02 1.76 
c 1.72 2.04 .. 21 1.45 2.21 2.64 
librarian 
p 2.88 2.86 I 2.85 3.10 
c 3.16 2.92 .47 2.52 2.64 .61 
mother 
p 2.18 2.40 3.53 3.13 
c 2.28 2.74 b06 3.68 3.05 .11 
neighbor 
p 3.07 2.75 3.02 2.65 
c 2.84 2 .. 52 .37 3.15 3.01 .12 
older brother 
p 3.67 3.14 3.31 2.98 
c 3.09 2.95 1.74 3.24 2.94 .03 
older sister 
p 2.65 2.76 2.77 3 .. 05 
c 2 .. 80 2.56 .14 3.03 3.41 .33 
policeman 
1.83 2.14 p 3 .. 03 2.61 
c 3.33 2.98 .. 60 1.46 1.91 1.60 
principal 
2.06 2.68 p 3.15 2.62 
c 3.06 2 .. 88 .04 1.42 i.95 3.34 
* 5% level 
. *""~ 1% level 
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TABLE X,. Conttd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERBTCE IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX: BY RELIGION 
Males Females 
Form "Bn 
. X s F X s F 
school bus driver 
Protestant 3.35 3.18 1..89 2S9C· 
Catholic 2.61 3.06 2.65 1.54 2.27 .98 
school nurse 
p 2.24 2.68 2.65 3.05 
c 1.57 2. 20 3.32 1 .. 99 2.68 2.53 
teacher 
p 4.48 2.65 4.42 2.63 
c 4.26 2.65 .35 4.85 2.61 1.33 
truant of.ficer 
p 2.93 2.97 1.77 2.52 
c 3.16 2.85 .31 1.89 2.44 .~11 
uncle 
p 1.22 1 .. 70 1.77 2.15 
c 1.62 1.84 2.48 1.48 1.81 .98 
younger brother 
p 2.67 3.10 3.37 3.00 
c 3.23 2.92 1.62 2.77 2.70 2.08 
younger sistez-
p 2.49 3 .. 15 2 .. 87 3.04 
c 2.23 2.49 .37 3.31 3.07 1.02 
i;o 5% level 
~~- 1% level 
T;,;;u XJ. 
S!.'.i;:lF'~~JL.i 1' .... l~:i-'ci: ..... 'ICL. I;,; : .}.,n..\ Y.n.LV.i. 3!,T;~.i:.E.:: S...:X WIT1:1:~ SC<;IJ-
;;cc;:o:.,:c s~Al'L'S 
Form a:A.n 
Tll :Profesol '""1 (?) i.:&ne;:;erhl 
aunt 
Male 
Female 
class~te­
;.; 
F 
olerc;y-.nan 
lb 
F 
coach 
lli 
F 
Ot~nt13t 
"" F 
c~ct:)r 
it! 
F 
father 
r.; 
F 
t;ranc!fatber 
Ill 
F 
c;rand~Uother 
!i 
F 
jan1tcr 
.. 
F 
X s F 
,66 1.~5 
1.<>1 1. 79 ~.a1 
•.07 3,00 
3,03 2. 76 1.ae 
.n 1,49 
.49 1.u .n 
2.38 2.50 
3.cl 3.~3 :>.ls 
3,00 2.24 
2.03 2.24 2.87 
1.31 1.n 
~.~e 2.43 2.79 
2.79 2.92 
3.06 2.81 .13 
.as 1,72 
1.oo 1.77 .13 
1.07 1.55 
2. 74 3.32 6.08<> 
1.83 2.n 
• 74 1. 75 4.25<> 
" 5~ level 
** li~ level 
~: ' 
<J;tj 1-'· tJl 1-d 
~1-'·Cil ~ ~ ~~~1:1~ gg p. 1-j g. L.-,J 
(ll tJl o.q !2:: 
!::1m moo 
i-<l 'i M ~.~I 
~ ~ ~~·~ 
Ql-'•lll tJl tJl 
::0 <I p f-1 OQ groP. <D 
--.. p. Q Ol 
~. 1-+J 0 
E73 ~·~ ~ 
'" C+ I l: 
·~ 
0 
·a~ .a~ (1), 
x s 
l.b5 2.~5 
2.25 2.64 
2.56 2~27 
2.~1 2.74 
.n 1,39 
.64 1.67 
2.82 2.77 
F 
.70 
.{>4 
.04 
3.34 ?..89 .95 
1. 7'1 2.16 
2.51 2.43 2.&2 
l.3b 1.81 
1.68 2.10 1.67 
3.65 3.33 
2.83 2.85 1.ill 
1.37 1,99 
.69 1.n 1.91 
1.26 2.17 
1.92 2.39 2.40 
1.24 1.68 
.92 1.56 1.04 
A:.n.rlL!.. ia, UC~nt 'd 
s~::::It~t.l\"!1' :lfi'~.-~·:.r:. 1~; ,J.:.a:; "v'aLJE. 3:.'1.':11..:.:.: S.~,;oo'{ .. :i:T.iii~; S0CIO-
U;Q:;v:·lc s·:::A:c.;s 
E'vrm nAn 
I3) ·.ile-Pks 
·-~~t 
'X ::; F 
. .:ale 1.52 1. 7~ 
Fe.~a1e 1,77 2.00 .31 
class;aetc 
I~ 
... 
:lGr_;y.;;an 
w 
F 
coach 
!.! 
F 
dentist 
J.: 
F· 
Joe to~ 
:J 
F 
father 
i.i 
~' 
;;_-:randfather 
l.l 
F 
orand.not~er 
i:l 
F 
jan1 tor 
lJ 
F 
3.39 2.68 
2.3? ::.1a P.a? 
1.52 ~.66 
.45 1.07 4.09<> 
3.42 3.56 
4.03 3.12 
2.07 2.46 
2.a4 2.10 
1.84 1. 78 
.50 
.oo 
2.45 2.28 1.35 
2.41l 3.16 
2.68 3,20 .06 
1.03 1,58 
l.l~ 2.49 .09 
1.45 2.47 
1.29 2.23 .oo 
1.55 1.56 
1.32 2.13 .19 
* 5~ level 
"" I;;: level 
(~) SlrUled 
~ S F 
1.~9 1 .. ~2 
'?.3:? :->.t:S 4.~l~ 
2.il7 ~.~6 
~.75 ~.50 
.31 1.70 
.90 1.&7 
3.33 ~.n 
C.5~ 3.?5 
2.C" '2.39 
~.65 ~.06 
1.69 :?.05 
2~ 
.J. 
.~4 
. . ~a 
2.37 2.10 l.d6 
~.73 3.J? 
3.41 3.?t) 1.3~ 
l.~J 1.54 
1.48 ~.41 2.02 
.sa 1.29 
1.0~ ~.72 10.5~ 
1.38 1.47 
.79 1.36 6.3c<> 
a~~:. XI. Cont 1d 
SIG!:li.i..:,~·: :.il-"::':.::~;:,:·cL 1:: .. ~:: VAL!IL 3~:;C;:.:,.~ S~ ·.a~i..l~J SOCioJ .. 
;:.~c~<>£-.rc Sid:r;.;s 
:F·.Jr .. "4•" {f I se ... i-sk!lled (G) Unskilled 
S.:J.Dt 
!o.!:.lE' 
:;:·c;...Je.le 
class::s.t£. 
"' :; 
clerc;.:-.~~n 
~ 
F 
.::uaa~ 
"' F 
O.ent:l.st 
t· 
jcctor 
F 
~>;;. thet' 
p 
.,randfather 
;.; 
F 
.:,rt.nd.•otl~t..r 
.. 
F 
j•n1tor 
i.. 
F 
X s F 
1.70 2.53 
1.~? ~.OJ 
.04 
~.7& !?.~7 
~.i::i~ ?.36 .05 
1.42 2,37 
.7~ 1,44 2.71 
Z.b& 0::.2;., 
2. e3 2.42 
:?.36 :?.47 
~.12 r.4s 
2.67 2.!'7 
.oo 
.57 
~.3& ~.t'""/ .~1 
3,os ~. •2 
3.r5 !?.81 .32 
1.3. :?,24 
1.~~ :?.45 .10 
.0? 1.49 
1.69 2.56 3.20 
1.03 l.3H 
1.02 1.41 .oo 
(.\ s;..; level 
-:;..n. 1;~ level 
X s P 
1.62 1.75 
R.so ?..~2 2,49 
~.6~ :>.67 
~.co 1.1:1..:. .~s 
1.oo 1. 7S 
.46 .64 1.90 
3.14 2.34 
3.04 2.41 
2.45 2.04 
z.oo 1.87 
2.14 2.10 
.02 
.65 
:?.3e ~.46 .1s 
3.03 3.40 
~.92 ~.oo .99 
1.41 2.21 
.63 1.37 1.22 
..s~ 1.07 
1.58 2.63 4.05* 
1.07 1.14 
.38 .63 7.00<><> 
~ 
:•;· 
1. 
~ . 
ei l ~ . 
... f 
TAilLI. XI, Cont•d 
S~GNIFICANT Dl"Fhllll!CE D! '.iFAl! VALlT"4 3ETW:.:.Uf SiX WITEill SCJCIO-
hCONO!.!IC STATUS 
(l} Professional 12) Liiiria~al 
Form "A" 
X s F 
libl'Brian 
P.ale 
Female 
?.,45 3,00 
<?,89 2:78 .36 
mother 
IJ 
F 
2.24 '!.25 
3.31 3,05 2.41 
nei,shbor 
M 2.17 2.12 
F 2.31 2.63 ,07 
ole er bro tber 
M 3.69 2,98 
F 3.17 3.07 .44 
oldel' sister.· 
M 3,41 2.71 
F 4,00 3,01 .64 
polio eman 3, 72 ~ 1.51 3.04 2.17 11.07"* 
principal 
l\1 4.45 3,23 
F 2,51 2.41 7.23"* 
school bus driver 
M 2,83 2.87 
F 1,66 2.41 3,07 
school nurse 
Ll 1.83 2.39 
F 3,74 3.65 5.71* 
teacher 
14 
F 
5,03 2.24 
3,74 2.45 ~.63* 
* 5ji level 
"* J.:.; level 
X s 
2.89 2.82 
3.43 3.06 
2.74 2.90 
2.96 3.19 
2.39 2.41 
2.6? 2.4e 
3.10 
F 
,99 
,5 
.• 25 
3.50 
3.15 2.78 .38 
2.98 
4.04 
3.82 
1.17 
4.08 
2.00 
2.48 
2.26 
2.35 
2.60 
2.95 
3,40 3,11 
3,40 
1.61 2CJ.l4 
3,08 
2.21 16.49** 
2.66 
3,15 .16 
2.97 
3,09 .18 
4.77 2.26 
4.42 2,66 .61 
~iJLI. :U., Cont 1d 
SlGla:r'ICA.I·f£ l-llr'?J::f\..:ZiCL !~1 ·~i VaL~.:!. Dl..~.H:J:J~ S..A iU'TJilil SO..;lO-
t.UO.!OI:iG S.rla.T~o~S 
(3) Clerks (4) Skilled 
Porm nAn 
X s F 
~.13 '!,86 
librarian 
:.:&le 
F'em.ele <!.29 ",53 1.45 
n:;.uthar 
~.10 2,35 
F 2.74 3.~5 .. 78 
1.90 :>.10 
neigh~or 
F 3.65 :~.e~ 8.1V<H> 
older 'brotl:er 
!J 2.32 2.67 
F 3.48 :>.a::; 2.61 
oldt.r sister 
t~ ::?.68 
F 2.81 
policeillB.n 
lr. 3.90 
},' 2.19 
principal 
M 4,03 
F 2.55 
school bus driver 
M 3.16 
F 1,71 
school nurse 
t.: 1.71 
F 3,71 
tet:cher 
3.13 
P..48 
P,86 
2,96 
3.30 
2,78 
3.11 
2.04 
2.16 
3.?5 
!.:. 4.48 R,.65 
F 4,58 2,35 
" 5;;6 level 
** ~ level 
·P 
5.22* 
3,55 
4.tiaD 
7 .85<H> 
,03 
X s 
2.78 ?.64 
2.4ti ?.p4 
2.05 <?.44 
F 
.57 
3,48 3.~5 8,11** 
2.59 2.44 
2. 90 2.54 ,00 
2.90 2.83 
3.64 2.33 .56 
3,18 
3.18 
4.18 
1.97 
3,59 
2.76 
3.26 
1.73 
2.22 
~.21 
2,83 
3.16 l. 77 
3.27 
2.38 21,11** 
3.11 
2.55 5,61* 
P,01 
?..18 12.00.... 
2.54 
2.68 .oo 
4.82 2.89 
4.04 2.54 2.91 
T.h.~t::; XI, \!ont 1d 
::u~:a;>ICnl:•.:· i;l~:.:.~.a::·c::. 1:; :..j:a:: VnLV:::. ·;.;;;~.i;.£.; SEX 'nl'l'iil:l SO~IO­
l!.GO .u;::r~ S~n"i'JS 
(5) S•II.i-skllled (6) !ins killed 
!-'or..a "A" 
l.lbrarlu~ 
::ale 
Female 
&J.Oti'lVl' 
X s 
?.16 2.31 
~.68 :!. 79 
~.rl ?.31 
" 
.65 
i> 3.08 3.13 1.92 
at-ii..,hbor 
J.: 2.21 2.33 
F :3.05 2.42 2.4~ 
ol~er brother 
;,; 2. 70 2.60 
F 3.88 2.97 3.57 
ol~er sister 
!J 3,00 
F 3.~3 
policuan 4.24 ~ 1.53 
p~ino~_pal 4.18 
'" 2.36 F 
school bus driver 
M 2.79 
F 1.69 
school nurse 
~: 
F 
teacher 
2.~5 
2.19 
3.21 
3.19 l. 75 
3.25 
1.75 24,95** 
3.16 
2.06 8.51** 
3.06 
2 .. 26 3 .. 72 
2.73 
2.76 .21 
;.; 5.21 2.56 
F 5.10 2.72 
* 5~ level 
"* ).,.; level 
.04 
X B 
2.~5 2 .. ~7 
2.75 2.35 
2.52 3.?.7 
2.21 3.ca 
2,66 ?.71 
2.1'/ 2.~1 
3. 97 3.12 
4.00 3.46 
2.72 
3.13 
4.:?4 
1,88 
4.14 
2.38 
3.31 
2.50 
1.7!1 
2.&4 
P,64 
3.23 
3.28 
2.01 
2,93 
2.36 
3.15 
3.37 
2.40 
2.89 
4.:?8 2.50 
F 
.43 
.12 
.46 
.oo 
.24 
9.20.... 
5.45* 
.78 
1.01 
5,79 2.60 1.30* 
~ 
~ 
~ 
.. 
TA.dL5 XI, Cont 'd TABLL XI, Cont'd 
sr::;.;·ri''IW\::1 DIFFa:.RA:co ~o~c v~~ugo'l":i.l:.h: •. sEX. 'I:ITlil:~ socro- SIGHFICJ.:,IT PlFF!iSili.llCE ;;:: ;,iEJ<i\ V;.L% 3-'-T':I;:.r;:.: S::X WIT!:ll; SOCIO-ECO};Om.C S'LA'~US 
(1) Profeasloniil (2) .:&nagerlal Form"&" 
(3) ClerJr.a (~) Sl<llled 
Foro 0 A" 
x s F X s F x s F X s F 
tr..tc.n t officer truant officer 
!isle 2.89 2.49 2.84 2.74 Male 3.65 3.15 3.32 2.86 
Felllale 1.49 2.03 4.42<> 2.09 2.75 2.05 FeD'.ale 1.94 :?.65 5.15* 1.7?. 2.2a 13. 49*" 
U!lllle uncle 
m 1.14 2.15 1.63 1.75 iJI 1.61 1.72 1.47 1.76 
F 1.09 1.78 .03 1.47 1.86 .21 F 1.42 1.96 .17 2.35 2.47 6.13<> 
younc;er brother JOUD£~( brother 2.39 2.60 
w 2.o9 2.72 2.42 :3.14 2.63 3.03 
F 5,00 3,04 10.62>-"<> 4.15 3 • .34 8.01** F 4.13 3.69 4.46* 2,93 3.17 .30 
y:Jw.nter sister younc;~r e'!ster 3.03 ~: 2.79 3.12 ~.48 2.a3 2.00 1.66 r.e9 
'i!' 3,20 2.64 .29 3.62 3.10 4.16* F 2.45 2.79 .~5 2.54 2.56 5.P3* 
* 5]:. level * s;:; level 
*W lP level ** llD level 
·!i\3L!. XI, Con t 'd 
Sl.;::l:-I~&:::i' l,l;o~:.· . .: .• ."= • .O:·TCi. !1. :.:EA!T VaLC'E 9'=-'.L"."i.c..E..~ S::X ".'il'!"'Z:I:; SO~Io­
hCJ:;o;:rc SUTuS 
\5) Se!ril-aldlled ( 6 I :In slt'l'ir.d 
;";..,1':. UAtt 
X s F 
truant offlcer 
x s F 
.. :t.le 2.sa 2.71 3.:30 2.99 Ft~..:nle 1.83 2.50 3.43 1.75 1.94 5.13* 
W'lcle 
1.62 1.95 1.31 1.58 
F 1.76 1.96 ,03 2,00 2.10 1.60 
yount;er brother 
i,76 2.40 2.28 2.52 
F 3.27 3.62 4.75* 3.58 3.51 2.39 
youne;~r '31ster 
2.4e 2.92 l.SO 2.22 
2.3~ 3.24 1.49 3,25 2.92 3.53 
" 5)fb level 
iHI- lio level ~ 
.a 
... 
ti 
(Fol"m B) ·~,;IJ:. Xl, Con t • d TA;;U. XI, Cont 1d TABLE XI, Cant 1d 
SlG!IlFlC.ANT DIFFE!iloi:Cl!. Ll u.EA.:i ViJ.LiJE B:i.'!W:.I!l! S.EX \YITrll~: SOGIO- SIG::IFICA.'~T ;)I<'F;;;.,.E;:;CE. I~! MEA!~ VALUE BEI!Hi.U. SEX :IIT.:Uir "!CICiO- Sl31-TIFI~Ai1T Dll'FEREHCE IN !.:FA.., VALUE 3liT!I:!'.E!! SElC IYITiiil: SOCIO-
ECGl!O!.liC STATuS .I:.GO::ouc STATUS b.Cot!Ol!IC S XATUS 
---
(l) l'rof&ss1onal 121 :oanat;err.:r-- (;;) O:Ia~ks (4) Skilled (5 J semi-skilled (6) tlnskilled 
Form ttBn 
x 
licrm n5tt Form tran 
x s F s F x s F X s F x s F x s F 
aunt ""!.Wnt aunt 
L!ale 1.75 2.56 1.70 1?.07 ..ale 2.00 1?.13 1.7<> 1.as hlale 3.00 2.46 1.71 2.03 
Female 2.39 2.82 ,66 1,97 2.09 .55 Fe~ale !?.09 1?.17 .04 2.43 2.34 3.16 F'ema1e 2.66 2.59 .39 2.79 2.88 1,80 
classmate class:nato olass~nate 
r.: 3.15 2.65 3.18 2.6a !;I 2.a1 ~.47 3.01 2.53 r.; 3.46 2.62 3.81 3.27 
F 2.M 2.68 .23 3.ll 2.58 ,03 F 4.05 :?.76 5.39 2.71 2.46 .44 F 2.68 2.68 1,03 3.95 3.38 .03 
clergyman 
M 1.40 l.S3 .74 1.47 
clergyman 
;.r 1.62 
clergyman 
2,50 ,52 1.34 hi .49 ,96 .67 1.32 
F .93 1.67 .79 ,90 1.59 ,38 F .29 .66 8.aa- .75 1.34 .ll F .84 1.63 1.47 1.16 1.56 1.09 
coach coach coach 
M 2.50 2.82 2.91 2.95 :~ 3,12 2.17 3,01 2.79 Iii 2.33 2.04 2.00 2.23 
F 2.96 2.63 ,3?. 2.78 3.07 .05 F 3.23 2.58 .02 3.25 2.72 .22 F 3.50 2.95 4.32* 3.26 3.01 2.18 
dentist dentiet dentist 
M 2.25 2.40 2.89 2.85 M 2.92 3,14 2.84 2.57 M 2.05 2.22 2.14 2.44 
F 3.75 3.30 2.94 3.90 3.00 3.78 F 3.89 3.14 1.36 2.91 2.92 .01 F 2.62 2.95 .99 2.63 2.18 .42 
doctor doctor doctor 
M 1.40 1.56 1.71 1.75 If. 1.62 1.52 2.25 1?.06 M 1.54 1.59 1.57 1.33 
F 2.:36 2.61 2.18 2.19 2.36 1.72 F 2.34 2.29 1.90 l.B4 1.80 1.53 F 2.24 1?.79 2.04 2.42 2.58 1.70 
father father father 
M 2.80 2.77 5.52 3.13 i4 2.35 2.24 2.63 2.81 M 3.05 5.25 2.53 2.44 
F 2.14 2.55 .71 3.97 5.43 ,61 F 3.51 3,06 ·2.65 3.58 3.35 1.80 F 5.80 5.00 1.26 s.u 2.85 .81 
t>I'!indfather 
lli .85 1.19 1.02 
grandfather 
1,77 ,65 1.36 
grandfe. ther 
1.24 1.86 M 1.46 1.74 1.00 1.02 
F .75 1.64 .oo .65 1.39 1,65 F .71 1,00 .07 ,75 1.57 !Z.Sl F 1.39 1.72 ,03 1.21 1.67 .20 
grandma ther 
1.12 1,80 
!!.randmother 
M 1.10 2.19 ;,: 1.15 
grandmother 
1.59 ,99 1.44 M 2.10 2.95 1.43 1.71 
F 2.50 3.02 3.61 2.05 2.51 5.59* F 2.34 3.03 3,20 1.59 2,43 2.95 F 1.86 2.42 .19 1,05 1.76 .47 
janitor 
1.45 1.94 
janitor 
M 2.75 2.77 1.! 2.15 
janitor 
2.36 2.29 2.50 M 1.49 2.27 .67 ,99 
F 1.45 1.99 5.50 1.46 2.49 ,02 F .74 1.25 9.74"* 
.75 1.11 17. 95** F 1.24 1.97 .53 1.37 2.05 1.96 
* 5jl: level * 5~ level * 5% level 
** 1% level ** 1$ level **~level 
~ 
TAJ3LE XI• Cont'd 
SlG:-\IFl\;ANT illFF~!~rCA:. I:i !~~ VJt.Lli.E. 3E.TiiAS·! SElC i'ilTHIN SOClO-
.F.COiiOUlC STii.TUS 
For.n "3" 
\l) :Professional (2) l.!an"!ierial 
librarian 
!:ale 
Fe~le 
m"tber 
M 
F 
nei.;hbor 
M 
F 
older brother 
1>1 
F 
older sister 
M 
F 
polic~!T,an 
F' 
principal 
1>: 
F 
school i>us driver 
X s F 
3.90 2. 90 
2.04 2.83 2.16 
1.65 1,96 
2.89 3.00 2.50 
2.95 2.67 
3.32 2.14 
3.35 3.23 
2.82 2.74 
2.80 2.56 
2.50 2.41 
2.65 2.29 
.1!7 
.35 
.17 
1.26 1.45 6.33<> 
3.05 2.94 
1.79 2.53 2.45 
!.1 3,65 2.65 
F 1.93 3,25 3.22 
school nurse 
lJ 
F 
teacher 
M 
F 
1,90 2.49 
2.89 3.36 1.20 
4,05 2.52 
3, 75 2.69 .14 
* 5;:0 level 
** I% level 
x s 
2.88 2.69 
3.10 3.37 
2.67 2.59 
F 
.17 
4.37 3.10 3,10 
2.35 2.46 
3.10 2.67 2.69 
3.21 3.22 
3.03 3,04 .11 
3.21 3.31 
2.22 3.24 2.90 
2.91 2.42 
1.11 2.21 8.35** 
2.95 2.76 
1.86 2.66 5.17* 
2.96 3.29 
2.22 2.61 1.97 
1.95 2.52 
2.46 3,03 1.05 
4.55 2.62 
4.51 2.63 ,01 
Table Xl, ~<:.~:lt'J 
SIGNIFICAKT LlFF~.C.:·ICE. I:! !'J!.A:J VA.LV£, C.ervi:.;Ei~ SEX \Jl1'C:I!J SOCIO-. 
LCONOhilC S'!'~Ti.iS 
f3T Clerks (4) Skilled 
Form "a" 
librarian 
Male 
Female 
motber 
r: 
F 
noiehbor 
M 
F. 
older brother 
t.::: 
F 
older sister 
M 
F 
policeman 
1>1 
F 
'>rincipal 
Li 
F 
school bus driver 
x s 
3.31 2.51 
?..77 2.87 
1.81 2.45 
F 
,56 
2,86 2.92 2.14 
2.65 2.63 
3.00 3.36 
3.46 3.65 
.19 
3.77 3.14 .12 
~.77 ~.53 
~.09 2.63 1.01 
3, 77 3.14 
1.43 1.76 13.16*<> 
2.81 2.?.0 
1.69 2.58 3.10 
1>1 3.12 2.97 
F 2,00 2.59 2,37 
school nurse 
l.! 2,58 2. 90 
?..23 2.91 F 
teacher 
1>1 
F 
5,00 2.67 
5.40 2.39 
* S% level 
** 1iO level 
.21 
.37 
x s 
2.78 3.16 
2,98 3.11 
1.69 1.95 
F 
.13 
3,39 2.91 19.37*<> 
3.12 2,73 
3.16 2.97 
3.(;4 2.57 
.01 
3,66 2.60 ,05 
2.31 2.15 
3. 73 3, 46 7 .59<'1> 
2.67 2.47 
1.64 2.13 3,84 
3,54 "-.80 
1.98 2.27 1?.64~ .... 
3.3S 3.02 
1.34 1.93 18.82** 
2.63 ~.95 
2.86 3.10 .16 
4.13 2.64 
2.77 2.63 1.72 
ln&.li. XI. Cont ld 
SI&ill?I<,;~:T L.riFF£RE··ch 1:: :~Lt.U Vn.LU~ D:t.TWY.l! SEX WITiil!i SOCI 0-
i..GO~:OI .. 'I.C STla.TiJS 
Form "B" (S) S•m!-skllled (6) Unskilled 
x 
librsrlan 
Jiale 
Ferr.ale 
mother 
... 
F 
oe1c.hbor 
;. 
'i 
older brother 
.i.i 
F 
older sister 
j;i 
F 
police;r.an 
J.! 
F 
prinoipal 
M 
F 
X s F 
2.~9 ?.02' 
2.20 2.~6 .49 
3.18 P. 77 
4.06 3.40 1,76 
4.03 2.59 
2.60 2.~8 6,64* 
3,54 2.93 
2.96 2.93 1.15 
2,33 2.57 
3.12 3,19 1.53 
2.33 2.60 
1.66 1.89 10. 95*<> 
2.72 2.52 
2.04 2.61 1,49 
school bl.4s driver 
:J 2.00 2. 77 
F 1,80 2.42 
school nurse 
:.: 1.21 1.91 
.13 
F 2. 26 2.49 4.69* 
teacher 
lJ 
F 
4,56 ?.,69 
4.22 2.52 .38 
* 5lb level 
** 1% level 
s 
2.71 2.47 
2.47 2,58 
2.67 3.01 
2.84 2.60 
3.19 2,67 
3,32 2.15 
4.38 3.58 
4.53 3.33 
2.46 2.28 
3.26 2.77 
4.46 3,19 
.. 
.09 
.04 
.03 
,02 
,93 
e. 79 e,59 3.16 
2.81 2.46 
1.56 l. 93 2. 92 
4.19 3.79 
1.26 1.83 8.91*<> 
1.36 1,40 
1.53 2.52 
4.36 2.63 
4.05 2. 76 
.05 
.14 
E 
~ 
a 
... 
'l'a~L!: XI,. CO!!r' 1D '.lls.ol.E XI, Cont 1 d '!' .. ~3I.S :-:.:a., ~..)nt •a 
· 51~~-:i!-~ICA:!:' L.:::;;·p~:.:::.b~~.:. 1~• ~f '{nL~E 3~'i!J: .• i~c S!:.X lftlTHJ.,.; SMV- Sl~nFlCJt.:lT :Clr?En.C.~:cc. IH ~·u;.·: laLJ.r:. ~A=.T.i~: SU.. '.fi'fl~Li SOCl.J- 3lU.id!-'I~A.;T Ll!'F'":-::.::cu J.~: ~::..'i.:- V~.L'JL ..3 .• ~:r::~~ S!.X WITH!;·~ SOClO-;;.;.;r-o:!lC Sl;l~uS EtO.,otriC S'.!.'A~US i.;,a~·!):.:lu S1'i1TJS 
(1) :t'rofess1onnl (2) i<ana,.erial (3) Clerks (4) Skilled (!;) Se:r.l-s!dll'?d (6 ) u!lsk!il ed 
Foru. ".a" Form "D" Fo~ "6" X s F X s F X s F X s F X s F x s F 
t!'L&a:J.& vffloer trunr.t officer tr"J.e!'lt officer 
.:r.le 3.90 3.la 3.05 2.94 Male 3.06 2.74 ~.7A ?.~4 l.:ale 2.41 ~.~5 ~.57 3.30 
Fe.:;.ele 1.96 '?.~3 4.t:s~ 1.29 l.a~ 1·3.34"-"* ~ern.ale 2.17 '?.96 1.42 1.7() 2.42 4.5lw .:·ea.ale 1. 64 l'.4:> .84 2.42 2.74 1.36 
llDOle UAole :.mole 
:.~ .oo .74 .91 1.67 ;,: 1.2~ 1.?.8 1.6& 2.02 ,_ ~.JO 1.64 1.6!? 1.99 
F 2.00 2-45 6.74*" 1.19 1.59 .93 F l.bl 1.93 .~o 1.;;a '2.18 .51 F £.0~ ~.:33 .02 1.37 1.35 .19 
young~.r brother yo1o1n~?.r brother 2.69 3.11 ::oJ.nt:,er brother 2.85 3.48 3.36 3.?6 1.60 1.62 3.1S 2.&~ z.~7 2.72 
F ~.39 2.se 2.61 2.87 2.9:5 .79 F ~.63 ?..S6 4.96* :s.eo 3.25 3.70 F ~.c!l 2.69 .24 2.74 '2.63 .04 
yc;m~er sis te:r you.n~~r sister 2.34 ~.a& youn.:~ sister :.. 2.95 :s.n 2.77 3.~4 2.54 2.86 1.&5 :?.'17 2.24 2.35 
F 3.11 2.~9 .02 3.11 3.36 .33 F 3.03 2.65 .45 2.46 ?.71 .06 F 3.28 3.15 4.P2* 2.69 3.13 .54 
* 5,:; level * 5;ii level * 5~ level 
** J; level "* l~ level *" l.;o level 
$1 
APPENDIX' J1 
l2~a 
TABLE XIa 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES' IN MEAN VALUE WITHIN SEX. AMONG SQCIO;.. 
ECONOMIC GROUPS: 
Males Female57 
Form UAB 
~: s- F' X: s: F .A-
aunt-
1 Prof .86 1 •.. 55 1.51 1. 79 
2. Mngr.- 1~.85. 2.35 2.25 2.64 
3' Clerks; 1.52 1.72 1 .. 77 2.00 
4· Sk 1.59 1. 92. 2.39 2.66 
5 s-sk 1.79 2. 53' 1.88 2.00 
6 Unsk 1.62 1.75 r.oo· 2.5.0 2.22 1.05 
classmate.-
1 4.07 3.20 3.03 2.76 
2 2.56 2.27 2.91 2. 74" 
a 3.39 2.68 2.32. 2.18 
4 2.97 2.56 2. 75. 2.50 
5. 2.79 2.3T 2.90 2~36 
6 2~86 2.67 1.51 3 • .00 1..94 .35 
clergyman 
T .76 1.48 .49 1.11 
2 .71 1.38 .64 1 •. 67 
3' 1.52 2 .. 66 .45 1 • .07 
4 .81 1.70 •. 90 1 • .87 
5 1.42 2.37 • 76 1.44" 
6 1 • .00 1.78 1.31 .46 .64 .70 
c·oach 
1 2.38 2.50 3.51 3'.38 
2: 2.82 2.77 3.3:4 2 .. 89 
3: 3.42 3.50 4.03' 3.12 
4 3.33 3.21 3.59. 3.25 
5 2.55" 2.20 2.9.3 2.42 
6 3.14 2:. 34. .80 3.04 2.41 .71 
dentist': 
I 3 • .00 2.74 2 .. .03 2.24 
2 1.77 2 • .TI6 2.51 2.43 
3' 2.62 2.46 2.84. 2.70 
4 2.36 2.38 2.69 3.06 
5 2.36 2.47 2.12 2.48 
6 2.45 2.04 1 .. .67 2 .. .00 1...87 .. 76 
*- 5% level 
** 1% level 
APPENDIX. Jl 
124:0 
TABLE XIa:, Cont'd 
-SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCESINMEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-
EOONOMIG GROUPS. 
Males; Female$ 
Form U!Atr.· 
X s F sc· 5 F 
doct'or 
1 Prof 1 .. 34 1.71 2 .. 26 2.43 
2 Mngr. 1 •. 3"5~ 1.68 L •. 81 2.10 
3' ClerkS'. 1.~4· 1~.78 2.45 2.28 
4' Sk 1 •. 89 2.05. 2.37 2 •. 10 
5. s;..sk 2.67 2.27 2.39' 2.27 
6 Unsk 2.14' 2.10 2.47* 2.38 2.46 .55 
father 
1 2 .. 719 2 •. 92. 3 • .06 2 •. 81 
2 3.65 3.33' 2.83 2.85 
3' 2.48 3.16 2 .. .68' 3.20 
4 2.78 3.0T 3.41 3.28 
5 3.0'6 2.92 3~25 2.81 
6 3.03 3.40 .-'16 3 •. 92 2 •. 80 • .70 
grandfather: 
1 .86 1 .. 72. 1 .. .00 1.77' 
2 1.37 1 .. 99 • .89 1 .. 71 
3~ 1.03 1~.58 1.19 2.48 
4 1~00 1 .. 54 1.48 2.41 
5. 1.,39 2.24 1.27 .2.45 
6 1.41 2.21 ~66 .sa 1.31: : 61:5 
. "· 
grandmother· 
1 •. 55: 1 1 • .07 2.7.4 3.32 
2 2.26 2 .. 17 1.92 2.~9 
3'• 1.45 2 .. 47 1. 29· 2.2-3' 
4 .68 1.29 1.85 2~.72 
5 .82 1.49 1.-69 z.;;o 
6 .52 1~.07 1 .. 61 1.58 2.53' 1.15 
janitor 
.74 1.,.75 1 1.$3 2.41 
2 1.24' 1.68 .. 92 1.56 
3 l • .P5' 1.56 1 •.. 32 2.13 
4 1.38 1.47 • 79 1.36 
5 1 • .03' 1 •. 38' 1~02 1.41 
6 1 •. 07 1.14 1 • .04 .38 .63 1 .. 21 
* 5% level 
**' 1% level 
APPENDIX .TI. 
124c 
T:ABLE. XIa, Gont'd 
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX. AMONG socro;.. 
ECONOMIC' GROUPS 
Males. Females; 
Form uAur 
x s F ][ s F 
librarian 
l Prof 2 .. 45' 3 .. 00 2.89 2.78 
2 Mngr: 2 .. .82 2 .. 82 3 .. 43 3.06 
3'' Clerks: 3.,13 2 • .86 2.,29 2 .. 53 
4 Sk 2.78 2 .. 64 2,.45 2 .. 54 
5oSfSk 2 •. 18 2.,.81 2.68 2.79 
6 Unsk 2.28 2.27 ... 62 2 .. 75 2 .. 85 
mother 
l 2.24 2.25 3.31 3.05 
z 2.74 2;,.90 2 •. 96 3.19 
3' 2.10 2~3'5 2J.74 3.25 
4: 2.05 2.44 3 .. 48 3 • .45 
5 2.21 2.31 3-..08 3j,l3' 
6 2.52 3.27 .. 56. 2.21 3 .. 08 .67 
neighbor 
l 2.17 2.12. 2 •. 31 2 •. 63' 
2 2.39 2.41 2.,.62 2.45 
3' 1.90 2~.10 3.65 2 •. 62 
4 2.59 2.44 2.90 2•54 
5. 2 .. 21 2 .. 53' 3 • .05 2.42 
6 2 •. 66 2.71 .49 2.17 2.21 1.4'6 
older.- brother· 
l 3'~.69 2 • .98 3-.lT 3.07 
2 3 .. 50 3 ... 18 3..1.5 2 .• 78 
3' 2. 32'. 2.67 3.,48 2.,88 
4 2.90 2.83'. 3.o54 2 • .83 
5 2.70 2 •. 60 3.B8 2.97 
6 3.97 3.12 1~.53~ 4 .. 00 3.,46 •. 55 
older siste:r 
l 3.41 2 •. 71 4.00 3,.01 
2. 2.-98 2.95 4 •. 04 3.40 
3 2.58 3.13 2.81 2 .. 48 
4 3~18 2.83 3.18 3.15' 
5 3.00 3.21 3.-93 3.19 
6 2.72 2 •. 64 .34 3 .. 13 3.23' 1 .. 19 
*5% level 
**-1%. level 
APPENDIX. J1 
l24d 
TABLE XIa, Conttd 
. 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AlVIONG socro:... 
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
Males. Females 
Form tt,Atll 
x s F x s F 
p,niiceman 
1 Prof 3 •. 72. 3 •. 04 1 .. 51 2 .. 17 
2 Mhgr· 3 •. 82 3 .. 40 1 .. ~7 1 .. 9I 
3: Clerks~ 3:.90. 2.86 2.19 2.96 
4' Sk 4.18 3-.27 1.97 2..38 
5 S-Sk 4.24' 3'.25 1.63' I. 73: 
6' Unsk 4 •. 24 3~28 .20 1.88 Z.Ol 1.22 
principal 
1 4,.45 3'.23 2 • .51 Z~AT 
2 4.08 3'.08 2.00 2.21 
3.' . 4.03: 3: • .3D 2.55 2.78 
4 3'.-.89 3'.11 2..76 2.55 
5 4.18 3:.16 2 •. 36' 2...66 
6' 4.14 2.93' .14 2 •. 38 2.36 .58 
school bus. driver· 
1 3'. 83~ 2.87 1.66 2.41 
2 Z.AB 2 •. 68 2.26 3'.15 
3: 3':.16 3'.11 1.71 2.04 
4 3'.26 3:001 1 .. 73' 2.18 
5' 2.79 3.06 1.69 2 •. 26 
6. a-.31 3'.15 .61 2 .• 50 3.37 .70 
school nurse 
1 1.8~ 2.39 3'~74 3~65 
2 2 .. .35 2 •. 97 2.60 3'.09 
3' 1.71 2.16 3' .. 71 3'~25 
4- 2 • .22. 2.54 2.21 2.68 
5 2-.45. 2. 7'3, 2:..19 2.76 
6: 1.79 2 .. .40 .54 2.54 2 •. 89' 2.24 
teacher 
1 5.03 2.24 3'. 74' 2.4.5 
2 4.77 2.26 4.42 2.66 
$ 4o48 2,.65 4.58 2 •. 35 
4 4:.82 2.89 4.04 2.54 
5 5.21 2.56 5'.10 2.72 
6 4.28 2.60 .54 5.79 2.60 2.84* 
* 
5% level 
** 1% level 
APPENDIX Jl 
124'e, 
TABLE XI a, Cont·rct· 
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
Males. Females 
Form "A"r 
X: s F X: s· F 
truant officer 
1 Prof 2.69 2 •. 49 1.49 2.03 
2 Mngr, 2~84 2~74. 2:09 2;75 
3· Clerks. 3'_.'65 3~'15 1~94 2:65 
4 Sk 3:~ 32. 2~86 1.72 2~28 
5 S-Sk 2:88 2.'71 1 .. 83' 2..50 
6 Unsk S'~3B 2:99 .62 1:75 1:94 .. 30 
. 
uncle, 
1 1.14 2.15 1.09 1.78 
2 1~63 1;75 1."47 1~86 
3' 1.:61 1.:.72 1~42. 1;96 
4 1;47 1;76 2.;35 2•'.47 
5 1.:82 1.:95 1.:78 1:96 
6 1.;31 1.;58 .58 2,;00 2.;10 2.30* 
younger. brother-
1 2.59 2. 72 5.00 3.04 
2 2.;42.. 3.:14 4.;~5 3';3"4 
3' 2~39 2.;60 4.:13' 3.;69 
4 2~63 3.:03" 2..:92 3'~17 
5 1~76 2.;40 3:.;27 3.;52 
6 2~28 2~52 .46 3:;58 3-;51 2.27* 
younger sister 
1 2.79 3.12 3". 20. 2.84 
2 2;48 2~83: 3';62 3.:10 
3:, ~00 3'. 03~ 2.;45 2~79 
4 1..66 1~99 454 2~56 
5 2;48 2:92 3'.32 3;24 
6. 1.90 2:22 1.21 3~25 2:92 1.23 
* 
5% level 
** 
176 level 
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TABLE XI a, Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEXAJVlONG SOCIO-
ECONOMIC GROUPs· 
Males Females 
Form "Btt X: s- F x' s· F 
aunt 
1 Prof 1.75 2..3'6 2 .. 39. 2..82. 
2 Mngr 1.70 2 •. 07 1.97. 2...09-
3: Clerks 2.00 2..13' 2~09 2.17 
4- Sk 1·. 75· 1 .. 89 2.43: 2 •. 3A. 
5 S-Sk 3'~00 2..4.6 ~,66 2.59 
6 Unsk 1.71 2:.03: 2..26* 2'.79 2:,88 .,68 
classmate· 
1 3'.15 2' .. 65 3'.54" 2.68 
2 3'.18 z:.68 3'.ll ~.58 
3 2.81 ~.47 4.09 2~76 
4. 3':..01 2' •. 53~ 471 ~.46 
5 S:~A-'6.. Z..6.Z 2~88 ~.68 
6: 3',.81 3' •. 27' .47 3:'::..95 3'~38 1,6'2 
clergyman 
1.,.67 1 1,.40 1 .. 93 .93' 
2. ~74 1.47 •. 90 1.,59 
3: 1~62. 2~50 .,29 .66 
4 ~82: 1,34 .'13: 1~3'4 
5 .,49 ".96 ,84 1:6a 
6: .,67 1,32. .2 •. 24 1.16 1.56. 1.r8 
coach 
1 2.50 ZBZ 2 .. 96 z.6a:: 
2 ~91 2.95 2 • .78 3~.07 
3 a.lz 2,17 3'~.23. 2.58 
4 3'~01 2.79 3'-..25 Z..72 
5' 2. 3:3~ Z,04 3"50 2,.95' 
6 2..00 ~23 .83' 3'..,26 3.01 .40 
dentist 
1 2..2.5 2 ... 30 3'.75 3.30 
2: 2..89 2.85 3.90: 3~.00 
3: 2.9'2 3::..14 3?.89 3~14 
4 2.84 2 •. 57. 2 .. 91 2 .• .92. 
5 2.05 2.22 2..62. Z.95 
6~ 2.14 2.44, .86 Z.6:J', 418 1. so· 
*· 5% level 
** 
1% level 
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TABLE XIa, Cont'.rd· 
•.. 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES: WITHIN SEX AMONG so:;ro-.-
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
Females 
z. 3:6'. 
2:..19' 
2...3'4 
L.84 
z.. 2.21-: 
Z.4Z 
Z.14' 
3?~97 
3:..5'1 
3":.3B 
3:~80 
3;.11 
.75 
.65 
.71 
• 75:. 
1.38 
1. 21 
Z.5D 
2.03' 
2.3'4 
1.59 
1.86 
1.05 
1 .• 4$ 
1 .. 46' 
• .74~ 
.75 
1.24 
1.37 
s· 
2...61' 
~36 
~.29• 
L,BO 
2~79 
2 .. 58 
2:53'' 
a. 43" 
3" .. 06' 
3~.35 
3'.00 
2..85 
1 •. 64 
1.39 
1.00 
1.37 
1. 72: 
1.67 
3_.0'2 
2.51 
3:.. 03,' 
Z.43' 
2~.42 
r.76 
1.99 
2.~9 
1.25 
1.11 
1.87 
2..03' 
F 
1.46' 
1.8z· 
1.09 
1. • .3:3'. 
lZ4g: 
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TABLE XIa·, Conttd 
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX. AMONG SOCIO- · 
ECONOMIC GROUPS' 
Males: Females. 
Fo.rm nEtt 
X s F St= s F 
librarian 
l Prof 3"~90 2.90 2.64 2.83 
Z Mngr 2.88 2.69 3'.10 3-.3T 
3·: Clerks· s-,.31 2.51' 2.77 2.87 
4· Sk 2.78 3'•16 2~98 3:..11 
5' s;..sk 2.59 2.89 2.,20 2'.35-
6 Unsk 2.71 2.47 .72. 2.47 2.58 .62. 
mother 
1 1.65 1.96 2.89 3',.00 
2 2.67 2.59 4,37 3"~10 
~ L.8l 2,.45 2,.86 2.92 
4 1.49 1.95 3'.39 2~91 
5 3:.18 2.77 4.08 3~40 
6' 2 •. 67 3':. 01 3'-. 26* 2.84 2.60 2.00 
neighbor 
1 2.95 Z.67 3~32 2 .. 14 
2. 2~35 2.46 3':.10 2..67 
a 2.65 2.63": 3'..,oo· 3:.36 
4 3'.12 Z.7.3' 3~16 2..97 
5 4.03' 2.59' 2.60 2.58 
6 3~19 2.67 2.11 3;..32 2.15 .38 
older brother 
1 3":. 35 3123 2~82 2. 74 
2. 3.21. 3'.,22 3'-. 03: 3:,04 
3) 3~46 3~65 3~77 3'.14 
4 3~54 2~57 3"~66 2.80' 
5 3".54 2.93' 2.86 2.93' 
6 4.38 3-.58 .45 4 .. 53' 3. 3'3' 1.41 
older sister 
1 2•80 2:.56 2.50 2.41 
2. 3'. 21 3":.31 2.22 3'. 2"4. 
3' 2..77 2.53 2.09 2:.,63: 
4 2.31 2.15 3.;.73 3~46 
5 2.3'3 2.57 3.12 3'.19 
6. 2.48 2.28 .93 3.26 2:,77 2.04 
* 
5 % level 
** 
1% level 
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TABLE XIa, Cont'_fd-
-
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
Males. Females. 
Form "Bu 
x- s· F x s F 
policeman 
1 Prof 2 • .65 2 •. 29 1.25 1.45 
2 Mngr 2.91 2:.42 1.71 2.21 
3": Clerks- 3-.77 3.14: 1.43' 1 • .76 
4 Sk 2.67 2.47 1.84 2.13' 
5" $-Sk 3'.33 2.80 1.66 1.89 
6: Unsk 4.48 3~19 2.00 2. 79. 2.59 1.50 
principal 
1 3~05 2.94 1 •. 79 2 •. 53' 
2 2.95 2 .. 78 1.86 2..66 
3: 2...81 2.20 1 .. 69 2.58 
4 3.64 2...80 1.98 2' ... 27 
5 2.72 2 •. 52 2.04 2.61 
6: 2.81 2.46 '.85 1.58 1.93 •. 17 
school bus driver 
1 3'.55 2 •. 65 1. 93' 3•25 
2. 2.98 3.29 2.22 2.81 
3 3'!.12 2.97 2.00 2•59 
4 3.39 3~02 1.34 1.93 
5 2.00 2. 77 1.80 2~42 
6 4.-19 3'.79 1.68 1.26 1.83' .94' 
school nurse 
1 1.90 2.49 2.89 3.3-6 
2 1.95 2.52 2.46 3'.03 
3'; 2.58 2.90 2.23' 2.91 
4 2.63 2.95 2.86 3'.,10 
5 1.21 1.91 2.26 2.,48 
6 1.38 1.40 z-.o8 1.53'' 2:.52 .,.78 
t·eacher 
1 4.05 2.52 3'.75 2".69 
2. 4 .. 55 2....62 4.51 2.63~ 
3'- 5 .• 00 2.n1 5 • .40 2.39 
4 4.13 2 .. 64 4.77 2.63' 
5 4' .. 56 2..69 4.22 2.52 
6 4.38 2.63' -.52 4.05 2.78 1.62 
*5% level 
**I% level 
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TABLE XIa, Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN MEAN VALUES WITHIN SEX AMONG SOCIO-
ECONOMIC GROUPS 
Males Females 
Form nB" 
X s· F X: s F 
truant officer 
1 Prof 3.,90 3~18 1 .. 96 2.93 
2 Mngr 3.05 2 •. 94 1.29 1.82 
3 Clerks 3.,08 2.74 2 .. 17 2.98 
4 Sk 2.76 2.94 1.70 2.42 
5 S-Sk 2.41 2.35 1.94 2 • .40 
6 Unsk 3.57 3.30 .95 2.42 2 .. 74" 1 .. oo 
uncle 
1 .50 .74 2.00 2.45 
2 .91 1.67 1 .. 19 1.59 
3" 1,23 1 .. 28 1.51 1.93 
4 1.69 2.02 1 •. 98 2.16 
5 2.00 1.84 2.04 2.33' 
6 1.69 1.99 3.A-2** 1.37 1.35 1.55 
younger brother 
3;..48 4.39 2.96 1 2.85 
2 3.36 3~26 2 .. 87 2.93' 
3" 1.,50 1.82 2.,83 2.56 
4 2.69 3.11 3.80 3.25 
5 3.18 2.99 2.88 2.69 
6 2.57 2~72 1.54 2~74 2.63 l.B7 
younger sister 
3.11 3.11 2,99 1 2.,95 
2 2.,77 3..,24 3 .. 11 3.,36 
3 2.,54 2,.86 3 •. 03' 2.65 
4 2.,34 2.,98 3.28 3.16 
5 1.95 2.77 3.28 3 .. 16 
6 2.24 2.,35 .52 2.89 3.13 .. 45 
*5;6 level 
**1% level 
~"'·"· "''" • " ~· •• : -. _o.;< ~· •• •":'. '·~.-•. ,.. •.0· ••• -~ ·--..~---, ..... "'' 
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TABLE XIL. 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN Iv:IEaN VAIJUE BETWEEN SEX.ES WITHIN IQ; 
Q, uA.RJIIB.hs 
lst 1 (115-140) 2nd .t (107-115) ~ ~ 
Form 11A" 
X s F X s F 
aunt 
Male 1.84 2.36 1.40 1.94 
Female 1 .. 74 2.61 .04 1-em 1.85 1.56 
classmate 
M 3.06 2.72 3.03 2.46 
F 2.90 2.50 .13 3.24 2.89 .. 21 
clergyman 
M .81 1.65 .,93 1.97 
F .53 1 .. 29 1 .. 14 • 76 1.90 .. 24 
coach M 3.26 3.11 3.35 2.74 
F 3.57 2.99 .34 2.91 2.98 .80 
dentist 
M 2.34 2.15 1.66 1.93 
F 1.96 2.35 3.24 3.13 12.16~H~ 
doctor 
M 1.47 1.78 1.40 1.79 
F 1.'74 1 .. 95 .67 2.49 2.45 8. 62~B~-
f'ather 
M 2.76 3.17 3.75 3.34 
F 2.49 2.73 .27 3.15 2.94 1.20 
grandf'ather 
Ivi .. 95 1.58 .,96 1.69 
F 1.54 2.82 2o09 .. 87 1.62 .07 
grandmother 
M 1..02 1 .. 91 .94 1.80 
F 2.19 2.91 7 .. lli~ 1.51 2.34 2.45 
janitor 
M 1.61 1,.90 1.40 1.95 
F 1.06 1.97 2.61 .88 1.46 3.00 
* 5% level ~"* 1% level 
--...~,._, .· 
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TABLE XIJ 
" 
Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFEEEHCE IN lVIEAN VALUE J3ETNEEJ.IJ SEXES \'J""ITHIN IQ.. 
Q,UARTZRS 
1st :t (115-140) 2nd i (107-115) 
Form "A" 
~ 
X s F X s F 
librarian 
Male 3.18 3.31 2.51 2.58 
Female 2.87 2.96 .32 2.94 3.24 .70 
mother 
I\1 1.95 2.33 2.81 2.79 
F 3.22 3.47 5.80* 2.99 2 .. 97 .. 12 
neighbor 
M 2.66 2.68 1.99 2.10 
F 2.72 2.58 .01 3.01 2.57 6.38* 
older brother 
M 3.35 3.18 3.01 2.99 
F 4.01 2.85 1.53 3.28 2.89 .27 
older sister 
M 2.87 2.78 3.49 3.22 
F 3.93 3.36 ·3.72 3.16 2.89 .37 
policeman 
lVl 3.37 2.84 4.68 3.34 
F 1.24 1.90 25.50~-'~ 1.76 2.26 34.55ii-~ 
principal 
M 3.61 3.30 4 .. 29 3.25 
F 2.44 2 .. 49 5 .l7it- 2.13 2.32 19.43~-* 
school bus driver 
M 3.27 3.08 2.71 2.84 
F 2.06 2.69 5.64* 1.85 2.18 3.80 
school nurse 
M 2.19 3.11 1.88 2.35 
F 3.16 3.31 2 .. 90 2.90 3.29 4.17i:-
teacher 
r11 4.90 2.73 4.94 Z.62 
F 3.75 2.37 6.53* 4.90 2.82 .oo 
.. : .. 5%. level 
i{-i'" 11o level 
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TABLE XII. , Cent' d 
SIGNIFICAl~T DIFFERENCE IN I\1EAN VALUE BE"TWEE!:if SEXES WITHIN IQ, 
QUARTERS 
1st .6. (115-140) 2nd 1-. (107 .... 115) 
Form nA"1 i: i: 
X s F X s F 
truant ofricer 
Male 3.39 3.12 2.66 2.42 
Female 1,.88 2.65 8. 64*-~· 1.40 2.15 10.09*i'" 
uncle 
M 1.13 1.45 1.71 1.96 
F 1.25 2.08 .12 1.58 1.90 .13 
younger brother 
M 2.37 3.08 2.46 2.92 
F 4.34 3.38 11. 73i'"~~ 4.16 3.65 s. 71-l~::-
younger sister 
M 2.65 3.18 2.04 2.61 
F 3.43 3.10 1.98 3.10 3.00 4. 74~E-
3rd 1,_ (98-107) 4th ! (61-98) 
'!!: 
aunt 
M 1.53 1,.98 1.61 1.94 
F 2.~4 2.32 5,.16* 2.32 2 .. 43 3.52 
classmate 
M 3.14 2.82 2.87 2.54 
F 2.36 2.17 3.08 2.87 2.27 .oo 
clergyman 
M .51 1.30 1.43 2.19 
F .72 1.27 .82 .70 1.49 4.86iE-
coach 
M 2.16 2.47 3.00 3.01 
F 3.87 3 .. 00 11.35~~'" 3.10 2.79 .03 
dentist 
M 2.51 2.54 3.16 2.44 
F 2.13 2.36 .77 2.33 2.31 3.93* 
doctor 
M 1.47 1.88 2.72 2.07 
F 2.56 2.49 7 .lOiH:: 2.20 1..83 2.36 
' 
.. 
·. ~ ~- 5% level : : • ..J .' ~ 
---~ ... 101 level 
""""' jO 
- ,..._,_ 
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TABLE XII , Cont 1 d 
SIGNIFICANT DJFF.ERENCE IN l'.lT.!J .. N VALUE BETIIJE:;:t.N SEXES WIT.diN IQ, 
Q,UART:ERS 
3rd X {98-107) 4th .:i.. (61-98) ~ -Q: 
Form nAn 
X s F X s F 
:father 
Male 3.20 3.42 2.46 2.67 
Female 3 .. 79 3.12 1.04 3.20 3 .. 06 2.20 
grandfather 
Ivi 1.14 1.84 1 .. 58 2.17 
F 1.23 2.36 .08 1.00 1.37 3.23 
grandmother 
.M , • 92 1.93 .• 95 1.49 
F 1.58 2.64 2.29 2.23 2.€7 12 .. 33iHf 
janitor 
M 1.04 1.45 1 .. 26 1.10 
F .65 1.11 2.88 ,.98 1.53 1.53 
librarian 
M 2.65 2.67 2.43 2.39 
F 2.55 2.57 .. 04 2.68 2.22 .37 
mother 
M 2.90 2.90 1 .. 79 2.35 
F 3.26 3 .. 28 .39 2.78 3.21 4.24* 
neighbor 
M 2.57 2.32 2.34 2.46 
F. 2.83 2.50 .37 2.72 2.44 .77 
older brother 
M 3.41 3.01 2.96 2.71 
F 3.27 2.93 .07 3.57 3.15 1.43 
older sister 
IIJI 3.16 3.04 2.61 2-.59 
F 3.36 3.16 .14 3.88 3.16 6.59* 
policeman 
M 4.49 3.40 3.66 3.16 
·F 1.79 2.36 27. 67iH" 2.03 2 .. 19 11.35~-~ 
i~ sot I~ level 
~:-i:4 l!}/ 10 level 
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TABLE XII. • Cont 'd 
SIGNIFICA~T DIFFERENCE IN MEAJIT VJ~L1JE BETVf.EEN SEXES WIT.HHJ I Q. 
Q.u"ARTERS 
3rd i· (98-107) 4th ~- (61'-98) 
Form "An 
X s F X s F 
principal 
Male 4.88 2.93 3.74 2.88 
Female 2.51 2.52 23. '?l~Y~ 2.67 2.73 4.81* 
school bus driver 
I vi: 2.65 3.02 3.13 2.92 
F 1.94 2.80 1.84 1 .. 65 2.46 9. 67{H} 
school nurse 
M 1.67 2.11 2.61 2.63 
F 2.41 2.95 2.41 2.23 2.52 .68 
teacher 
M 5.24 2.65 4.24 2.28 
F 4.47 2.43 2.80 5.03 .80 3.28 
truant officer 
Ivi 3.14 2.76 3.30 2. 96 
F 1.71 2.30 10. 05~-::- 2.33 2.47 4.10* 
uncle 
lVl 1.24 1.86 1.84 1.83 
F '2.31 2.32 7 .. 55~!- 1..82 1.94 .oo 
younger brother 
M 2.06 2.58 2.58 2.77 
F 3.50 3 •. 41 6 .54i~ 2.72 2.97 .07 
younger sister 
M 2.35 2.63 1.74 2.13 
F 2.77 2.82 .70 2.95 2.83 7. 95~HE-
Form 11..§11 1st ~- (115-140) 2nd .;;,_ (107-115) 4 4 
aunt 
M 1.88 2. 44 1.92 2.15 
F 2.01 2.35 .10 2.30 2.52 .77 
classmate 
11i 3.46 2.58 2.69 2.42 
F 3.22 2.60 .26 3.23 2.26 1.54 
i~ 5d level ,o 
~~~ 1% level 
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TABLE XIL, Cont'd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFF.ERE:NCE Ilif r:IEAN VALUE B:&TWEEN SEXES' WITHIN IQ. 
Q,UARTERS 
1st X (115-140) 2nd I (107-115) 
* 
~ 
Form "Bn 
X s F X s F 
clergyman 
Male .. 86 1.71 .42 .74 
Female .. 71 1.28 .30 .72 1.46 1.86 
coach 
M 2.49 2.67 3.22 2. 96 
F 3.37 2.89 3.03 3.26 3.04 .01 
dentist 
I\'1 2.53 2.85 2.78 3.10 
F 3.44 3.29 2.67 3.39 2.98 1.20 
doctor 
M 1.58 1.91 1.88 1.78 
F 2.'24 2.61 2.48 2.33 2.45 1.28 
father 
M 2.65 2.81 3.31 3.02 
F 3.07 3.17 .61 3.16 2.94 .07 
grandfather 
I~r 1.11 2.12 .09 1.08 
F .66 1.58 1.74 .90 1.46 .76 
gPa.ndmother 
IVI .82 1.70 1.37 2.35 
F 1.99 2.62 8.20*2} 1.62 2.70 .29 
janitor 
2.60 M 1.47 2.12 2.12 
F 1.59 2.39 .08 1.02 1",,56 7. 9l*i~ 
librarian 
M 2.84 2.78 3.19 3.26 
F 3 .. 40 2.97 1.13 2.77 3.26 .98 
mother 
M 2.42 2.59 2.34 2 .. 65 
F 3.37 3.17 3.23 3,.74 2.88 7.53~"* 
-:~ 5% level 
"'"' ,,. 1% level .. n.~ 
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TABLE XII. ~ Cont r d 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFEEEl:W.E IN l\'iEa,N VALUE BID'\fEBiN SEXES .vTITHIN IQ. 
QUARTERS 
1st J (115-140) 2nd ~ (107-115) il 
Form "B11 
X s F X s F 
neighbor 
Male 2.88 2.63 3.31 2.,91 
Female 3 .. 06 2.92 .13 3.18 2.84 .06 
older brother 
II/I 4.00 3.27 3.42 3.12 
F 2.97 2.75 3.62 2.95 2.87 .74 
older sister 
M 3.33 3.02 2.75 2.71 
F 2.49 3.08 2.35 2.69 3.02 .01 
policeman 
M 3.25 2.78 2.46 2.32 
F 1.34 1.97 19. 79~h~ 1.64 1.98 4.28*-· 
principal 
~.1 2.72 2.91 3.12 2.50 
F 1.38 2.29 8.15~-~ 2.00 2.60 5.68* 
school bus driver 
M 3.04 3.15 3.61 2.95 
F 2.24 2.78 2.26 1.90 2.73 10.68~-~ 
schooi nurse 
M 1.91 2.56 2.59 3.37 
F 2.65 3.20 1.92 2.72 3.02 .05 
teacher 
M 4.39 2.79 3.66 2.38 
F 4.34 2. 64 .01 5.18 2.71 10.5~~-
truant officer 
M 3.07 3.01 2.61 2.66 
F 1.65 2.43 8. 37~H~ 1.57 2.~2 ·: 4. 89.*·;, 
uncle 
M 1.09 2.03 .9S 1..18 
F 1.41 2.03 .76 2.00 .2.39. <- 8.97-*i~ 
~~ 5% I. level 
~~t. .... 1.70 level 
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SIGNIFICANT DIFF.ERENC:E IN MEAN VALUE B.ErWEEN SEXES WITHIN IQ. 
~UARTERS 
1st "i (115 ... 140) 2nd i (107-115) 
Form 8 B" x s F x s F 
younger brother 
Male 3.12 3.28 • 2.90 3.28 
Female 3.40 3.08 .. 24 3.49 3.07 1.04 
younger sister 
M 3.11 3.29 2.69 3.03 
F 4.03 3.48 2.26 2.23 2.34 .88 
3rd i (98-107) 4th i (61-98) 
aunt 
lVI 2.11 2.08 1.96 2.00 
F 2.54 2.48 1.07 2.52 2.31 1.98 
classmate 
M 3.29 2.84 3.33 2.77 
F 3.26 2.81 .oo 3.17 3.22 .08 
clergyman 
M .91 1.76 1.22 1.76 
F .83 1.42 .o8 .92 1.75 .87 
coach 
M 2.71 2.27 2.60 2.59 
F 3.13 2.87 .77 2.75 2.53 .10 
dentist 
M 2.63 2.13 2.57 2.53 
F 3.26 3.17 1.61 3.12 2.45 1.46 
doe tor 
M 1.98 1.82 1.72 1.39 
F 2.10 2.15 .10 2.04 2.30 .91 
!'ather 
M 2.57 2.87 3.03 2.91 
F 4.07 3.47 6.68* 3.54 2.96 .87 
grandf'ather 
M 1 .. 13 1.38 1.42 1.82 
F 1.17 1.58 .04 .75 1.21 5.20* 
gran dm.o ther 
M 1.38 2.00 1.48 1.70 
F 2.26 2.73 4.03* 1.73 2.17 .51 
• s% level, *-*·1% level 
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TABLE XII. , Cont'd 
SIGNIFlCAJ:ifT DIFFER:tiJ.'rCE IN IllFAN V.ALUE BETWEEN SEXES WI THIN I~ 
Q,UART:ERS 
Form "B" 
janitor 
Male 
Fe~nale 
librarian 
M 
F 
mother 
M 
F 
neighbor 
M 
F 
older brother 
Ivi 
F 
older sister 
M 
F 
policeman 
IVI 
F 
principal 
Ivi 
F 
school bus driver 
3rd t (98-107) 
s F 
1.82 2.05 
1.00 1.89 5.85* 
2.98 2.55 
2.44 2.81 1.22 
L, 77 2. 00 
3.73 3.01 17.33~H~ 
2.71 2.54 
2.50 2.36 .25 
2.93 
4.03 
2.09 
2.93 
3.54 
1.83 
3.20 
1.71 
2.95 
3.21 3.58 
2.41 
3.15 2.67 
2.92 
2.01 14.87-lH~ 
2.71 
2.51 9.91{:-i~ 
M 2.59 3.14 
2.30 F 1.61 
school nurse 
Ivi 2.29 
2.24 F 
~~ 5% level 
*i~ 1% level 
2.38 
2.71 
3. 93-l~ 
.01 
4th i (61-98) 
s 
1.78 2.23 
.92 1.37 
2._70 2.79 
2.29 2.62 
2.40 2 .. 68 
3.58 3.40 
3.06 2.57 
3.58 2.78 
3.00 
F 
5.76* 
.67 
1.08 
3.61 
3.31 3.09 .29 
2.52 
3.31 
3.25 
2.17 
3.28 
2.56 
3.15 
1.38 
1.43 
2.17 
2.45 
3.31 2.17 
2.66 
2.23 5.43* 
2.63 
2.44 2.35 
3.27 
2 • 19 11. l2iH~ 
3.16 
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APPENDIX K 
TA3LE XII , Conttd 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFER~TCE IliJ MEAN VALUE :SEr1JiEEN SEXES WITHIN IQ, 
Q,UARTERS 
teacher 
Male 5.16 2.40 4.52 2.77 
Female 4.30 2.46 3.83 4.25 2.67 .28 
truant of'f'icer 
l\1 3.52 3.04 2.79 2.87 
F 1.57 2.33 16.38~H~ 2.54 2.69 .24 
uncle 
M 1.70 1.61 1.70 2.07 
F 1.77 1.88 .09 1.56 1.80 .18 
younger brother 
M 3.07 3.20 2.31 2.48 
F 3.00 2.77 .. 02 3.04 2.81 2.20 
younger sister 
M 1.91 2.96 2.16 2.54 
F 2.71 2.83 2.35 2.81 3.07 1.53 
i~ 5% level 
** 
1'1 level 7o 
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